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This study analyzes the leadership qualities of Joseph

McCarthy and the rhetorical qualities of agitative and control

forces in a specific social movement. The methods used are

founded upon various theories outlined by sociologists, his-

torians, and rhetoricians. This investigation is organized

around the climate of the times, McCarthy's leadership develop-

ment, agitative strategies, control group responses, and sup-

port and opposition groups.

It was found that the movement's success was probably due

to McCarthy's position of attack and offense and to the con-

trol group's failure to neither strongly confront McCarthy nor

to maintain its preparedness and superiority. It is theorized

that had the control group engaged earlier in strategies other

than adjustment and avoidance, the movement might have been

halted sooner.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In 1950, a United States senator from Wisconsin, Joseph

Raymond McCarthy, launched an active inquiry into possible

strategies and issues which could be used to make himself and

his name publicly known. His senatorial term would expire in

two years, and McCarthy had not attained national publicity

which would attract Wisconsin voters, nor had he developed any

specific issue that would be likely to stir the voters. While

discussing possible planks for his campaign platform, Senator

McCarthy received an idea from Father Edmund A. Walsh, vice-

president of Georgetown University, to stress the concept of

the world power of communism and the ever-present danger that

communism might, at any time, infiltrate a democratic govern-

ment. On February 9 of the same year, Senator McCarthy made a

speech at Wheeling, West Virginia and pronounced, "In my

opinion the State Department, which is one of the most im-

portant government departments, is thoroughly infested with

Communists."

Various reports of the Wheeling speech indicated that

McCarthy had alleged during the speech that there were 205,

eighty-one, and fifty-seven communists in the State Department.

Since there was no transcription or recording of the speech,

1
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it has never been determined which of the three numbers of

communists, if any, McCarthy actually claimed existed in the

State Department. Regardless of the confusion of reports,

McCarthy became a national figure almost overnight. In fact,

immediately after McCarthy's West Virginia speech, the Senate

was so impressed by the charges of communist infiltration that

the senators held hearings which contributed even more to

McCarthy's publicity and fame. It seemed that McCarthy had

fulfilled his goal of establishing an issue that would place

his name within the minds of the American public.

At the time McCarthyism emerged, the United States was a

nation characterized economically by prosperity and politically

by twenty years of Democratic Party rule. The international

situation of the period was one of a continuously growing world

communist power. As a result, there was "a relatively high

level of economic prosperity combined with frustration in the

international struggle with Communism"2 which provided an em-

bryonic atmosphere for the issue of McCarthyism.

From the initial attack on members of the State Department,

McCarthy moved on in 1951 to attack General George Marshall

and all of the policies Marshall had represented during the

time of war and the post-war period. By the fall of 1951, the

election year of Senator McCarthy, McCarthy had expanded his

charges beyond the State Department and General Marshall to

include a consideration of all of the charges against Adlai

Stevenson. On February 12, 1954, McCarthy revealed his total
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charge of treason when he said: "The issue between the Repub-

licans and the Democrats is clearly drawn. It has been delib-

erately drawn by those who have been in charge of twenty years

of treason. The hard fact is, the hard fact is that those who

wear the label Democrat, wear it with the stain of an historic

betrayal." Such an accusation on McCarthy's part implicated

at least twenty million Americans. Then, three months later,

McCarthy extended the scope of his implication by charging

President Eisenhower of treason. Richard Rovere cited the ex-

treme impact of McCarthy and his communist charges in his biog-

raphy of Senator McCarthy when he said:

He held two presidents captive--or as nearly
captive as any Presidents of the United States have
ever been held; in their conduct of the nation's
affairs, Harry S. Truman and Dwight D. Eisenhower,
from early 1950 through late 1954, could never act
without weighing the effect of their plans upon
McCarthy and the forces he led, and in consequence
there were times when, because of this man, they
could not act at all. He had enormous impact on
American foreign policy at a time when that policy
bore heavily on the course of world history, and
American diplomacy might bear a different aspect
today if McCarthy had never lived. In the senate,
his headquarters and his hiding place, he assumed
the functions of the Committee of the Whole; he
lived in thoroughgoing contempt of the Congress of
which he was a member, of the rule it had made for
itself, and--whenever they ran contrary to his pur-4poses--of the laws enacted for the general welfare.

From the time the anti-communist issue emerged in 1950 until

the time of McCarthy's censure by the United States Senate in

1954, McCarthy spent his time and efforts attacking the eastern

elite, big business, and the communists. Indeed, McCarthy

characterized the "ideal-typical communist enemy" as "an
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upper-class Eastern Episcopalian graduate of Harvard employed

by the State Department," 5

One of the facets of McCarthyism that is interesting to

note is the birth of the term and the meanings that so quickly

became attached to the term. The impact of McCarthy and his

movement was so great that it brought about the birth of the

word "McCarthyism," which was almost immediately accepted into

the language. The impact of the movement is evidenced by the

inclusion of the word "McCarthyism" in the dictionary which

defines the term as "the use of indiscriminate, often unfounded,

accusations, sensationalism, inquisitorial investigative

methods, etc., ostensible in the suppression of communism."6

About fifteen years after the censure of McCarthy, Robert

Griffith in his book The Politics of Fear, cited some of the

definitions that were connected with the term McCarthyism. The

majority of the liberals felt McCarthyism meant "reckless at-

tacks on individuals from the privileged sanctuary of the

Senate."7 Extremists, on the other hand, tended to equate

McCarthyism with Americanism, while other individuals felt

McCarthyism "was shorthand for the issue of communism-in-

government."8 Whatever a person might establish as a defi-

nition of McCarthyism, Griffith felt that "What came to be

called 'McCarthyism' was grounded in a set of attitudes, as-

sumptions, and judgments with deep roots in American history."9

Indeed, the ideas of McCarthyism were so well founded in

American attitudes and judgments that hundreds of people in
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the mass communication industry lost their jobs due to the

outgrowth and claims of McCarthy and his movement.

Another interesting facet of McCarthyism is the classifi-

cation made by various historians, sociologists, and political

writers regarding the make-up of McCarthyism with regard to it

being considered a movement. During the analysis, Rorty and

Decter remarked: "Senator McCarthy has shown no inclination

to build a movement of any kind. . . . Not only has Senator

McCarthy shown no inclination to build a movement, but he has

displayed a positive genius for alienating supporters. . . .

This is not the behavior of a movement builder."1 0  In addition,

the authors commented, "McCarthy lacks not only a program for

state action but an ideology as well."" As the analysis of

McCarthyism as a movement continued, Rorty and Decter studied

McCarthyism as a possible totalitarian movement and found it

failing to fall into such a classification due to the lack of

programming, the lack of an ideology, and the lack of per-

sistance. In conclusion, they remarked that "a characteristic

and significant element of totalitarian movements has always

been the influential group of uprooted intellectuals they have

attracted and placed in positions of power and leadership.

McCarthy can lay claim to the allegiance of no such group."12

In contrast to McCarthyism possibly existing as a totali-

tarian movement and Rorty and Decter's denial of such an ex-

istance, Charles W. Lomas considered the existence of "

McCarthyism as a counteragitation movement. Lomas defined
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a counteragitation movement as one "designed to direct attention

away from unpleasant social problems by creating or magnifying

threats to society from outside. . . . They are more con-

cerned with power than with ideas or ideals.",3 In addition,

Lomas hypothesized that counteragitations tend to originate in

the groups which are right wing and tend to reflect a fear of

radical change which any revolution would produce. Having

established such a definition of counteragitation, Lomas pro-

ceeded to analyze not only McCarthyism but the role of McCarthy

within the movement when he wrote, "McCarthyism became a

counteragitation of formidable proportions, and McCarthy him-

self for three years intimidated not only President Truman and

his administration, but President Eisenhower and his adminis-

tration as well."1k In spite of Lomas' definition of a coun-

teragitation movement, Lomas failed to analyze the elements of

McCarthyism or any of the phenomena that would justify

McCarthyism being considered a counteragitation movement.

Instead, Lomas merely indicated that McCarthyism was a coun-

teragitation movement and then dropped the topic.

In the book The Intellectuals and McCarthy: The Radical

Specter by Michael Rogin, five different schools of thought

regarding McCarthyism as a movement are cited. First, the old

fashioned liberals constituted a school of thought which be-

lieved that McCarthyism "symbolized the death of radical pro-

test in America."15 The second school of thought, however,

that of the new liberals, felt that McCarthy was "the bearer
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of the historical radical mission--challenging, like earlier

radicals, the established institutions of American society."16

As a result, the McCarthy years ushered in a new fear of radi-

calism among the increasing number of intellectuals, In

addition, the new liberals felt that McCarthyism was a movement

of the radical right that had developed out of the movements

of the radical left. Nevertheless, both the old and the new

liberal schools of thought realized that during the McCarthy

era there existed a sympathy for radicalism. At the same time,

these two groups recognized that Senator McCarthy and

McCarthyism dominated America while the more traditionally

radical groups lay dormant. A third school of thought felt

that McCarthyism was a movement of character assassination.

Indeed, "'McCarthyism' was a synonym for smear attacks on lib-

erals, its roots were in traditional right-wing politics, and

its principal targets were innocent individuals and liberal

political goals."'7 The fourth school of thought credited

McCarthyism with resembling the characteristics of the Populism

movement and recognized both movements (McCarthyism and

Populism) as calling for social reform. The last school of

thought upheld the idea that McCarthyism was a democratic re-

volt of dispossessed groups against the educated, eastern,

Anglicized elite. This fifth group of thinkers also felt that

McCarthyism substituted moralistic, irrational appeals for

rational politics, mainly a view of politics involving sus-

picion of the people in the nation, a fear of radicalism, a
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friendliness to established institutions, and a re-examination

of the American past.18

What is interesting to note with regard to the ideas and

attitudes of the five schools of thought is that each group

felt that McCarthyism was a variation from the traditional

pattern of society; a variation from the traditional radical

movements, the traditional political views and goals, or the

traditional attempts to press for social change. Talcott

Parsons in his article "Social Strains in America" tended to

summarize these feelings when he wrote:

McCarthyism is best understood as a symptom of the
strains attendant on a deep-seated process of change
in our society, rather than as a "movement" presenting
a policy or set of values for the American people to
act on. Its content is overwhelmingly negative, not
positive. It advocates "getting rid" of undesirable
influences, and has gazingly little to say about
what should be done.

Whereas, Michael Rogin discussed the comparison of

McCarthyism as a movement with the Populism movement, Seymour

Martin Lipset in his article "Three Decades of the Radical

Right," contrasted McCarthyism as a movement to those Fascist

movements of Europe:

Although McCarthy was in no sense a Fascist, his ap-
peal was nevertheless similar to those of European
Fascist movements, which attacked the upper class,
big business, and the Socialists. Fascist movements,
however, explicitly appealed to the economic and
status interests of the lower middle class; 6Carthy
never attempted an economic-interest appeal.

Also in his discussion of the three radical right movements

(Coughlinism, McCarthyism, and the John Birch Society), Lipset
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stated, "The political ideologies shared by these three move-

ments are not, however, what makes them a matter of special

concern. . . . What distinguishes these groups in particular

is that they are extremist tendencies."21

Although Lipset cited the extremist tendency present in

McCarthyism, Peter Viereck in his article "The Revolt Against

the Elite" went even further in citing the characteristics of

McCarthyism when he said that McCarthyism was "a radical move-

ment trying to overthrow an old ruling class and replace it

from below by a new ruling class.

William F. Buckley and Brent Bozell in their article "The

Question of Conformity" cited McCarthyism as a movement pat-

terned after the style of English conformity since the majority

of Americans were in sympathy with McCarthy's communists-in-

government charges. Basically, the American people seemed to

feel that McCarthyism "involved certain legal, economic and

social measures to discourage adherence to Communism." 23 As

Buckley and Bozell summarized, "We cannot avoid the fact that

the United States is at war against international communism,

and that McCarthyism is a program of action against those in

our land who help the enemy.,,24

By surveying such an array of remarks on McCarthy and

McCarthyism, a reader may become confused as to what McCarthyism

actually was and how such an era might be classified. Such

writers as Rorty and Decter declare that McCarthy never showed

himself to be willing or able to organize a movement of any

kind. On the other hand, Lomas felt that McCarthyism was a
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movement, indeed, a counteragitation movement while Lipset

felt that McCarthyism was merely an era marked by extremist

tendencies. Parsons stated that McCarthyism should not be

regarded as a movement while Viereck felt that McCarthyism

was a definite movement. Although most of these writers would

agree that McCarthyism, whatever category the analyst decided

to place it in, was an attempt to bring about some type of

social change and a change in the political views of the times,

each writer has failed to analyze the rhetorical characteristics

of a rhetorical movement and failed to attempt to determine

which, if any, of these characteristics might be evident in

McCarthyism. Due to this void of information analyzing

McCarthy as a social movement, this study is offered in an

attempt to help fill a part of that void.

Herbert W. Simons defined a typical specific social

movement as:

an uninstitutionalized collectivity that mobilizes
for action to implement a program for the recon-
stitution of social norms or values. Movements
should be distinguished, as such, from panics,
crazes, booms, fads, and hostile outbursts as well
as from the actions of recognized labor unions,
government agencies, business organizations, an4 5
other institutionalized decision-making bodies.

Moving from the specific to the general, Herbert Blumer

wrote:

Social movements can be viewed as collective
enterprises to establish a new order of life. They
have their inception in a condition of unrest, and
derive their motive power on one hand from dis-
satisfaction with the current form of life, and on
the other hand, from wishes and hopes for a new
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scheme or system of living. The career of a social
movement depicts the emergence of a new order of
life. In its beginning, a social movement is amor-
phous, poorly organized, and without form; the col-
lective behavior is on the primitive level that we
have already discussed, and the mechanisms of inter-
actions are the elementary, spontaneous mechanisms
of which we have spoken. It acquires organization
and form, a body of customs and traditions, estab-
lished leadership, an enduring division of labor,
social rules and social values--in short, a cultme,
a social organization, and a new scheme of life.

Using such definitions of a social movement, one might ask if,

indeed, McCarthyism was a social movement. If it was a social

movement, then it was most probably not a typical movement

which seems to indicate a need to study the elements of

McCarthyism as a social movement.

Robert S. Cathcart defined a rhetorical movement as:

carried forward through language, both verbal and
nonverbal, in strategic forms that bring about iden-
tification of the individual with the movement. As
Cameron suggests in his search for a sociological
definition, a movement2 s a form related to a ra-
tionale and a purpose. The form of a movement is
a rhetorical form, one 2 hich gives substance to its
rationale and purpose.

Based on the available literature, the McCarthyism move-

ment seems to be a leader-centered rhetorical movement. Most

leader-centered movements, especially one like McCarthyism

call for an investigation to be made into the leadership of

the movement as well as some of the special elements typical

of social movements. Such an investigation into a leader-

centered movement would be a benefit to the critics and ana-

lysts in the fields of social and rhetorical movements. The

fields of social and rhetorical movements might also be aided
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by an investigation into the special elements that were present

and the manner in which such a leader-centered movement as

McCarthyism functioned.

Limitations of the Study

For the purpose of manageability, the study of McCarthyism

naturally has to be limited in some manner. This study has

been strictly limited to the rhetorical elements present in

the McCarthyism era which made it a specific rhetorical move-

ment and the leadership role of Senator McCarthy within the

movement. Rhetorical elements include those symbolic and

instrumental elements which were used-to carry the movement

forward. Specifically, the elements that have been included

for study are the rhetorical climate of the times, the leader-

ship role of Senator McCarthy, the strategies used to obtain

supporters, the supporters themselves, and the responses made

by the supporters and control group. Even though the era was

only four years in length, the movement was still so broad

with such a large number of incidents that an all-inclusive

analysis could not be properly conducted within such a brief

investigation. Therefore, the study has been limited to two

fundamental aspects. The first aspect is the leadership role

of Senator McCarthy within the movement, and the second aspect

is comprised of the specific elements--the rhetorical climate

of the times, the strategies, the supporters, and the re-

sponses--evident in the movement.
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Statement of Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to analyze the rhetorical

qualities of McCarthyism as a rhetorical movement with em-

phasis on the characteristics of Senator Joseph R. McCarthy

as the movement's leader.

Survey of the Literature

For this thesis pertinent literature to the subject was

studied to confirm that the topic had not been previously re-

searched and analyzed. An examination of Speech Monographs,

Dissertation Abstracts, and Bibliographic Annuals revealed

that no study of the nature outlined here had been previously

done. The consultation did reveal, however, that other re-

searchers have done studies of McCarthy, both as a person and

as a Senator, the nature and political ideology of McCarthyism,

the effect of McCarthyism on mass media, and especially the

rhetoric of McCarthy. Robert W. Griffith, Jr., wrote a dis-

sertation in 1967 entitled "Joseph R. McCarthy and the United

States Senate," 29 in which he depicted the impact of McCarthy

and McCarthyism on the United States. Griffith contributed

the rise of McCarthy to:

a broad and sweeping phenomenon which was also a par-
ticular response to a particular set of circumstances
at a particular moment in history. McCarthy rose to
national notoriety because of a political dynamic
issue of "communism-in-government" created during the
late 1940's by a band of Republican partisans denied
control over national affairs for nearly twenty years.
McCarthy's real triumph came in 1950 by his making
himself a personal symbol of this issue. The Democrats
unwillingly cemented this identification by their
failure to resolve the political problems raised by
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the Senator's first charges. Within the Senate, the
Republican drive for power created about McCarthy a
vacuum, a privileged sanctuary. McCarthy exploited
this political balance (the Republicans avoided him
because of the issues he represented and the Democrats
avoided him for fear of being classified as being
soft on the Communists) to wreak his own special 30brand of havoc upon the institutions of government.3

In 1971, Michael James O'Brien wrote a dissertation,

"Senator Joseph McCarthy and Wisconsin: 1946-1957."31 In the

dissertation, O'Brien gave a historical overview of McCarthy's

political career with regard to the state of Wisconsin from

1946 to 1957. Primarily, the dissertation was designed to

describe the campaigns of Senator McCarthy and his opposition

during a senatorial campaign, McCarthy's political success,

and McCarthy's declines and dramatic increases in influence

and popularity. In his dissertation entitled "The Angry

Catholics and Senator Joseph R. McCarthy, 1950-1957,02

Reverend Donald F. Crosby examined the limits and intensity of

McCarthy's Catholic support and examined the manner in which

the argument over McCarthyism forced Catholics to interact

with the rest of the American community such as Protestants,

Jews, the press, educators, politicians, intellectuals, labor

unions, and so forth. Another historical dissertation which

helped to exemplify the intense impact of McCarthyism on the

nation was John Addison Rick's dissertation, "'Mr. Integrity'

and McCarthyism: Senator Robert A. Taft and Senator Joseph R.

McCarthy."3 3 In the dissertation, Ricks explained how Mr.

Taft's heritage of honest public service and the title of "Mr.
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Integrity" were tainted by Taft's association with and Taft's

condonement of McCarthy's anti-communism crusade.

Other researchers have made investigations into the rhet-

oric of the McCarthy era and especially of the particular

rhetoric used by Senator McCarthy. Herbert Rush Craig wrote

a dissertation in 1956 entitled "A Rhetorical Criticism of the

Principal Network Speeches on the Issues of Corruption and

Subversion in Government in the 1952 Presidential Campaign."3 4

In the dissertation, Craig criticized the factors of invention,

organization, and style of one of McCarthy's speeches using

the classical method of criticism. In summary, Craig felt

that "McCarthy's ethical proof was high with a very partisan

group as the campaign began, but he also could take advantage

of his curiosity value before a larger audience. . .

McCarthy's development suffered from the omission of transi-

tions and the inclusion of mechanical transitions."35 Other

works cited in Speech Monographs as works in progress per-

taining to a rhetorical analysis of Senator McCarthy's speaking

are Ruth Evelyn Swanson Schwartzs' dissertation entitled

"Analysis of Certain Methods of Persuasion in Selected Speeches

of Senator Joseph McCarthy,"36 and Ronald R. Allen's disser-

tation entitled "The Speaking of Joseph R. McCarthy: A Study

in Political Persuasion."

The study of McCarthyism as a rhetorical movement offered

here seems to be the first time that such an investigation has

been done. Among all of the literature that was surveyed,



no previous investigation of this nature could be found.

A second purpose of conducting a survey of the literature

related to McCarthy and McCarthyism was to see if any previous

investigations might serve as relevant resource material to

the investigation offered here. In 1962, Arthur LaVerne

Peterson wrote a dissertation entitled, "McCarthyism: Its

Ideology and Foundations."8 Peterson became interested in

the topic because of his role as a student political leader in

Wisconsin during the era of McCarthyism. A look at the title

seemed to indicate that such a dissertation was dealing with

the same topic and investigation as offered here; however,

upon further investigation, it was determined that Dr. Peterson

was analyzing McCarthyism from the viewpoint of a political

scientist and had established a two-fold goal of comparing

McCarthyism with certain other political ideologies such as

conservatism and progressivism as well as determining the

foundations of McCarthyism. To conduct such a comparison and

to determine the foundations of McCarthyism, Peterson evaluated

the evidence concerning the basic idea patterns of McCarthyism.

He discovered a seven part ideology based on a conspiratorial

view of history, moral absolutism, neo-isolationism, Anglo-

phobia, anti-intellectualism, negativism, and direct democracy.

The second technique that Peterson used to obtain his goals

was to examine the evidence concerning the techniques used by

McCarthy: techniques such as contempt for the law, a personal

spy network, the use of unfounded charges of treason, the use

16
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of the multiple untruth, and the abuse of documents. In con-

clusion, Peterson suggested that the current developments of

the so-called Radical Right in America are in large part pro-

ducts of the same political climate and socio-psychological

mileau which produced McCarthyism. He, indeed, suggested that

the radical tendencies of today are extensions of McCarthyism

into the seventh decade of the twentieth century. Although

Peterson's dissertation is not the same analytical approach as

the investigation offered here, his study helped provide in-

sight into the strategies and tactics McCarthy used in devel-

oping a specific rhetorical movement.

After conducting a survey of the available literature of

today, it seemed even more evident that there is a present

need to explore and explain the phenomena of McCarthyism and

attempt to explain the special qualities of McCarthyism which

helped it become a special specific rhetorical movement. Such

an investigation does not seem to have been conducted in the

past nor has anyone attempted an analysis of the role of

Senator McCarthy within the movement. The number of historical,

political, and sociological analyses that have been written

in the past, however, along with findings presented in some of

the dissertations cited above provided valuable information

and background from which the investigation was drawn and the

evaluation conducted.

For the purpose of this investigation, analysis might be

defined as separating the parts of McCarthyism (i.e., the
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climate of the times, McCarthy's leadership development, the

strategies and tactics McCarthy used to develop his movement,

and the control group's responses to McCarthy) to determine

their nature and their function within and relationship to the

movement. Such an analysis will help identify McCarthyism as

a rhetorical movement by explaining how McCarthy became iden-

tified with and the leader of the movement and by exemplifying

how McCarthy gave substance to the rationale and purpose of

McCarthyism--those elements cited by Cathcart as necessary to

create a specific rhetorical movement.

Methodology

The methods used in this study are founded on an approach

calling upon various theories, processes, and propositions

outlined by scholars in various fields of study. This study

is somewhat of an inter-disciplinary study since writings by

sociologists, historians, and rhetoricians are called upon. To

analyze the special elements of a movement, the analyst must

make a complete overview of the climate of the nation which

spawned the birth of the movement and served as a precipitator

for the movement's development, as well as the role of the

leader, the supporters throughout the nation, the strategies

used to reach an audience and to gain new supporters, and the

responses made by the supporters, control groups, and counter

or opposition groups.

In this type of inter-disciplinary analysis, there is no

single method or technique designed for utilization. One
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method which might be employed is to be aware of the rhetorical

theories that have been formulated on movement studies and to

apply the various theories to a particular movement. As

Cathcart said:

Movements are essentially rhetorical in nature. . .
All discussion about movements centers around the
tokens, symbols, and transactions which unite or
separate people who organize to produce change.
Movements are carried forward through language,
both verbal and nonverbal, in strategic forms that
bring about identification of the individual with
the movement.

If the study of McCarthyism and the technique for analysis

were isolated to one aspect of a rhetorical movement, the

other important elements present in the movement would prob-

ably be missed. While this investigation is rhetorical in the

method used, the study is combined with an empirical procedure

to be used. Indeed, by using the empirical procedure, one

must observe all of the elements present in a movement and

then draw conclusions about the elements and events in terms

of what these elements and events mean rhetorically. Such a

procedure is the one utilized in this investigation.

As a result of the empirical method to be used, the move-

ment must be analyzed within the context of history to deter-

mine the climate at the time of the movement's birth and the

contributing elements to the birth and development of the move-

ment. In addition, the movement must be studied in isolation

so that it can be analyzed, evaluated, then discussed in terms

of the rhetorical methods peculiar to the movement. The first
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step followed in this investigation, therefore, is to analyze

the political situation of the nation during the twentieth

century in an attempt to gain an understanding of the nation's

climate at the time McCarthy launched his communists-in-

government campaign. Most of the information for such an

analysis and investigation was derived from historical writings.

Foundational Premises

In order to analyze the role of Senator McCarthy within

the movement, an analysis is made based on the existing

writings dealing with the role of leaders within a movement.

The primary writings used to depict McCarthy's leadership

characteristics were those by John P. Roche and Stephen Sachs,

Herbert W. Simons, Kurt and Gladys Engel Lang, C. Wendell

King, and John Wilson.

John P. Roche and Stephen Sachs in their article "The

Bureaucrat and the Enthusiast: An Exploration of the Leader-

ship of Social Movements,"40 conducted a brief analysis into

leadership types. They wrote:

The examination of social movements which seek public
support for their political, social, or religious
objectives suggests that there is a tendency for
two major leadership types to emerge. Their specific
characteristics may vary greatly with the cultural
context or with the type of goal toward which the
organization is oriented, so that precise definition
is elusive . . . we have designated the two leader1
ship types the "bureaucrat" and the "enthusiast."

Of course, as noted by Roche and Sachs, one individual can

display characteristics of both of these two types of leaders.
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According to Roche and Sachs, a bureaucrat will focus his

attention on the organizational parts of a social movement and

will be mainly concerned with the stability, growth, and

tactics of the movement. In addition, the bureaucrat is

usually an office holder in the organization or would like to

and is very interested in holding office. He also seeks unity

and cohesion not only within the organization itself, but also

among the members of the organization. The bureaucrat feels

that the number of members in a movement is the most important

matter and is very inclusionary in the list of people he

classifies as members. He is very willing to compromise and

always seeks to maintain harmony within the movement.

The enthusiast exhibits himself in a manner quite in con-

trast to the bureaucrat. He is seldom an office holder and is

not interested in being one. The enthusiast's primary concern

is with the ideals and values associated with the movement,

and will concentrate on these ideals and values even at the

risk of causing hard feelings or creating factions within the

organization. He seems to become engulfed in preciseness as

the enthusiast insists that the policy of the movement must

remain totally untainted and unchanged. As a result, the

enthusiast is steadfast in his devotion to the ideals of the

movement and compromise seems somewhat impossible. With regard

to membership, the enthusiast includes only those persons who

have received the full grace of the movement as members of the

organization; all other persons are excluded from the member-

ship of the organization.
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There are advantages and disadvantages to having a bureau-

crat or an enthusiast as the sole leader of an organization.

For example, the enthusiast with his firm belief in the basic

articles of his organization's ideals, may become dogmatic and

doctrinaire and thus enter into excesses within the organi-

zation. He may also have his own judgment warped by his sense

of righteousness and his inability to compromise. The bureau-

crat, on the other hand, can frequently be hindered in his

leadership role because his caution and moderateness can 
some-

times lead to sluggishness and inaction. The bureaucrat seems

to suffer from a lack of empathy as he primarily focuses 
on

organizational problems and policy.

Due to the contributions as well as the disadvantages of

each type of leadership, Roche and Sachs concluded:

Both, the bureaucrat and the enthusiast supply a

movement with vital components. Each by himself

works badly; left alone, the bureaucrat simply goes

in concentric circles around his precious organiza-

tion, while the enthusiast rushes unbridled from one

ideological orgasm to another. Consequently, a

healthy vital social movement needs both, and pro-

fits from their complementary assets. . . . it is

a life-giving dialectical process in which each

force counters the weaknesses of the other and from

which a moment can emerge with both dynamism and

stability.

In his article, "Requirements, Problems, and Strategies:

A Theory of Persuasion for Social Movements," Herbert W. Simons

sought to establish "a leader-centered conception of persuasion

in social movements."4 As indicated by Simons:

Conflicts among requirements [rhetorical requirements
of the leadership of the movement] create rhetorical
problems which in turn affect decisions on rhetorical
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strategy. The primary rhetorical test of the leader--

and indirectly, of the strategies he employs--is his

capacity to fulfill the requirements of his m ement

by resolving or reducing rhetorical problems.

Simons cited three rhetorical requirements which a leader

of a social movement must meet. First, the leader must "at-

tract, maintain, and mold workers (i.e. followers) into an

efficiently organized unit."45 The leader must persuade the

members of the movement to take orders, to perform somewhat

menial tasks, and often to sacrifice social pleasures so that

the ends of the movement might be obtained. Second, the leader

must "secure adoption of their [the movement's] product by the

larger structure (i.e. the external system, the established

order)."46 The product of a movement refers to the established

ideology of that movement. The product may also include the

movement's suggested program for change. Third, the leader

must "react to resistance generated by the larger structure." 47

Almost any social movement demanding change in the status quo

will receive some type of backlash from the existing structure.

The leader of a movement must constantly adjust to this back-

lash. In summary then, "Shorn of the controls that characterize

formal organizations, yet required to adapt to the external

system, the leader of a social movement must constantly balance

inherently conflicting demands on his position and on the

movement he represents."
4 8

Simons also discussed some of the demands which are placed

upon a leader of a movement.
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Short of causing disintegration, the existence of

cross-pressures enormously complicates the role of

the leader, frequently posing difficult choices

between ethical and expediential considerations.
The following are illustrative of these dilemmas

and of other rhet ical problems created by con-
flicting demands.

First, the "strong identification by members with the goals of

a movement . . . may foster the conviction that any means are

justified and breed impatience with time-consuming tactics."
50

As a result, the leader may be demanded to "mask the movement's

objectives, deny the use of tactics that are socially taboo,

promise what he cannot deliver, exaggerate the strength of the

movement, etc. A vicious cycle develops in which militant

tactics invite further suppression, which spurs the movement on

to more extreme methods." 5 1 Second, the leader is sometimes

forced to "distort, conceal, exaggerate, etc. in addressing

his own supporters.,,52 A leader must sometimes undergo such a

demand so that he can voice and legitimize the privately held

feelings and provide support and a rationalization for the

supporters to hold these opinions. Third, a leader must take

a careful balance between allowing the supporters to engage

in their needed projects to feel an active part of the move-

ment, but at the same time, the leader must not give in to all

of the ideas, demands, or activities of the supporters or the

leader would be relinquishing his role as a leader. Fourth,

the leader must "appear to be what he cannot be."53 For

example, a leader is expected to be sincere and spontaneous,

but no leader must be unable to handle dilemmas with manipulative
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skill, or the leader could not exist as a leader. Fifth, the

leader must "adapt to several audiences simultaneously."
54

Indeed, the leader must deal and address himself to those

audiences that are within the movement, as well as those

audiences that are outside the movement, and those audiences

that are a part of the larger controlling structure. 
Sixth

and finally, the leader must both compete and cooperate. He

must compete with other persons who aspire to acquire his

position of leader as well as compete with 
the forces outside

of the movement attempting to terminate the movement. On the

other hand, the leader must cooperate with the outside struc-

tures to attempt to more readily acquire his goals 
as well as

cooperate with the members of the movement to keep them happy

and retain them as supporters.

After discussing the rhetorical requirements which a leader

must meet as well as the demands which are placed upon a leader

of a social movement, Simons concluded:

What emerges sharply from the foregoing discussion

are the extraordinary rhetorical dilemmas con-

fronting those who would lead social movements.
Movements are as susceptible to fragmentation from

within as they are to suppression from without. .
. Impelled to fulfill the same internal and ex-

ternal requirements as the head of most formal

organizations, their leaders can expect greater

resistance 5 their efforts from both insiders and

outsiders.

Kurt and Gladys Lang in their book Collective Dynamics,

proposed an interesting definition of leadership. 
"Leader-

ship is now conceived of as an emergent and reciprocal
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relationship. It exists between a person and a social

situation; between an individual and followers whose behavior

is in some manner directed or determined by him."56  The Langs

felt that the four main elements that comprise leadership

were role performance, influence, centrality, and collective

action. In considering role performance, the Langs felt that

leadership involved effective action and was thus distinguished

from authority (which may be only a matter of status and action

may not ever be exercised). Indeed, leadership stems from

what a person does. Second, leadership, according to the

Langs, always involves influence--the ability to affect the

behavior of others. A leader initiates action that will acquire

and maintain supporters and/or followers. Third, the leader

exercises a central influence because he is the focal point

for the group's activities. Indeed, the "leader serves as a

unifying agent, initiating actions that affect the behavior of

a collectivity who follow him." 57 Finally, the leader must

exercise and exemplify a collective action. Indeed, "The

central influence is exercise on a collective unit, in which

individuals feel closer to each other by virtue of the fact

that they are united in a common endeavor under one person.

Given leadership, the followers come to act as a collectivity."58

The Langs continued their discussion on leadership by

considering the two ways in which a leader can direct activity:

as an initiator by embarking on action that calls for group

responses or as an instigator by serving as a catalyst so that
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his actions stir other followers to initiate action. Ac-

cording to the Langs, there are three basic types of leaders

who derive their power primarily from their personality: the

innovator, the influential, and the agitator. The innovator

is "somebody Who introduces a new object or a new idea or who

makes a change in something established."
59 The influential

leaders are usually those key persons who play a large role in

influencing and shaping of opinion, fashion, and mass behavior.

The agitator "stirs things up. The agitator seeks to arouse

people and to get them to do something he wants them to do."
6o

Under the heading of agitator, Kurt and Gladys Lang described

various types of agitators such as the Narcissistic agitator,

the Pacifist agitator, the prophet of deceit, and the New

Nativists.

C. Wendell King in his book Social Movements in the United

States carried the discussion of leadership farther. He

began discussing leadership by stating, "The patterns of

relationship between groups and statuses within a movement

comprise, respectively, its organization and its status sys-

tem. . . . The most obvious aspect of the patterns is the

status distinction between leaders and followers and the role

played by each.,,61 After discussing some of the various

elements which comprise a movement's status system, King then

asserted that "Of the various elements comprising a movement's

status system, leadership carries the greatest potentialities

for drama.,,62
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King felt that actual leadership may be characterized by

many qualities evidenced in a leader, but that one key dis-

tinction is the difference between charismatic and legal

leaders. The legal leader derives his control from his office

rather than from his own personality. The legal leader usually

defines his authority in some type of document such as a

constitution or bylaws. He claims obediance and deference from

his followers because of his office rather than his personal

qualities. The charismatic leader, on the other hand, cannot

be ordinary in his personal qualities. It is his personal

qualities which grant him his authority and power. 
Often the

charismatic leader is not only the supreme leader of the move-

ment but also the founder of the movement.

Thinking along the same lines as Roche and Sachs, King

concluded the section on leadership with the statement:

"Cautions about contrasting types representing only abstract

poles (between which actual cases fall) are as applicable to

leadership as to other matters. Probably no leader is all

charismatic or all legal." 6 3

In his book Introduction to Social Movements, John Wilson

cited two traditional ways of approaching the study of leader-

ship in social movements. The first way was "to describe what

the leader does for the movement--a form of functionary role

analysis. The other way was to examine the bases upon which

the leadership relation rests--a question of legitimacy."64

In an attempt to explain the emergence and persistence of
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leadership patterns, Wilson wrote:

it is necessary to look beyond personal skills and

orientation and emphasize the relational aspects of

leadership, treating fusion of leadership skills and

functional demands as problematic rather than given

and the right to exercise control as something to

be established more in terms of value consensus than65
merely through the skillful deployment of abilities.

Wilson classified leaders into groups of charismatic

leaders, ideological leaders, and pragmatic leaders. He felt

that such a classification of leaders could be used to "em-

phasize the determinative role of legitimation in the formation

of group structure. More specifically, the concern is with

the effects of the nature of leadership upon interaction pat-

terns within social movements."
67 The ideological leader is

secondary to the ideology, or the writings of the movement, and

is "legitimated by establishing claims to be most proximate 
to

the ideology; either in the sense of having helped formulate

it or in the sense of being most knowledgeable about it, and

therefore nearer it in spirit."68 The third type of leader,

the pragmatic leader, is "justified by success measured in

terms of organizational expertise and efficiency. . . . an

individual gains control of a movement and exercises influence

which is accepted by the membership on the grounds that he has

mastered and monopolized the necessary organizational expertise

to keep the movement in motion."69

Thus, there are various writers who have developed

different classifications of leaders and the characteristics

of leader types. Based upon the contents of the works cited
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above, these theories and leader characteristics are utilized

to analyze the role of McCarthy as a leader of McCarthyism. In

particular, a survey is made of McCarthy's life prior to his

launching his communists-in-government campaign to determine

what situations helped him develop into his leadership style.

Specifically, McCarthy's leadership style was characterized by

a personable character, sensitivity to various political posi-

tions and situations, scorn for the processes of the law, dis-

regard for evidence, fighting drive for success, self-deter-

mination, intelligence, and an ability to adapt a particular

issue to the wants and needs of his constituents. A survey of

his pre-senatorial life offered in Chapter II helps exemplify

the manner by which McCarthy developed his leadership qualities.

When considering McCarthy as the leader of McCarthyism,

it seemed somewhat natural to investigate also the different

types of strategies which McCarthy used throughout the era of

McCarthyism. Theorists such as John Waite Bowers and Donovan

Ochs, Charles Lomas, and Egon Bittner have written articles

theorizing on the strategies and tactics which leaders of a

movement utilize.

Bowers and Ochs in their book The Rhetoric of Agitation

and Control,70 cited nine different types of strategies which

agitators might use to push a movement forward. Petition, the

first type of strategy, includes the utilization of all of the

available means of normal discursive persuasion. Such per-

suasive means may include actual petitions, letters, or speeches.
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The second strategy, promulgation, is designed to win the

public's acceptance of the ideology of the movement. 
The

public may be exposed to the movement's ideology 
through the

use of picketing, the erection of posters, or the distribution

of handbills and leaflets. A movement will usually be more

successful in exposing its ideology to the public if coverage

by the mass media can be obtained. Due to the controlling

people and forces of the mass media, however, any agitative

group is apt to find it difficult to obtain media coverage.

As a result, the members of a movement often try to find some

member of the establishment to endorse some aspect of their

movement or stage events which are apt to acquire media coverage.

By either tactic, the movement is more apt to gain media

coverage and thus expose its ideology to the public.

A third strategy is solidification. Solidification is

needed so that a movement can produce or reinforce the actual

members and create a strong cohesiveness among the members.

Movements will typically employ songs, plays, slogans, or in-

group publications to attempt to solidify the members. 
Polar-

ization, the fourth strategy, is designed to make people com-

mit themselves to the movement. Any individual who has not

committed his support to the movement, is usually considered

to belong to the opposition. The fifth strategy is that of

non-violent resistance. The underlying principle of non-

violent resistance is that the members of the movement will

violate some law that they consider to be unjust. For example,
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the members may conduct sit-ins, boycotts, or strikes. If

the establishment does not submit to the demands of the mem-

bers of the movement, then the establishment must physically

suppress the action in some way. As a result of the physical

suppression, the public is apt to sympathize with the members

of the movement and force the establishment to change the

laws which the members wanted changed. The other strategies

outlined by Bowers and Ochs are escalation/confrontation,

Gandhi and guerrilla, guerrilla, and revolution. These last

four strategies will not be discussed in this analysis since

they are more violent and more agitative than those methods

used in the era of McCarthyism and cannot be used to analyze

the strategies used by McCarthy. The strategies of promul-

gation and solidification are especially used in an analysis

of McCarthyism since these two strategies are most apt to be

leader-centered.

Charles W. Lomas in his book The Agitator in American

Society commented that even though the messages of the left

wing organizations and the right wing organizations 
may differ

a great deal, the methods which these two organizations use

are quite similar. Agitators on the right, according to

Lomas, use the method of protest to try to achieve their ends.

Indeed, the rightists tend to "protest the regulation of

business, taxation for the general welfare, and interference

with their right to associate only with people exactly like

themselves.",7
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Egon Bittner in his article "Radicalism and the Organi-

zation of Radical Movements" outlined seven different strategies

which a leader can utilize to gain and maintain supporters and

to make the membership of a movement more efficient. First,

the leader should attach a sense of charisma to the movement

and to the movement's ideology. Second, the leader should

establish and expound a doctrine that can serve as a source

of inspiration for the movement and which contains information

from outside the realm of everyday life so that the leader

will seem somewhat mystical to the members of the group.

Third, the leader must be intensely concerned with "purity of

belief." Purity of belief refers to the process which members

undergo whereby they search their souls, purge themselves and

cleanse themselves of all foreign beliefs, and finally arrive

at a total commitment to the belief of the movement which they

hold as supreme. Fourth, the leader must make certain that no

part of a member's life lies outside of the doctrine of the

movement. The members must carry their belief with them and

act in accordance with the belief of the movement at all times

in all situations. Indeed, the members must live totally

within the movement so that they cannot become distracted by

any outside elements. Fifth, the leader must include suf-

fering as an integral part of the movement. Agitators and

radicals expect to suffer set-backs, disappointments, and

failures so that the leader must make it seem that the members

are indeed undergoing suffering so that the movement will seem
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to be progressing. Sixth, the members must be made to suspend

any and all ties with any outside groups or organizations.

Each member should believe that he owes nothing to the outside

world or to any prior organizations that he was associated

with and must isolate himself from any of these sources.

Finally, the leader must carefully use any opposition to the

movement in such a way that the opposition proves to be bene-

ficial to the movement. For example, the opposition of any

kind when presented to the movement can, in turn, be presented

to the members of the movement to illustrate that they will

have no personal opportunities if they leave the organization

because of the existing opposition. As a result, the members

feel even more compelled to remain within and work within the

organization.

Relying on the strategies and tactics outlined by Bowers

and Ochs, an analysis is offered here of the various tactics

that McCarthy used to propel his communists-in-government

campaign forward. As was stated before, McCarthy used five

of the nine strategies in his movement and each of these strat-

egies are cited and correlated to specific actions of McCarthy

throughout the movement.

When analyzing the strategies which Senator McCarthy used,

some of the language strategies can also be analyzed to de-

termine how he evoked emotions within the literature. In

various speeches that McCarthy delivered, he used such terms

as "American," "facts," "anti-communist,1" "red," "pinko,0"
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"un-American," "communist," as well as abbreviations such as

FBI, OPS, and CIO. In Chapter IX of his book The Ethics of

Rhetoric, Richard Weaver discussed "god" and "devil" terms

which are used by speakers to carry the greatest potency

among the listeners. For example, Weaver discussed a speaker's

use of the word "fact" which McCarthy used periodically through-

out his speeches:

Quite simply "fact" came to be the touchstone after

the truth of speculative inquiry had been replaced

by the truth of empirical investigation. Today
when the average citizen says "It is a 'fact"' or

says that he "knows the facts in the case," he means

he has the kowledge to which all other knowledges
must defer.

McCarthy used the word "facts" just as he used other words in

much the same manner. Therefore, an analysis is made of

McCarthy's strategy of work choice to arouse emotions within

his listeners and the effects of these strategies upon the

listeners.

Coupled with an analysis of the strategies used by

McCarthy, the actual scope and size of the supporters and

followers of McCarthyism is analyzed. It is important to note

here, as Bowers and Ochs do in their book, that there exists

a difference between actual membership and potential member-

ship. "Actual membership means the number of active members

-974
in an agitative group." Potential membership, however,

depends on two variables: "the strength (logical consistency

and empirical validity) of its ideology and the number of

people in a society susceptible to that ideology."
7 5 It might
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be noted further that "logical consistency" involves "the

unity and coherence of beliefs within a value system," while

"empirical validity refers to the external truth or falsity

of a group's ideological statements and assertions."7
6  Keeping

the difference between the actual members and the potential

members in mind, an analysis is made as to the scope and size

of the supporters of McCarthyism.

After analyzing the size and the scope of the supporters

of McCarthyism, as well as the strategies which Senator McCarthy

used to attempt to gain more supporters, an analyst should

make an investigation into the responses to the McCarthyism

era. It is important to note here what is meant by response.

Response is those actions made by the members that indicated

that they had been moved to activism, what the members did in

an attempt to organize supportive groups throughout various

areas of the nation, and what action the supporters took to

help push the movement forward and to spread the ideology of

the movement. Indeed, what is provided in this study is an

analysis of the responses of the members of the movement

rather than the evidence of enthusiasm for the fundamental

ideas of the movement. For example, with McCarthyism one must

be careful to distinguish between the actual responses to the

movement itself as well as the strategies involved with the

movement and the events which occurred due to the fear pattern

of communism which was sweeping across the nation at the time

of McCarthyism.
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With all of the strategies and activities involved in

McCarthyism, it seems only natural that the control group

would respond with some strategies of its own. According to

Bowers and Ochs, control refers to the "response of the

decision-making establishment to agitation. " The control

group can use any of four different types of strategies to

deal with movements in the American society. These four types

of strategies are avoidance, suppression, adjustment, or

capitulation. Avoidance may appear in different forms such as

counterpersuasion, evasion, postponement, secrecy with a

rationale, or denial of means. By using counterpersuasion,

the control group usually attempts to convince the members of

a movement that their ideology and goals are wrong and attempts

to get them to abandon their movement. Evasion is best exem-

plified by the tactics of passing-the-buck or giving the

supporters the runaround. Postponement is illustrated by

deferring any binding decision upon the demands of the sup-

porters and taking the matter under advisement. Such a tactic

helps the control group stall for time. The tactic of secrecy

with a rationale involves the control group listening to the

demands and arguments of the movement but declining to make

any comment because of some high principles such as national

security or competitors. The denial of means consists of the

control group prohibiting or restricting the movement from

expressing its ideology by cutting off the movement's means by

which the members promulgate their ideas. Each of these
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evasion tactics help the control group stall f or time and

sometimes will result in the supporters of the movement

becoming so frustrated in the lack of progress that they will

abandon the movement.

The second strategy used by the control group is that of

suppression which is usually not used until all 
of the other

strategies of evasion have been exhausted. Suppression is the

attempt of the control group to prohibit the spread of the

movement's ideology by interfering with the goals and the

personnel of the movement. For example, the control group may

harass the leaders of the movement. Such harassment can prove

a dual function of taking time away from the leaders which

they would normally contribute to the efforts of the movement

as well as serving as an example to the members of the move-

ment of incidents which are apt to occur to them if they re-

main in support of the movement. Another suppressive tactic

used by the control group is the denial of the agitator's

demands, usually through some type of open denial. Another

type of suppressive tactic is that of banishment which may

take the form of excommunication, expulsion, academic sus-

pension, encouraging or forcing someone to leave the physical

boundaries of a country or area, or confining someone to jail.

This banishment tactic is especially useful to the control

group if they can banish the leaders and the spokesmen of the

movement.

The third type of strategy which the control group may
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utilize is that of adjustment. According to Bowers and Ochs,

"Institutions can adapt, modify, or alter their structures,

their goals, and their personnel as a response to an external

ideological challenge."7 8 The strategy of adjustment may be

exemplified by the control group's actions of changing the

name of some regulatory agency, sacrificing personnel, accepting

some of the means of agitation of the movement, incorporating

some of the personnel of the movement, or incorporating some

of the parts of the ideology of the movement. The final

strategy which the control group may use is that of capitu-

lation. Capitulation refers to the control group completely

surrendering to the movement at which time, the movement's

ideals, goals, policies, beliefs, and personnel replace those

of the control group and then the movement comes into control.

Utilizing the methods of control group strategies out-

lined by Bowers and Ochs, an analysis is made of the strategies

which the control group used in response to McCarthyism and

to McCarthy. In addition, an analysis is made as to the lack

of development of counter groups in response to McCarthy and

McCarthyism. By counter groups, it is meant those groups which

could develop to oppose the ideology and goals of the movement

of McCarthyism.

Using the above outlined methodology and fundamental

premises, enough material and theory is available for an anal-

ysis of the special elements present in McCarthyism and the

role of Senator McCarthy. In order to provide manageability
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of the topic, the analysis is limited only to an analysis of

the selected elements present in McCarthyism: the climate of

the times, the strategies employed by McCarthy, the strategies

employed by the control group, the development of opposition

groups, the responses made by the supporters, the control

group, and the opposition groups, and the role of McCarthy as

the movement's leader.

From the available documents relating to McCarthyism,

three of McCarthy's public communications are used in the

analysis of the special elements of the movement. These

communications are McCarthy's Wheeling, Virginia speech
79 of

February 7, 1950, which launched his campaign, excerpts from

McCarthy's book America's Retreat from Victory80 which attack

the policies and actions of General Marshall, and a public

appearance on "Meet the Press"81 a television broadcast on

October 3, 1954. For the sake of efficiency and covering the

entire period, these three public communications have been

selected from the beginning, middle, and final stages of

McCarthyism.

Summary of Design

This study includes seven chapters.82 Chapter I provides

an introduction to the subject, limitations of the study, a

statement of the purpose, a survey of the literature, and an

explanation of the methodology and foundational premises to be

used throughout the study. Chapter II depicts the scene of
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McCarthyism consisting of a brief summary of the climate of the

times during the era of McCarthyism and the background elements

which existed prior to McCarthyism and helped give birth to

the movement. Chapter III depicts and discusses particular

characteristics of different leadership types in movements and

presents an analysis of the characteristics McCarthy developed

throughout his lifetime which were displayed while he served

as the leader of the movement. Chapter IV analyzes the strat-

egies which McCarthy used as the movement's leader to obtain

supporters and to expand the movement. Chapter V provides an

analysis of the responses to McCarthyism. More specifically,

the chapter outlines some of the responses which were made by

the control group in parallel with McCarthy's ideas and strat-

egies. Chapter VI analyzes the scope and size of the member-

ship and support of McCarthyism as well as the opposition

groups which developed. Chapter VII synthesizes the findings

and offers an assessment of the elements present in McCarthyism

which did and did not contribute to its existence as a move-

ment. In addition, an assessment of the role of Senator

McCarthy as the leader of the movement is offered.
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CHAPTER II

THE STAGE WAS SET

Throughout its existence, the United States has ex-

perienced various intervals during which the people feared

some outside conspiracy or engaged in a wave of intolerance.

Anti-Catholicism emerged in the 1840's and 1850's and again

in the 1880's. A hysterical fear of anarchy followed the

assassination of President McKinley in 1901. During World

War I, an anxiety about pro-Germans living in the nation de-

veloped, followed by a fear of Bolshevism in the years im-

mediately after the war. The 1930's witnessed the growth of

political isolation resulting in hostility toward socialists,

Jews, and the British.

From the late 1940's to the mid 1950's, the people of the

United States once again experienced a fear, but this time it

related to national disloyalty. Irrational intolerance char-

acterized all of these eras; however, the post World War II

"Red scare" seems to be one of the highest tides in the history

of the nation.

During the economic and scientific growth of the twentieth

century in the United States, a broadening of opportunity

characterized the American scene. In the world of technology,

new methods and the resulting freedoms gave new hope of

47?
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solving many of the age-old material problems. Work routines

in limited manufacturing areas reached a maximum of unpleas-

antness as factories grew bigger and assembly lines more de-

manding, but then took a better turn as service and trade grew

in relation to industry, simplified and automated processes

grew in importance, and more of the population worked for

medium-sized employers.2

As usual, unfamiliar customs accompanied the first fruits

of opportunity and progress. The scientific knowledge of the

twentieth century appeared to lower man's opinion of his will-

power and diminish his belief that he was created in the image

of God. From World War II on, the movement of both business

and people from the inner city to suburban areas occurred.

The frequent relocations resulted in shallow friendships, a

high degree of expected conformity, and a more visible status

ladder. The concept of the national income, the idea of

measuring the distribution of this income, the idea of the

national economy as an entity affected by each individual's

economic behavior, the widespread interest in sociologically

surveying the status of groups of Americans throughout the

nation, and the conviction that everyone's fortune is inter-

dependent--all of these ideas developed during the first half

of the century.3

During the first thirty or forty years of the century,

people steadily drifted away from church attendance and from

a feeling of identification with the church and its creed.
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Through the years, it became more and more customary for larger

numbers of people to sleep late on Sunday morning and then

arise for a game of golf or a Sunday outing.4

With the decreasing interest in the church, youth were

sometimes deprived of clear-cut moral codes which previous

generations had customarily learned at church. As disturbed

parents looked for someone to blame for the decreasing moral

code and decline in church attendance, they usually lashed out

at the public schools and argued that in addition to all of

the other duties, the schools must also take on the task of

moral instruction.5

During the first half of the twentieth century, many

Americans developed a mental feeling of uneasy tension and

frustration. It seemed that some mighty and unmanageable force

might be driving the nation toward an "impending disaster."

As Bruce Bliven, a historian, wrote in his book Twentieth

Century Unlimited:

Half a century ago, mankind, and especially the
American section of mankind, was firmly entrenched in
the theory that this is the best of all possible
worlds and getting better by the minute. . . . There
was a kindly God in the heavens, whose chief con-
cern was the welfare, happiness, and continuous im-
provement of mankind, though his ways were often
inscrutable. Today, we have lost this faith and
are frightened to death--of war, atom bombs, and the
looming prospect of a general brutalization and
deterioration of the human species.

When looking over the events of the twentieth century,

it becomes more clearly discernable why the people of the'

United States became so tense and uneasy. First, World War I
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turned the lives of Americans upside down. Immediately fol-

lowing the war, the Great Depression totally destroyed many

men and women who had thought that their personal industry and

efficiency could not go without reward. By the late 1930's

every free nation in the world was confronted with evidence

that infiltration efforts would commence and be strongly sup-

ported from the home bases of the existing totalitarian govern-

ments, and that those efforts could to some extent, be en-

couraged or discouraged by the actions of each free nation's

government. During the 1930's, the United States' citizens

were faced with the rise of Nazism and the coming of World War

II which involved young men in lethal battle places they had

never heard of a year before. After World War II, instead of

being able to relax and settle into a post-war period of

"normalcy" as was customary with the United States, Americans

were forced to continue foreign entanglements on behalf of the

nation's overseas allies. Finally, the rise of Soviet Russia,

a distant but relentless menace, and the apprehension that a

new war might break out at any moment, confronted the United

States. To climax the nation's fears, the threat of the atom

bomb was omnipresent.

To many Americans, the United States was existing in a

time of panic and irrational opinions. The aggressive inten-

tions of the Soviet Union had become clear to most Americans.

As a result, the people began looking for scapegoats on whom

they could take out their anger for the invisible forces
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keeping them in jeopardy. Americans questioned the loyalty of

those persons who were felt to be communists, communist sym-

pathizers, or who associated with communists. The events of

the twentieth century culminated in the fear of disloyalty

within the government and focused on the perceived national

enemy--the communist.

The Communist Party in the United States began around 1915.

As the Depression began, the Communist Party was in existence

but was quite weak. In fact, it was not until 1935 that the

party began to gain strength and influence in the United

States. In that year, Earl Browder became the new head of the

Communist Party. The American Communist Party joined in the

Seventh Work Congress of the Communist International, or

Comintern, which changed the format of the communist line in

the United States. The new communist position was changed from

one of hostile attack against the institutions of liberal

democratic government to one of being cooperative with all

agencies of social reform. The party expressed its purpose as

uniting all democratic forces into a coalition "to halt the

spread of fascism, further democracy, and stimulate justice."7

Browder created Popular Front organizations which exem-

plified the superficial and temporary friendship with social

reforming organizations and helped give the Communist Party

"undeserved credentials of respectability."8 Also in the

1930's, the federal government expanded to allow for the enact-

ment of the new concepts of economic regulation and social
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service associated with the New Deal. With the communist

change in policy, the membership in the Communist Party in-

creased and with the federal expansion of service, some Commu-

nist Party members were able to find employment in government

agencies. As a result, the Communist Party extended its in-

fluence far beyond its membership.9

In addition, the conservatives perceived the experimental

programs of the New Deal as a plot to undermine the traditional

American system. Franklin D. Roosevelt was frequently accused

of using the New Deal as a method of introducing communists

into the United States.10

As early as 1945, conservatives openly attacked the New

Deal policy. For example, after the dismissal of Homer Rainey,

the president of the University of Texas, on the grounds of

his New Deal support, Bernard De Voto wrote:

The communists [so the argument runs] were re-
sponsible for the New Deal and they intend to inflict
a labor dictatorship on us. . . . They want to de-
stroy initiative and profit, business and freedom,
the individual and the United States. . . . Get rid
of the communistic professors--who are all homo-
sexuals and New Dealers anyway--and everything will
be all right once more. We will be back in the days
before . . . the New Deal conspiracy was hatched,
before labor unions had to be dealt with, . . . be-
fore socialists and bureaucrats in Washington could
tell us what we had to do and whom we had to hire
and how much we had to pay him, before the foundations
of our sgiiety were undermined by atheism and bol-
shevism.

One of the distinctive characteristics of the decade was

a sense of unprecedented conditions. Never before had the

federal government involved itself so directly in the lives
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of so many citizens. Throughout the nation, there appeared

popular and congressional pressure to rid the nation of the

New Deal and return America to its once unregulated capi-

talism.12 More than at any time in the past, Americans could

reasonably conclude that there were dark forces, inexplicably

powerful, at loose in the world.

Accompanying the New Deal and the influx of communists

into federal positions during the Depression years, some good

and public-spirited men and women joined the Communist Party

thus increasing its membership. At that time, the Communist

Party appeared to be simply an organization dedicated to

solving the pressing problems of the nation. Even the party's

Russian connection did not seem to matter because, at that

time, Russia seemed a place which had found the cure for

depressions. The new American members accepted it being a

secret organization and involving its members in deceit as a

necessity for a hard-boiled militant group. In addition, the

anti-communist propaganda in America was very ineffective.

Before World War II, most anti-communist spokesmen were either

economic reactionaries or extreme nationalists making wild

charges to no avail.' 3

The number of converts who joined the party during the

Depression was small, but many of them were strategically

placed. Mostly intellectuals, the converts in addition to

attaining positions of influence in government departments or

in "front" organizations, also became labor leaders.
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One of the organizations in which the communists most

successfully infiltrated was the labor unions. Never suc-

cessful in persuading more than a tiny fraction of American

workers to their point of view, the communists managed through

hard work to capture the leadership of twenty-five to thirty-

five per cent of the unions in the Congress of Industrial

Organizations (CIO) and to control some local chapters in other

unions.14 In spite of their strength in the CIO, however,

the Communist Party was never able to determine its national

policy. The main benefit of the party's CIO infiltration was

the opportunity to spread propaganda among union members.15

During the period from 1939 to 1941, the Communist Party

publicly announced its policy as being in absolute subjection

to a cynical foreign power. It was at this time that many

Americans disassociated themselves from the party. Other

people, however, unwilling or unable to separate themselves

from the party, continued their disguised association.

Before being initiated, a person was indoctrinated in

Communist Party policies, ones to which he must fully adhere.

Each member received a card usually issued under a false name

so that identification could only be made by the party officials

who held the code. In addition, each member pledged uncon-

ditional obediance to party authority.16

The Communist Party, conspiratorial and secretive, made

the job of eliminating communist affiliates from government

departments and labor unions difficult. Even though many fine,
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patriotic people worked in government positions, it was almost

inevitable that some of these people also would come under

suspicion. Since communists were instructed to deny their

party connection, the question naturally arose whether seem-

ingly loyal citizens, too, might not be unveracious when af-

firming their loyalty to the United States. It was also

queried if those people whom seemed suspicious were responsible

for the failure of the American foreign policy to prevent the

build-up of Soviet power or the victory of the Chinese commu-

nists over the Chiang Kai-shek government.' 7

During the increase of American membership in the Communist

Party, the converts tended to be persons who might be categorized

as radicals and had formerly joined radical or liberal organi-

zations. As a result, many Americans began to suspect any-

body that had liberal ideas to be a communist or communist

sympathizer. Because of the prevalent suspicious attitude,

many persons in the nation began branding many decent and

conscientious citizens as virtual traitors, thus placing upon

them a stigma they might never live down.' 9

It seemed as though a great many useful and productive

people were needlessly frightened into a nervous conformity.

For example,

If a schoolteacher so much as mentions Russia, she
wonders what tongues may start wagging in the Parent-
Teacher Association. If a businessman gets in the
mail an appeal for funds for European refugees, he
looks uneasily at the letterhead and wonders if it
may represent some group he'd rather not get entangled
with. If a politician running for the city council
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campaigns for better housing, he knows well that his

opponent will probably call his proposal "communis-
tic," or at any rate "leftist," . . . At many a
point in American life, adventurous25nd constructive
thought is stifled by apprehension.

Pointing out the intellectual confusion and apprehension

besetting educators as well as politicians, Henry S. Commanger

wrote in Freedom, Loyalty, Dissent:

What is the new loyalty? It is above all, con-
formity. It is the uncritical and unquestioning ac-
ceptance of America as it is--the political insti-
tutions, the social relationships, the economic
practices. It rejects inquiry into the race question
or socialized medicine, or public housing, or into
the wisdom or validity of our foreign policy. It
regards as particularly heinous any challenge to
what is called "the system of private enterprise,"
identifying that system with Americanism. It aban-
dons evolution, repudiates the once popular concept
of progress, and regards America as a finished pro-
duct, perfect and complete. 21

It is, it must be added, easily satisfied.

In an attempt to respond to the increasingly intense

national loyalty issue, the Congress passed some legislation.

In fact, by the mid-1940's, the United States had on its

statute books an impressive array of legislation which re-

flected a considerable awareness that the problem of en-

couraging or discouraging totalitarian movements existed and

called for some kind of an answer. In 1938, the Hatch Act

was passed establishing membership in the Communist Party as

grounds for refusal of federal employment. Also in 1938, the

House Committee on Un-American Activities was established to

investigate the diffusion within the United States of sub-

versive and un-American propaganda instigated from foreign
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or domestic origin attacking the principle of the form of

government as guaranteed by the Constitution.2 2

The first chairman of the House Committee on Un-American

Activities was Martin Dies, a democratic congressman from

Texas. A bitter enemy of the liberal and reform wing of the

New Deal, Dies foreshadowed the tactics of McCarthy by com-

piling lists of individuals and groups with alleged communist

connections. Some of the people included on his list were

First Lady Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Secretary of the

Interior Harold L. Ickes, and congressional librarian

Archibald MacLeish.23  Investigations were also conducted by

the committee into the loyalty of persons in various federal

employment positions.

In 1940, the United States Congress passed the Smith Act

which made it a crime to advocate, advise, or teach the duty,

desirability, or necessity of overthrowing the United States

government. According to the act, rebellious behavior could

be characterized by supporting the violent overthrow of the

government, distributing materials intended to promote the

overthrow of the government, or organizing or becoming a mem-

ber of any group with such intentions.2 4

On March 21, 1947, President Truman issued the Federal

Employee Loyalty Program, an executive order calling for a

loyalty investigation of every person in civilian government

service. The files of the House Committee on Un-American

Activities were designated as a source of information on
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suspected employees. During the investigations, the criteria

for disloyalty was sabotage, espionage, knowingly associating

with spies and saboteurs, treason, advocacy of sedition or

revolution, or "membership in, affiliation with or sympathetic

association with any foreign or domestic organization, asso-

ciation, movement, group or combination of persons, designated

by the Attorney General as totalitarian, Fascist, communist,

or subversive."25 The tests of "guilt by association" and the

rule that dismissal required only a "reasonable doubt" dis-

couraged many specialists from accepting government service at

a time when experts were in critical demand. 26

As early as 1948, the House Committee began investigating

cases of communist infiltration in Hollywood. Fourteen wit-

nesses including Robert Taylor and Lela Rogers, mother of

Ginger Rogers, led the Thomas-McDowell subcommittee to report:

scores of highly paid screen writers were injecting
propaganda into movies; White House pressure had re-
sulted in the production of "some of the most fla-
grant Communist propaganda films;" subtle techniques
were used for glorifying the Communist party, while
the Communists prevented the production of films
which glorified loyal American citizens; the heads
of th 7studios had done nothing to prevent all of
this.

Even though the Hollywood investigations did not bring

forth any heroes, they did establish the philosophy which

would serve as an inspiration for the majority of the com-

mittee's later work:

a philosophy that held not only that Communism was
a subversive doctrine, not only that Communists in
sensitive positions were threats to the nation, but
that the presence in this land of every individual
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Communist and fellow traveler and former Communist
who would not purge himself was intolerable; that
the just fate of every such creature was to be ex-
posed in his commugty, routed from his job, and
driven into exile.

In 1950, Congress passed the McCarran Internal Security

bill providing for the establishment of a bipartisan Subversive

Activities Control Board, which, after hearing evidence, could

declare an organization subversive and require it to register

and submit membership lists and financial reports.29  There

were also some miscellaneous laws and executive orders that

denied government employment to persons regarded as loyalty

or security risks. These laws and executive orders were not

very effective, for they were frequently evaded and sloppily

enforced.30

As larger numbers of espionage cases were beginning to

surface in the United States, both the Congress and the Truman

Administration began to work for a more stringent security

program. Often, the conservative coalition in Congress pur-

sued courses independent of the President's actions, and

during the second term of President Truman they stepped up the

investigation of the communist movement in government circles

and elsewhere in the nation even more. The new international

communist line attacking "American imperialism" and calling

for its followers to refuse to fight in any war against Russia

combined with revealed espionage in the government awakened

the fear of traitors at home in the United States even more.

For Europeans, the communist issue must have been like a
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puzzle. There was no mass Communist Party in the United States

like those in France and Italy. The Communist Party in the

United States never numbered more than 100,000 members. In

fact, according to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

director J. Edgar Hoover, the largest number of members was in

1945 when the Communist Party had roughly 80,000 due-paying

members.31 By the time McCarthy entered the scene, the commu-

nists had already lost most of the political influence they

once had and the communists were fast losing strength in the

intellectual community.32

It was primarily the espionage cases that were being tried

in the federal courts, however, that shocked and frightened

the American public. Early in 1945, the FBI apprehended two

of the editors of Amerasia, a communist-connected magazine,

collecting classified documents from government offices. In

1946, a Canadian royal commission revealed that at least

twenty-three Canadians in "positions-of-trust" were involved

in espionage for the Soviets and had sent classified infor-

mation, some of it about atomic fission, to Russia. Igor

Rouzenko revealed that a Soviet atom spy ring, with branches

in Great Britain, Canada, and the United States, had success-

fully stolen and handed American atom bomb secrets over to

Moscow.

In July 1948, eleven Communist Party leaders were indicted

under the Smith Act of 1940 for criminal conspiracy "to teach

and advocate the overthrow and destruction of the United States
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government by force and violence." A year later, they were

tried, convicted, and sentenced.

In early 1950, Klaus Fuchs, a British scientist of German

origin who had worked on the atomic bomb project, confessed

that he had been part of an espionage ring. His confession

implicated four American citizens: Julius Rosenberg, his wife,

Ethel, David Greenglass, and Morton Sobell. It had been re-

ported that Julius Rosenberg and Joel Barr, his associate, had

worked at Fort Monmouth during the war and had set up a commu-

nist cell there of which Ethel Rosenberg, Greenglass, and

Sobell were members. A jury convicted the Rosenbergs,

Greenglass, and Sobell. After several appeals, which went as

high as the Supreme Court, the Rosenbergs died in the electric

chair in mid-1953; and Greenglass and Sobell went to prison.34

Other espionage trials contributed to the tenseness of

the atmosphere. When the communist hunt began to include

motion picture and radio programs, several politicians used

the investigations as an issue in their election campaigns.

Due to the campaign issue, the House Committee on Un-American

Activities began further investigations of Hollywood, colleges

and universities, and numerous private organizations, even

though civil liberty defenders protested that the hearings

invaded a person's privacy.

By far the most widely known case was that of Alger Hiss.

In July of 1948, a former communist named Whittaker Chambers

testified before the House Committee on Un-American Activities
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about the existence of two independent espionage rings.

Chambers named Hiss, head of the Carnegie Endowment for

International Peace and a former official in the State Depart-

ment, as one of his partners in espionage. Chambers claimed

that Hiss had passed him classified documents in 1937 and 1938,

a charge which Hiss denied before the committee. When Hiss

sued Chambers for slander, Chambers produced microfilm from a

pumpkin on his Maryland farm that he said proved his charge.

The statute of limitations prevented an indictment for es-

pionage, but Hiss stood trial for perjury.

On December 16, 1948, The New York Times reported that

the federal grand jury had indicted Hiss on two counts of

perjury. The grand jury charged that Hiss lied when he tes-

tified before it that neither he nor his wife ever turned over

any State Department documents to Chambers and that he never

saw Chambers after January 1937. "After examining the evidence

presented to it, the grand jury held that Hiss saw Chambers in

February and March 1938 and turned over to him 'secret, con-

fidential, and restricted documents and other papers in vio-

lation of Federal law'."3 5  In January 1950, Hiss was con-

victed. He continued to profess innocence, served his prison

sentence, and emerged in 1954 to go into obscurity. 6

Revelations by communist defectors like Chambers and

Rouzenko that atomic bomb secrets had been turned over to

Russia by a network of spies combined with the increasingly

tense international situation served to document the extent
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of national communist infiltration. Many Americans felt that

if a few scientists could transmit atomic secrets to the Soviet

Union, it seemed plausible that some future espionage might

tip the scales in the "balance of terror" and enable Russia to

annihilate the United States without costly retaliation. The

fears and suspicions generated by the cold war easily led to

a wild exaggeration of the extent and danger of communist sub-

version. Writers and politicians found it easier to blame

communist conspirators for every conflict in the world than

to study the origins and complexities of civil wars or to

accept the inevitable limitations of American power.37

In 1948, Harold Taylor, the president of Sarah Lawrence

College, cited one reaction to the national situation by es-

tablishing the definition of a loyal American as "one who tells

all his secrets without being asked, believes we should go to

war with Russia, holds no political view without prior consul-

tation with his employers, does not ask for increases in

salary or wages, and is in favor of peace, universal military

training, brotherhood, and baseball."38

Although McCarthy had nothing to do with these prose-

cutions and convictions of any communist spies or infiltrators

or with the attitude of the time, he shrewdly sensed the mood

of the people and capitalized on it. 3 9 And with a sure in-

stinct for the popular mood, McCarthy chose an issue that was

already a successful political rallying cry and turned it into

a potent weapon for the issue of communists-in-government.
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On January 7, 1950, McCarthy had dinner with Charles H.

Kraus, a professor of political science at GeorgetownUniversity

and William A. Roberts, a well-known Washington attorney. The

main purpose of the dinner was to introduce McCarthy and Father

Edmund A. Walsh, vice president of Georgetown and a regent of

its School of Foreign Service. Throughout the dinner, McCarthy

was greatly troubled, and he finally turned the conversation to

the matter worrying him. He was half of the way through his

term as a senator with the senatorial election less than two

years away, but he still was devoid of the necessary national

publicity to attract Wisconsin voters or a national issue with

which to stir the voters.

During McCarthy's first three years in the Senate, he had

been a relatively obscure man and had revealed no legislative

stagecraft. Primarily, McCarthy had been involved with the

projects of several of Washington's lobbyists--an effort to

end wartime controls on sugar on behalf of a soft-drink com-

pany which earned him the title of the Pepsi-Cola Kid and the

proposal of a moderate federal housing bill.4 Such a con-

gressional record produced no enthusiasm from McCarthy's Wis-

consin constituents and even some formidable opposition in

Wisconsin. Early in 1950, when McCarthy began planning his

1952 re-election campaign, he found little reassurance of strong

support at home. Indeed, Wisconsin aspirants to his senatorial

seat seemed certain of victory in 1952. The senator desper-

ately needed an effective campaign issue.4 2
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While at dinner, the men suggested possible issues that

McCarthy could use in his re-election campaign. Issues such

as the St. Lawrence seaway and a guaranteed income for the

elderly citizens were discussed; however, McCarthy did not feel

that any of these issues were suited to him. After dinner,

the quartet went to Roberts' office where Father Walsh began

discussing in great depth the world power of communism and the

danger it could infiltrate any democratic government in the

future. "He [Walsh] was sure, Walsh declared, that vigilance

against Communism was of such importance that it would be an

issue two years hence."43

McCarthy began mentally surveying the national scene.

Three events in 1950 served to illustrate the fury over

communism in the United States. First, the Supreme Court had

refused to review the convictions of two Hollywood writers who

had declined to answer questions about possible communist con-

nections. Second, Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, had been ar-

rested on various charges connected with atomic espionage.

Third, a grand jury brought indictments against individuals in-

volved in the transfer of hundreds of secret and classified

documents from the State Department to the offices of a rela-

tively obscure communist-connected journal Amerasia. In

addition, the nation's foreign policy seemed to be composed of

the feeling that some single communist enemy was responsible

for every protest or uprising in the nation. 4 5

As a result, there was nothing new among Americans about
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sweeping and irresponsible charges that communists had infil-

trated the federal government and had corrupted the values of

American society. The suspicions of a bewildered and frus-

trated people were growing. That night McCarthy decided to

make the danger of the communist power his key issue.

Before leaving the group of men on the night of the

seventh, McCarthy stated, "The Government is full of Communists.

The thing to do is to hammer at them. "46  Roberts warned

McCarthy that many Americans were wary of politicians crying

"wolf" to which McCarthy answered that he would get the facts
before publicly approaching the issue.

Lincoln's birthday, a traditional time for Republican

oratory throughout the nation, was approaching. Since McCarthy

assigned himself the task of speaking on the issue of commu-

nists-in-government, he decided to use his Lincoln Day address

before the Ohio County Women's Republican Club in Wheeling,

West Virginia to launch his anti-communist campaign. The day
was February 9, 1950, just "Three weeks after Hiss was con-

victed, ten days after President Truman ordered work on the

H-bomb and six days after the British announced the Fuchs

confession.,47

During the speech, McCarthy said, "The reason why we find
ourselves in a position of impotency [in international affairs]
is not because our only powerful potential enemy has sent men

to invade our shores, but rather because of the traitorous

actions of those who have been treated so well by this Nation."
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He further stated that he felt the situation was the most

serious in the State Department and that "The bright young

men who are born with silver spoons in their mouths are the

ones who have been worst. . . . In my opinion the State

Department, which is one of the most important government de-

partments, is thoroughly infested with Communists." 4 8

In conclusion to the speech, McCarthy stated, "I have

here in my hand a list of 205--a list of names that were known

to the Secretary of State as being members of the Communist

Party and who nevertheless are still working and shaping the

policy in the State Department."4 9 The Wheeling Intelligencer

reported McCarthy's charges and sent out the story by the

Associated Press. Those same charges were then printed in

newspapers throughout the nation.

McCarthy continued westward. At Denver, Colorado, he

made a radio speech and substituted "205 bad risks" for the 205

"members of the Communist Party." On February 10, the Senator

made a speech in Salt Lake City, Utah, and charged that there

were "57 card-carrying members of the Communist Party" in the

State Department.50 The next day he made the same charges in

Reno, Nevada, and sent a telegram to President Truman de-

manding that the White House take some action on the matter.

McCarthy's charges began a variety of reactions through-

out the nation. Although his charges were greeted with

skepticism by large sections of the press, thousands of

Americans accepted them.5 1 In Washington, the White House,
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the Senate, and the State Department all responded differently.

Those members of the State Department who had dealings with

congressional affairs felt that McCarthy's charges emphasized

a long-term problem which would eventually have to be dealt

with and the sooner the better.52 When the news of the charges

made during the Wheeling speech reached John E. Peurifoy, the

State Department's top security officer, however, Peurifoy

called a press conference to deny that there were any commu-

nists in the State Department and to promise that he would

"fire them before sundown" if McCarthy would substantiate his

charges with evidence. 5 3

The Senate democrats seemed less moved and more skeptical

than the State Department members. 5 4 There did develop, how-

ever, an uneasiness among the democrats, both in Congress

and in the executive department, that McCarthy might find a

disloyal person in the State Department.55

The initial reaction of the Senate republicans was to sit

back and let McCarthy wage his war.56 Some republicans helped

McCarthy with some of his paperwork; however, whenever a

battle ensued on the Senate floor, McCarthy was left to do

battle on his own. Many of the Republicans believed that

McCarthy's charges were justified; but they would not risk

their career with him in case he failed in his attempts to

uncover a communist-in-government. 5 7

President Truman and Secretary of State Dean Acheson

openly expressed contempt for the charges.58 On February 15,
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1950, Truman pronounced McCarthy a mishandler of the truth.

The day before, the Milwaukee Journal had stated, "We suspect

very much that his [McCarthy's] weekend oratorical spree is
cut of demogogic cloth. It is up to the Senator to prove that
it is not.,, 59

For months after McCarthy's original charges, the press
was filled with news of the Washington arguments over the
issue. 60 One of the reactions to McCarthy's charges was that
he was doing a great dis-service to his country by making it
more difficult to align loyalty checking procedures with the
Constitutional limits. In addition, it was felt that McCarthy
was consuming the time and energy of many important officials
including Acheson and Truman who should have been concentrating

their efforts on international problems.61

On February 20, McCarthy took the floor of the Senate and
delivered a speech which lasted half of the night. This time
McCarthy had another number, eighty-one, which he was to use
in the following weeks. In the speech, he listed by number
(in no sequential order) rather than by name, the cases of
those eighty-one persons he felt were communists but who were
still working in the State Department.

Due to the national furor and concern generated by
McCarthy's charges, two days after his lengthy Senate speech
Congress established a special subcommittee of the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee. The committee was headed by

Senator Millard Tydings of Maryland and was designed to hear
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the evidence and investigate the charges of McCarthy. The

committee began its hearings on March 8, 1950.

In late March, perceiving the public interest in McCarthy's

charges, the Senate Republican Policy Committee, announced its

support of his efforts. Also because of McCarthy's impact

upon the nation's citizens, President Truman established a

task force within the White House staff to provide rebuttals

to McCarthy's charges.62

McCarthy then took his "anti-Red show" on the road. He

went on the radio and television and made personal appearances

at gatherings of all sorts throughout the country. A month

after his Wheeling speech, McCarthy was including as communists

"The whole group of twisted-thinking New Dealers [who] have led

America near to ruin at home and abroad." 63

McCarthy developed a following which grew into millions.64

He was by no means alone in charging that communists had in-

filtrated all levels of government and had played a decisive

and disastrous role in shaping American policy.65 Many other

people had been making the same charges for months; however,

no one had been naming names or had been attacking the issue

with such determinism as McCarthy.

Although American citizens had seen and heard McCarthy

scale down the number of charged communists in the government

and had witnessed his unwillingness to verify a single charge,

his accusations still managed to strike a public nerve that had

been sensitized by the Hiss case, the detonation of the first
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Russian atomic weapon, and the eruption of the Korean War in

June of 1950.66

By late March, private contributions began pouring into

Senator McCarthy's office along with the awards. The Marine

Corps League of Passaic, New Jersey, awarded McCarthy its

1950 citation for Americanism. Leading Republican Senator

Taft along with Senators Kenneth Wherry and Styles Bridges,

and the chairman of the Republican National Committee, Guy

Gabrielson, gave special attention to McCarthy's communists-

in-government charges and became engulfed in the issue.

Later in the year, Herb Block, the cartoonist of the

Washington Post, sketched a harassed republican elephant,

being pushed and pulled by Taft, Wherry, Bridges, and

Gabrielson toward a stack of tar buckets with an extra big tar
barrel on top. Across the larger barrel was printed the

letters "McCarthyism"--a word which immediately passed into

the language. 67

In retrospect, McCarthy and McCarthyism entered the

scene in the mid-twentieth century at a time of heightened

economic, scientific, and educational advances. The glow of
these successes, however, had been dulled by the increasing

regulations placed on the nation through the New Deal policies

of the Truman administration. Accompanying the federal

regulations were the periodic revelations of disloyal citizens

not merely residing in the nation but actually holding federal

positions. As a result, the American people became more and
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more suspicious of government intervention, Russian advance-

ments, and the loyalty of many of the nation's administrative

figures. As a Chicago reporter wrote in 1948:

Cold fear is gripping people here-abouts. Theydon't talk much about it. But it's just as real andchilling as the current 11-degree weather. Fear ofwhat? Most people don't know exactly. It's notfear of Russia alone. For most think we could rubJoe's nose in the dirt. It's not fear of Communismin this country. Few think there are enough Commieshere to put it over. It's not fear of the atombomb. For most think we still possess a monopoly.But it does seem to be a reluctant conviction thatthese three relentless forces are prowling theearth ag that somehow they are bound to mean troublefor us.

Sensing the underlying fears of the people, McCarthy used

his public communications to raise these fears to the conscious

level and launch his political issue of communists-in-government.
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CHAPTER III

A LEADER EMERGES

There has been a wide variety of movements headed by a

variety of leaders in the United States. A movement may be

small, localized, and in pursuit of a specific goal such as

one designed to change the name of a high school within a

town. Or, a movement may be nation-wide, revolutionary in

nature, and designed to achieve an extreme goal such as the

overthrow of a national system of government. Every movement

has a need for some type of leader, whose characteristics

depend upon such variables as the size, membership, methods,

and goals of the movement.

The 1950's was the era of McCarthyism. Not only was there

some debate over whether or not McCarthyism was a movement,'

but there has also been a debate over whether or not McCarthy

was a leader of the movement. As Michael Rogin, in The

Intellectuals and McCarthy, said, "McCarthy was simply the

most successful of a number of conservative Republicans

capitalizing on the Communist threat to attack the New Deal

at home and the Fair Deal abroad.,2

Elmer Davis, in But We Were Born Free, said, McCarthy was

a creation of the newspapers. Davis explained, "He [McCarthy]

has a remarkable gift for turning up with stories that would

77
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be important if true, and a still more remarkable agility in

evasive action; as fast as one of his phonies is exposed he

hits the front page with another which won't be exposed till

tomorrow; and how many people read the second-day story?"3

Rorty and Decter also refused to perceive McCarthy as a

leader of the movement: "Senator McCarthy has never shown him-

self willing or able to organize a movement of any kind." 4

They justify their contention that McCarthy was unable to

serve as a leader thusly: "McCarthy lacks not only a program

for state action but an ideology as well. His inability to

organize a movement and his total lack of progress and ideology

are closely related to his inability, or evident unwillingness,

to complete a job."5

In spite of such negative analyses of his role as the

movement's leader, McCarthy was primarily responsible for

focusing the people's attention and fears on the communists-

in-government issue. As Shannon explained:

No political leader developed anti-Communism as an
instrument for political advantage to the degree
that Senator McCarthy did. The fact that "McCarthyism"
became the accepted term for politically motivated
exploitation of fear about domestic Communisr was
recognition of his mastery of the technique.

Having guided the communists-in-government campaign for

four years, McCarthy's leadership of the movement was further

exemplified in 1954 when McCarthyism abated almost simul-

taneously with McCarthy's censure by the Senate.7  Rovere in

Senator Joe McCarthy summarized McCarthy's impact as the
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leader of the movement as follows:

Observing a phenomenon like McCarthyism, we al-
most automatically dismiss from our minds the notion
that a single human being could have much to do with
it, even though it bears his name. . . . When a
demagogue finds a grievance or a fault, he exploits
it. That is the nature of the beast. But what
strikes me about them [the observations of
McCarthyism] all is that they leave Joseph R. McCarthy
out of the picture altogether. In each, he is only
an instrument, a voice, a symbol--or an ailment with-
in us. Perhaps he was, but in that case one is at a
loss to know why McCarthyism waited so long to come
alive and why it seemed to die--or at least to be-
come greatly enfeebled--when McCarthy succumbed to
despair. The grievance and discontents were all
there before he came along, and I assume that most
of them persist to this day. . . . Life and history
go on, and nothing ever dies completely. But assur-
edly the fevers of McCarthyism subsided in 1954, and
most of us knew it and felt it. . . . The point about
McCarthy is that when he was on the loose we passed
through a time when the "movement" threatened to be-
come a great tide. The fault, we must surely know,
was always in ourselves, but8he was close to being
a genius in bringing it out.

These actions of a genius referred to by Rovere were

characteristic of some of McCarthy's basic personality traits:

his ambition, his inability to pursue a point that did not

work for him, his personable character, his sensitivity to

various political positions and situations, his scorn for the

processes of the law, his disregard for evidence, his fighting

drive for success, his self-determination, his intelligence,

and his ability to adapt the issue to the wants and needs of

his constituents. An analysis of McCarthy's early life reveals

that most of these leadership traits could also be seen during

McCarthy's pre-senatorial life in various ways. In retro-

spect, such an analysis serves to illustrate the manner in

which he developed his leadership style.
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Robert L. Scott in his article "The Conservative Voice

in Radical Rhetoric," discussed how experiences of division

within a person's life later provide a basis for his or her

rhetoric: "People experience division as oppression, and

seek identifications."9 McCarthy suffered from social and

economic oppressions during his childhood which later appeared

to affect his rhetoric and style of leadership.

Joseph Raymond McCarthy was born on November 14, 1901, in

Grand Chute, a quiet Wisconsin township in Outagamie County.

The fifth of nine children, McCarthy grew up on a 142 acre

farm in east-central Wisconsin on the north shore of Lake

Winnebago. The farm was in the middle of a section known

locally as "the Irish settlement" consisting predominantly of

German and Dutch farmers. His half Irish and half German,

native-born father, Timothy McCarthy, and his Irish immigrant

mother, the former Bridget Tierney, were Roman Catholic and

considered to have been intensely pious.10

Having been farmed to near exhaustion by those persons

who had bought the land from the federal government for $2.50

an acre in the middle of the nineteenth century, the McCarthy's

farmland, like the family, was poor."

Although nothing has been written by the senator or his

family about his childhood, some idea of McCarthy's early

years have been obtained through the recollections of neighbors

who knew him. The people remember McCarthy as an awkward boy,

the subject of much teasing which he did not take too well,
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and as an insecure and frustrated boy who was so shy that he

was unable to deliver his recitations at school. His mother

seemed to sense his difficulties, and many people claimed that

McCarthy was his mother's favorite child and suffered from her

overprotectiveness. 12

Goldman wrote on McCarthy's problems as a child:

Getting recognized was no new concern of Joseph
McCarthy. The Irish settlement in northern Wisconsin
where he grew up respected money and looks; the
McCarthys were a struggling brood of nine and Joe
was the ugly duckling, barrel-chested and short-
armed with thick eyebrows and heavy lips. Mother
Bridget McCarthy threw a special protective wing
around the shy, sulky boy and when the rough teasing
came, he sought out her big warm apron. "Don't you
mind," she y~uld console. "You be somebody. You
get ahead."

Having experienced such a childhood, McCarthy probably felt

economically oppressed because of the poverty that his family

experienced as well as socially oppressed because of his

homely appearance and his shyness.

The social and economic problems of the McCarthy family

also seemed to influence Joseph McCarthy's later life, es-

pecially in view of the fact that his rhetoric rarely referred

to his childhood or his family. It was as if McCarthy was

continually seeking a fresh identification--one more easily

obtainable since neither he nor his family had written any-

thing about his childhood. The only time McCarthy directly

spoke of his family was during his senatorial campaign; how-

ever, once he became a senator, he never spoke of his past

again in public. With regard to Scott's theory, McCarthy's
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childhood oppression may have provided a basis for his rhetorical

appeal of empathic perception of the voters' needs during his

senatorial campaign. In addition, he spent his entire life

seeking new and fresh identifications away from his hometown,

his family, and his past in an attempt to escape his earlier

unhappiness.

Not only could social and economic oppression be observed

during his childhood, but McCarthy's fighting drive for success

can also be seen. McCarthy attended the Underhill Country

School as a child and did well enough, in spite of his reci-

tation problem, to skip a grade. Finishing grammar school at

the age of fourteen and impatient to acquire some form of suc-

cess, McCarthy became a chicken farmer rather than go on to

high school. He used the money he earned at odd jobs to

acquire a flock of fifty chickens and raised them on land

rented from his father. In a short time, McCarthy owned ten

thousand chickens, a new chicken house, and a truck for

delivering the chickens to Chicago.lk

While prospering in the business, when he was nineteen,

McCarthy developed pneumonia and could no longer tend the

chickens. He contracted out some local boys to tend the

flocks, but the boys did not have the dedication to care

adequately for the chickens, and their carelessness resulted

in the spread of disease killing the laying hens and broilers.

McCarthy, faced with the decision of giving up chicken farming

or starting again, decided to quit, but felt an even stronger
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urge to obtain success.15 McCarthy's decision to abandon

chicken farming not only illustrates his unextinguishable

desire for success, but also spotlights his unwillingness to

pursue any career or issue which, after devoting his time

and energy to it, he did not find advantageous.

Leaving Grand Chute, McCarthy moved to Manawa, a town of

five thousand residents about twenty miles from his home, and

found employment as a manager of a grocery store which was

part of the Cashway chain. Although he knew nothing about

storekeeping, McCarthy managed to make the store a success.

His personable manner, a trait which would prove invaluable

later in his career, was largely responsible for the success

of the store. For example, McCarthy encouraged his customers

to wait on themselves, a practice which they considered a

rare privilege. In addition, he would walk up and down the

country roads visiting with farmers and inviting them to

his store.16

The management position also provided the necessary ex-

periences for McCarthy to develop a sensitivity to the wants

and needs of his customers and later his constituents. In

his article, "A Theory of Persuasion for Social Movements,"

Herbert Simons stated, "The leader must adapt to several

audiences simultaneously."'7 McCarthy loved to talk. Using

his sensitivity to people's desire and adapting the conver-

sation to his audience, McCarthy kept his customers amused

with his constant conversation. While polishing his skills,
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McCarthy quickly became the town's leading character and

developed the store into the chain's largest business.18 The

store became a town meeting place and on Saturday nights,

other Manawa grocers would close their stores and join the

townspeople at McCarthy's store. 19

Liking his personable manner and sensitivity, some of the

leading citizens urged McCarthy to return to school and pre-

pare himself for larger responsibilities. Two months before

his twentieth birthday, McCarthy enrolled at Little Wolf High

School. Attempting to go to school and manage the store in

his spare hours, McCarthy found the business dropping off. As

a result, the chain management fired him in October. Imme-

diately, he found a job ushering at the local movie house to

meet his living expenses while continuing his high school

studies. Once again, McCarthy demonstrated his trait of

preferring to move on to another career or experience if the

present one, after giving it his best effort, failed for him.

While in high school, McCarthy began to reveal traits

which are characterized for leaders by Herbert Blumer in his

article, "Social Movements." Blumer described a leader as

"excitable, restless, and aggressive."20 McCarthy proved to

be aggressive when he set a local record of completing a high

school diploma in one year instead of the traditional four.2'

His frequent changing of jobs in an attempt to find one that

would suit him and work well for him also emphasized his

restlessness. As a result, McCarthy seemed restless in his
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desire to quickly complete his high school education.

After graduating from high school in 1929, McCarthy enrolled

in the engineering school at Marquette University, a Jesuit

college in Milwaukee. McCarthy, unimpressed with his fellow

engineering students, found himself associating more with the

law students. He liked their bluffing ability and saw them

as extroverts. Consequently, he decided to change his major

to law, again exemplifying his flexibility and restlessness to

move into another area that he felt would be more advantageous.22

While in law school, he managed to support himself and pay his

tuition by working as a dishwasher and pie-baker, a gas station

attendant, and a pick-and-shovel man on a road construction

gang. In spite of his part-time employment, McCarthy still

found time to be the president of his class and a varsity

boxer.23

While studying law at Marquette in the early 1930's,

McCarthy remarked to one of his classmates, "Wouldn't it be

swell to be a United States Senator?" Although the classmate

considered the remark to be a simple question, McCarthy re-

garded it as a personal statement of goal. It was customary

of McCarthy not to feel the need to qualify for a job before

seeking it. He won the job first and then worried about how

to qualify for it.24  As Jack Alexander said of McCarthy: "He

has always been in a hurry" and nothing inspired him more than

to have someone tell him that he was crazy to imagine he could

win a particular political race. If he had his heart set on
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winning, McCarthy found a way through tireless and ingenious

campaigning to win.25 The same fighting drive to win was

later demonstrated as he constantly battled with the issue

of communists-in-government--an issue he was determined to

make work for him.

After graduating from Marquette, McCarthy hung out his

shingle in Waupaca, a potato market town just west of Outagamie

County. He shared an office with a dentist, who seemed to do

more business. During his nine month stay at Waupaca, McCarthy

only worked on four cases--for farmers seeking damages and

automobile accident cases--with a reported earning of $777.81.

Rovere suggested that he managed to pay his bills from his

poker winnings. 26

McCarthy left Waupaca to accept a fifty-dollar-a week job

with Michael G. Eberlein, an attorney in Shawano, a county

seat north of Outagamie County. In February 1936, the

Shawano County Journal announced the arrival of "Jos. McCarthy,"

a young man with "a very creditable record of achievement."27

It seemed as if the day he secured the job with Eberlein,

McCarthy quickly became aware of the advantages of various

political positions and how these positions could affect a

person's career. He first experienced the potential power of

a political party when he and Eberlein attempted to secure

clients. Eberlein, a Republican, and McCarthy, a Democrat,2 8

were able to combine their political attraction and serve both

segments of the population. Thus, they were able to acquire
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a large clientele. Five months after his arrival in Shawano,

however, McCarthy, not being content with merely having a large

number of clients, felt the need to acquire a political office

and to become a politician. As a result, he was elected

president of the Young Democratic Clubs of the Seventh

Congressional District. 2 9  McCarthy then realized that the way

for a young attorney to acquire more clients was to become well-

known and the way to become well-known was to run for a public

office. Immediately, he filed his candidacy for county dis-

trict attorney in the November election.30

MlcCarthy ran as a democrat pledged to law enforcement,

but lost the election to the progressive candidate whose party

controlled the state at the time. In spite of losing the

election, McCarthy made a good showing by coming in second

since the Democrats were poorly organized and had to compete

with the Progressive Party. Luthin suggests that perhaps the

progressive control of Wisconsin was McCarthy's reason for

deserting the Democratic Party and joining the Republican

Party.3 1 Rovere, supporting Luthin's rationale, cited McCarthy

as having said, "It was an advantage to be a Republican with

a Democratic name." 3 2  If Luthin's and Rovere's rationale is

true, McCarthy's political party shift serves as an additional

example of an instance when he dedicated himself to a goal but

the means, being unsuccessful, were abandoned for means with

seemingly more potential.

After the district attorney election, McCarthy remained
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for the next three years with Eberlein in the firm which had

now become Eberlein and McCarthy. As an attorney, McCarthy

lacked polish.33

Deciding to launch his career as a republican, McCarthy

entered the contest for circuit judge of the Tenth Judicial

District in 1939. As Scott also suggested in his article,

"The Conservative Voice," the wounds suffered during acts of

oppression become badges of honor. Perhaps it was the

wounds McCarthy suffered as a child that made him feel more

honorable holding a political office. Such a theory may help

account for his attitude in 1939 when McCarthy justified his

decision to run for circuit court judge on the basis that the

commonwealth was in need of his services.35 Advertising his

candidacy in the county newspapers and conducting a door-to-

door canvas, McCarthy expressed his idea of a successful

campaign as, "People will vote for a man who seems to care

about them."36

One interesting aspect of McCarthy's judgeship campaign

was the manner in which he cited his opponent. The incumbent

candidate was Judge Edgar V. Werner who was born in 1873,

making him sixty-six at the time of the campaign. McCarthy,

however, spoke of the judge as a seventy-three-year-old man.

As if this false reference was not sufficient, later in the

campaign, McCarthy referred to Werner as "my eighty-nine-year-

old opponent, " and added, "Even though he is willing to'

sacrifice himself, the job of circuit judge is too exacting
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for a man of his age."38 Even though the people of the tenth

district paid little attention to McCarthy's misrepresentation

of the truth, it was the same kind of misrepresentation which

would constantly reappear in McCarthy's communists-in-govern-

ment campaign.

Alexander described another of McCarthy's campaign

techniques in The Saturday Evening Post of August 9, 1947:

He made a point of learning the first name of every
member of the family, of the watch dog and the ailing
cows. When out of sight of the farm he would stop
his car under a tree, plug a recording device into
the generator, and while his memory was still fresh,
dictate a long letter mentioning favorably'every
animal on the farm. . . . Each night McCarthy turned
his recordings over to a stenographer, and next day
the letters went out to the farms. So did letters
to restaurant proprietors . . . to whom he passed
the time of day. . . . On the evening of election,
each 5grm and village housewife received a post
card.

McCarthy won the election for circuit judge by almost 4,000

votes. His judicial career began on January 1, 1940, when he

was twenty-nine, the youngest circuit judge in Wisconsin

history.40

McCarthy's career as a judge illustrated his scorn for

the processes of the law and his disregard for evidence.T1 In

an attempt to clear the court's calendar of 250 untried cases,

McCarthy ruled on cases quickly and became noted for his five-

minute divorces.42

In one case in 1941, McCarthy dismissed the Wisconsin

Department of Agriculture's petition to force the Appleton

Quaker Dairy Company to abide by the state milk marketing law.
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After throwing out the petition, McCarthyalso threw out his

notes claiming later, when the case was appealed to the Wisconsin

Supreme Court, that "They weren't material." The Court referred

to his action as "an abuse of judicial power" and noted that

"ordering destruction of these notes was highly imporper. . . .

The destruction of evidence under these circumstances could

only be open to the inference that the evidence destroyed con-

tained statements of fact contrary to the position taken by the

person destroying the evidence."43

As Alexander summarized the situation, with McCarthy as

the circuit judge in the Tenth Judicial District, the accom-

panying justice was "entertaining, breezy, and fast." 4 In

addition, the Milwaukee Journal commented, "Judge McCarthy,

whose burning ambition for political advancement is accompanied

by an astonishing disregard for things ethical and traditional,

is doing serious injury to the judiciary in this state.,"45

After serving as a circuit judge for a year, McCarthy

began plotting his way into the Senate. Whenever he mentioned

the idea to anyone, however, he was always advised that it was

impossible. Nevertheless, his resolution to become a senator

stood firm, and he used the intervention of World War II to

help him reach his goal.46

Instead of resigning his judgeship, McCarthy arranged for

his colleagues on the other circuits to take over his duties

while he served in the Marine Corps.4 7 When he enlisted in

the Marine Corps, McCarthy won a commission as a first
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lieutenant at Quantico, Virginia. After his duty in the states,

McCarthy went to the South Pacific. Serving for two years

as an intelligence officer, his major duty was sitting at a

desk and interviewing pilots upon their return from missions.

He also managed to go along as an observer on a few recon-

naissance flights. As a result, when he resigned from the

Marines, McCarthy invented his own military record which in-

cluded the nickname "Tail Gunner Joe," several combat wounds

of which he had none, and a medal. Long after the war,

McCarthy did receive a Purple Heart for a broken leg incurred

when he fell down a flight of steps during an Equator-crossing

party aboard ship.48

While serving in the South Pacific, McCarthy continued

his political career by mailing in his republican senatorial

nomination candidacy in 1944. Even though he was unable to

campaign for the position, McCarthy was voted second of four

candidates. The next year, five months before the Japanese

surrender, McCarthy resigned from the Marines and won re-

election, without opposition, for another six-year term as a

circuit judge. 4 9

In 1946, McCarthy again nominated himself for republican

senatorial candidacy. Robert LaFollete, the incumbent and

McCarthy's opponent, remained in Washington, returning to

Wisconsin only briefly to campaign while McCarthy drove him-

self and his campaigning friends day and night.

While campaigning for the Senate, McCarthy toured the
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state wearing his old khaki shorts. He attracted conservative

farmers with attacks against New Deal policies for their

bureaucracy, especially as it applied to the farmers, skirted

the touchy foreign policy issues, sharply criticized wartime

price controls, chided LaFollete for his long absence from

home and his "war politeering" (through his ownership of a

Milwaukee radio station), and gave qualified endorsement to

the United Nations. In addition, he emphasized his military

record as a Marine urging the Wisconsin voters to put a "tail

gunner"50 in Congress and professed that La Follete was being

used as a dupe for the communists even though LaFollete had

been an outspoken anti-communist for twenty years.5 1

McCarthy's Horatio Alger story made him a natural vote

getter. As he depicted his life, McCarthy was born on a farm,

did not enter high school until he was nineteen and then

completed all four years in one, and coached boxing and cooked

in a restaurant to work his way through Marquette University's

Law School. He quit his circuit judge position to enlist in

the Marines as a private. He collected a wound and a flock of

decorations as a dive bomber's tail gunner in the Solomons,

and amassed 80,000 votes for senatorial nomination while running

from 7, 000 miles away from home.

A McCarthy campaign flyer told his story as follows:

JOE McCARTHY was a TAIL GUNNER in World War II. When
the war began, Joe had a soft job as a Judge at EIGHT
GRAND a year. He was EXEMPT from military duty. He
resigned his job to enlist as a PRIVATE in the
MARINES. He fought on LAND and in the AIR all
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through the Pacific. He and millions of other guys
kept you from talking Japanese. TODAY JOE McCARTHY
IS HOME. He wants to SERVE America in the SENATE.
Yes, folks, CONGRESS NEEDS A TAIL GUNNER. Now,
when Washington is in confusion, when BUREAUCRATS
are seeking to perpetuate themselves FOREVER upon
the American Way of Life, AMERICA NEEDS FIGHTING
MEN. Those men who fought upon foreign soil to
SAVE AMERICA have 4rned the right to SERVE AMERICA
in times of peace.

During the primary elections on August 13, 1946, McCarthy

defeated Robert LaFollete by 7,000 out of 350,000 votes.

McCarthy thus became the odds-on favorite to win the November

election from the democratic nominee, former Representative

Howard J. McMurray, political science professor at the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, an outspoken New Dealer and world state

advocate, who had unsuccessfully run for the Senate in 1944.53

Since many rural citizens were suspicious of college

professors, McMurray was running as a democrat in a heavily

republican state,54 and the Republican Party was enjoying a

new found strength in the state, McCarthy won the senatorial

election and became the youngest senator, thus putting an end

to the LaFolletes' twenty year reign in the state. 5 5

McCarthy had been in Washington only a few days when he

called a press conference. Although such a practice wasnot

typical of an incoming senator, for McCarthy, such an action

was typical of his nature of winning the desired office and

then transforming it into the position he needed. Such a tac-

tic would become more and more obvious with the development

of his communists-in-government campaign. At the conference,

McCarthy announced that he had a solution to the coal workers
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problem in the United States. According to Luthin, "Soon

after McCarthy's term began, 128 members of Washington's Press

Gallery voted him the 'worst' senator of the 96 Esic] in the

Upper House."56 Athan Theoharis cited McCarthy's senatorial

career as "personally unattractive, crass, unprincipled"land

cited the senator as "an unimaginative opportunist, and a

distinctly second-rate politician."57

Alexander in his August 9, 1947 article for The Saturday

Evening Post said that as a senator:

McCarthy is not considered profound, except in
his grasp of the technique of winning elections, by
even his strongest admirers. He had an agile, ab-
sorptive mind, a retentive memory and a gift for
the surprise stroke. He is as gregarious as an Elk
and he has the invaluable political trait of con-
tributing in a brief conversation to a chance ac-
quaintance's feeling of self-importance. His im-
pressions are drawn more from contacts with people
than from books or documents. He is warmhearted,
ingratiating and charming, and a handshaker and
vote getter of heroic proportions.

Still a bachelor, he is handsome in a dark,
square-jawed way, that has kept the Washington
society columnists chirping excit ly ever since
he alighted on the capital roost.

McCarthy became a senator during a frustrating time for

the republicans, who looked back at twenty years of political

failure. Since 1933, the democrats had paraded the ideas and

policies of Franklin Roosevelt during every election and had

succeeded in applying the common man label to the party. The

republicans had not nominated a President since 1928; and

since 1930, they had enjoyed the control of Congress only

once. In essence, the republicans felt the democrats could
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not be beaten even when deserted by the Deep South and the

followers of Henry Wallace.59

When McCarthy was elected to the Senate, republicans were

shifting toward a new center of gravity. Suffering from the

frustrations of 1948, other republicans were willing to accept

McCarthy forcefully wielding his political communists-in-

government weapon. Consequently, McCarthy managed to obtain

the sufferance, if not the enthusiasm, of many sectors of the

Republican Party because it seemed he had fastened upon a

winning issue. 60

For his first three years in the Senate, McCarthy attracted

no attention, except to earn the title of the "Pepsi-Cola

Kid ,61 when he sided with a sugar lobbyist for the Pepsi-Cola

Company in an attempt to "defeat a bill extending wartime

sugar controls for an additional year.,62 He voted loyally

with the republican leadership, except for deviations in favor

of farm price supports and public housing legislation. From

1950 through 1954, however, McCarthy managed to disrupt the

normal routine of American politics and become the leader of

the communists-in-government campaign. During this period,

his activities seemed oppressive to many persons in government

and politics. Throughout the world, he became a symbol of

mortal danger to liberal values and the democratic purposes

and process.65

It is interesting to note that even before launching his

communists-in-government campaign in Wheeling, McCarthy had
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occasionally dealt with the communists-in-government issue.

In 1946, he had made references to his "communisticly inclined

opponent." In a radio speech during the same year, McCarthy

charged that much of the current "industrial unrest" could be

"laid right smack at the door of the communists in the labor

movement. In 1947, in his attacks on public housing, McCarthy

labeled one New York housing project a "breeding ground for

Communism."66 Also in 1947, McCarthy sponsored an amendment

to the Taft-Hartley bill which would allow employers to dis-

miss workers found to be members of the Communist Party or to

be communist sympathizers.67

In September 1949, while urging the enactment of import

quotas on foreign furs, McCarthy asserted that fur imports

undermine American business since the bulk of the furs come

from communist countries. In addition, he charged that each

alien pelt earned dollars which subsidized Soviet spying in the

United States. 6 8

McCarthy inserted into the Congressional Record of

October 19, 1949, material questioning the loyalty of some

State Department officials and suggesting that some State

Department personnel might be "more sympathetic to certain

foreign ideologies than to our own." In Kenosha on November

15, he again spoke of communist penetration of the State

Department. On December 15 in Milwaukee, McCarthy blamed the

State Department for the "tremendous pace" at which the nation

was loosing ground in the cold war. To a Madison audience,
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he explained that he had voted against the reappointment of

Leland Olds to the Federal Power Commission "because he is

a "Communist." 6 9

The Hiss case greatly impressed McCarthy who felt that

its outcome made it urgent that Acheson "either clean the

Communists out of the State Department or resign and let

President Truman appoint someone who will." The idea of

communists-in-government seemed to be percolating through

McCarthy's mind before the February 7 dinner at the colony;

however, in spite of these earlier references to communists-

in-government, it would be incorrect to assume that McCarthy

had either a strong, sincere interest in or preparation in the

communists-in-government issue until the success of his

Wheeling speech. Most of the time, he was merely searching

for an issue which would work for him in his attempt to secure

his senatorial re-election.70

In summary, it seems as though during his pre-senatorial

life, McCarthy's biography exemplified such leadership charac-

teristics as ambition, a personable character, sensitivity,

scorn for the processes of the law, disregard for evidence,

a fighting drive for success, self-determination, intelligence,

and adaptability to his audience. All of these traits would

operate in McCarthy's development of his communists-in-govern-

ment campaign. In addition, these traits could be observed in

the methods McCarthy used in response to the control group.
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CHAPTER IV

THE MOVEMENT GAINS MOMENTUM

Introduction

A leader of a movement usually attempts to agitate the

general public and make it aware of or arouse discontent with

the status quo. If the public is already aware of its dis-

contentment, then the leader must unite these people into a

common group and actively seek desired changes. If not, then

the discontentment must be aroused in the people before they

will be willing to join together in a common group or a move-

ment. Once the leader has obtained a following, he or she

must guide their activities in order to create an interaction

with the control group to attempt to bring about changes in

the status quo. Throughout this process, there are various

strategies that the leader can use to obtain supporters and

to persuade the control group to incorporate the group's

desired change.

Bowers and Ochs categorized nine basic types of strategies

that are used by dissenting groups to pressure control groups

into meeting their challenges. Although these strategies are

characteristic of agitative groups, they can often be instigated

by a group's leader. McCarthy developed his communists-in-

government campaign in such a manner that the strategies of

102
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Bowers and Ochs can be applied to McCarthy's leadership role.

Of the nine strategies cited by Bowers and Ochs, McCarthy

used four: petition of the establishment, promulgation,

solidification, and polarization.1

Petition

The first strategy, the petition of the establishment,

is defined by Bowers and Ochs as including "all the normal

discursive means of persuasion."2 It should be noted, how-

ever, that although McCarthy employed discursive means of

persuasion, he did not necessarily employ them in the way that

Bowers and Ochs described them. Much of the time, McCarthy

used tactics which are considered unethical even though they

fall under the general category of petition.3 For example,

he quoted evidence out of context, distorting its original

meaning. When he claimed in his Wheeling speech that he had a

list of "57 card-carrying Communists," McCarthy had derived

that figure from some misquoted 1948 House Appropriation

Committee figures.4

In formulating his communists-in-government campaign,

McCarthy used the four different petition tactics available

to agitation: the selection of issues, selection of audiences,

selection of evidence, and selection of speaking style. These

four tactics are analyzed in the following pages.

Selection of Issues

One of McCarthy's talents was his sensitivity to and
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selection of issues which could be successfully used to tap

the fears, discontents, and needs of the common people. One

of the issues McCarthy used throughout the movement was that

of the developing industrial society. By rejecting industrialism

on the grounds that it could attempt to destroy private enter-

prise and individual freedom as it grew into a nation-wide

monopoly and emphasizing the low wages and poor working con-

ditions of industrial employees, McCarthy appealed to those

people fearful of big business.5 Such an issue helped exploit

the mass resentments of the lower economic groups and drew

them into the movement as supporters..6

As his second selected issue, McCarthy cited some of the

suspicious activities and characteristics of some federal

government employees who were normally considered loyal and

responsible and attacked the "eastern, educated, financial,

political, and intellectual elite."7  At the time, these

people comprised the American establishment, a group of which

many Americans had become suspicious. In formulating his

attacks, McCarthy singled out individual targets such as

intellectuals, Harvard professors, and the Army. In a com-

petitive society, the insecurities and frustrations which fre-

quently accompany a fear of failure often result in conspiracy

theories, scapegoat hunting, and resentments. McCarthy's

naming of intellectuals and government employees whose loyalty

was questioned by the common man, provided a fodder for use

for the common man's insecurities, frustrations, conspiracy
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theories, and scapegoat hunting.9

One of McCarthy's targets, Dean Acheson, Secretary of

State, exemplified the type of political figure McCarthy se-

lected as a suspect government employee. Acheson came from a

wealthy family and attended such private schools as Groton,

Yale, and Harvard Law School. He symbolically represented

the Eastern vested interests against whom antagonism had

developed from among the Middle West populace and the descen-

dants of recent immigrants. Similarly, Harvard was iden-

tified as educating the socially elite. According to Talcott

Parsons, these were "the members of which are thought of as

'just the type' to sell out the country to the social snobs
of European capitals."10

With the detection and subsequent convictions of espionage

agents in the federal government occurring before McCarthy

launched his communists-in-government campaign, the American

people became conscious and fearful of "the intrusion of alien

bureaucrats, alien social legislation, and alien agrarian

radicals into their stable world.''"1 By attacking the eastern

elite, citing disloyal federal employees, and emphasizing

recent legislative changes in American society, McCarthy em-

phasized the increasing influence of these intruding alien

forces. During a speech on the Senate floor on March 14, 1951,
he cited a recent legislative change in the nation's foreign

policy which indicated the intrusion of an alien force when

he said:
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Our foreign policy for the East has until recently
been as unchangeable as this Nation's belief in
justice. It was the policy of maintaining a neu-
tral friendly China at all costs. This was based
on the theory that if the vast teeming millions of
China were friendly to the United States and re-
mained neutral, no power from Asia or the Pacific
could threaten our western shore. . .0.

When the war ended and I got back to this
country, I was very forcibly impressed by the fact
that this foreign policy was being changed without
the knowledge, consent, or approval of the American
people, and was being changed without either of the
major political parties having ever advocated the
change which was taking place. I, and countless
other Americans, discovered a traitorous and in-
sidiously clever campaign of propaganda to persuade
us the Americans, that our friendT 2were our enemies
and our enemies were our friends.

McCarthy used these issues to directly appeal to the

people to offer him their support in rooting out the communists-

in-government.13 For example, during the 1954 elections,

McCarthy proposed that if the voters believed in getting rid

of the communists-in-government "then their answer is to keep

the Republicans in power so we may continue to clean out the

Augean stables." 1 He, of course, offered himself as the

chief stable boy. In essence, McCarthy told his nation-wide

audience to vote republican if they approved of him and his

campaign and democratic if they disapproved.' 5 He also ap-

pealed to the federal employees, especially those in the

State Department, to provide him with classified information

and encouraged them to appear before his committee and publicly

air their displeasure toward their associates and superiors.' 7

These two areas of attacks (on the developing industrial

society and the American establishment) provided an issue
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around which McCarthy mobilized the people's "feelings of

uneasiness over a sophisticated, cosmopolitan, urban, in-

dustrial society"18 and in attracting supporters.

Selection of Audience

McCarthy was also careful in his tactic of audience

selection whenever possible. In 1950, when he went to

Wheeling, West Virginia, to launch his communists-in-govern-

ment campaign, he selected an audience of conservative

republicans in a Women's Club who would not only identify with

his political affiliation but would also be more likely to

believe and be aroused by his charges of communists-in-govern-

ment.

Similarly, after he had launched his communists-in-

government campaign, McCarthy was careful to initiate all of

his future communists-in-government charges on the Senate

floor where he was guaranteed protection of constitutional

immunity and would not be risking slander and libel suits

against him--a tactic for which he was greatly criticized.

Selection of Evidence

Having selected his audience, McCarthy also employed the

tactic of selecting effective types and sources of evidence.

One of the main types of "evidence" upon which he relied was

the document-filled briefcase. He usually carried a brief-

case bulging with papers which led to his being characterized

as America's "briefcase demagogue."9 Upon reaching a
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sensitive part of a speech in need of documentation, he would

delve into his briefcase and pull out a paper or a photostat

and assure his audience that the documentation of his sensa-

tional charge was right there in his hand.

For example, McCarthy pulled a document out of his brief-

case during his Wheeling speech and declared: "I have here in

my hand a list of 205--a list of names that were made known

to the Secretary of State as being members of the Communist

party and who nevertheless are still working and shaping policy

in the State Department.,,20  Another effective tactic was to

promise to name names21 which he felt was an effective method

for attracting publicity and encouraging action against those

persons cited.22

McCarthy never allowed the members of the audience to

examine a document, so they never knew what it said or if it

substantiated his charges. He demonstrated an unusual clev-

erness for being able to avoid having his documents inspected.

For instance, when McCarthy boarded the plane to leave Wheeling

for Denver, Colorado, a newspaper reporter asked McCarthy for

a look at his list of 205 names. McCarthy consented; however,

when he looked into his briefcase for it, he "'discovered he

had left it in his baggage on the plane.' There was an

engaging picture of the Senator peering into his briefcase for

the elusive list." 2 3  At a time when espionage spies were being

discovered in the federal government, many people would accept

the authenticity of the documents without having personally

perused them.
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On the few occasions when a document did become available

for the public to examine, it was almost always found that the

document had been quoted out of context and the meaning had

been altered.24 When such a discovery was made, McCarthy

usually veered off to a new or renewed or varied charge so

that he could regain the offensive. When that tactic failed,

he declared that he would have to gather all of the evidence

before he could comment further. 2 5

In addition to using unreliable and unavailable docu-

mentation, in the fall of 1950, McCarthy introduced another

tactic, the doctored document. Often McCarthy misrepresented

a person's life or career in order to transform the person

into a suitable target. For instance, he and his staff aided

in the campaign to defeat Senator Tydings in the Maryland

senatorial race by producing a picture, which was actually a

fake composite photograph, showing the conservative Tydings

socially conversing with Earl Browder, the communist leader.26

Throughout his political career, McCarthy had never been

one to quail because of a lack of evidence. Unlike most

politicians who would retreat whenever they failed to produce

adequate evidence, he usually considered the charge itself

as adequate proof and, the more sensational the charge, the

better it suited his purpose.27 McCarthy, who was a boxer

in college, explained his motto as.! "I learned in the ring

that the moment you draw back and start defending yourself,

you're licked. You've got to keep boring in." 2 8
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Selection of Speaking Style

McCarthy's selection of a certain speaking style seemed

to be the tactic to which he gave the least thought or concern.

Earl Latham summarized his style as "recklessness in accusation,

careless inaccuracy of statement, and abuse of those who

criticized him." 29  His rhetoric also contained a heightened

sense of betrayal by the elite as he delivered his public

statements containing such hyperboles as events and people

being "fantastic," "incredible," and "unbelievable." Such

exaggerations could have arisen from McCarthy's lack of belief

in the "sacredness of his own mission,"0 and his insecurity

in his campaign. Speaking in a flat, unemotional tone, 3 '

McCarthy seemed to contradict the emotional charges of which

he spoke.

Primarily, McCarthy formulated his speeches by piecing

together ideas and parts of other politicians' speeches. For

example, in preparation for his Wheeling speech, McCarthy

hastily gathered a collage of sentences, phrases, and paragraphs

from several other more established republican anti-communist

spokesmen.32

By employing the four tactics to develop his strategy of

petition, McCarthy was able to add momentum to his movement.

It is important to note, however, that McCarthy in 1950 ad-

dressed a nation of people conscious of the United States'

continual involvement in foreign affairs, the rising threat

of communist infiltration, and our developing involvement in
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the Korean War. What McCarthy did was to stress these dis-

contentments with the status quo and the trend of the national

government and excite the people so that they were willing to

support his communists-in-government campaign.

Promulgation

Promulgation is defined by Bowers and Ochs as including

"all those tactics designed to win social support for the

agitator's position."33 In developing this strategy, McCarthy

used two promulgation tactics: distribution of information to

gain supporters and the exploitation of the mass media.

Distribution of Information

Before McCarthy could distribute his information about

communists-in-government, he had to obtain the information

which he did with the aid of his own personal spy network.

McCarthy began building his network soon after he launched his

communists-in-government campaign in 1950. The system was

largely financed by undisclosed sources. Within a few months

of its establishment, the staff consisted of about twenty

professionals, paid occasional investigators, part-time agents,

and correspondents both in this country and abroad.34  His

chief investigator, Donald Surine, not only was discharged

from the FBI in 1950 but also was denied security clearance

by the Defense Department.

Many employees of the Justice Department, especially of

the FBI, were sympathetic to McCarthy's campaign and provided
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him with copies or excerpts from FBI loyalty files on their

own initiative.35  One of the major sensations revealed during

the Army-McCarthy hearings was McCarthy's admission that he had

received confidential information from various employees in

the executive branch.

Having gathered his information, McCarthy then employed

the tactic of distributing his communists-in-government in-

formation among the American people in a number of ways: by

making appearances at gatherings of all sorts throughout the

nation, speaking on the Senate floor, and going on radio and

television. During his various appearances, McCarthy repeated

and thus popularized the Yalta conspiracy theory, the lack of

patriotism of General George Marshall and the entire State

Department, and the idea of communists infiltrating the

federal government. McCarthy often used his appearances to

raise questions, which, during a time of suspicion were re-

garded by many people as answers.

By employing the repetitive lie, constantly repeating

names and accusations even if the person had been cleared or

the charge disproved, McCarthy seemed to continuously dis-

tribute and redistribute his information of communists-in-

government to the people. As he continuously distributed the

same information, McCarthy made his charges more believable

to the people. As long as he voiced accusations without per-

mitting them to be examined or investigated, McCarthy could

convince a fair number of people that there truly must be
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something suspicious about the persons cited in his communists-

in-government campaign.36

McCarthy seemed very artistic in his use of campaign

speeches to launch attacks on people for their alleged commu-

nistic inclinations. For example, during his October 25, 1952,

campaign speech, McCarthy blamed "Stevenson [the democratic

presidential candidate] for the American policy during World

War II which sought to force the Italians to accept Communists

in a coalition government." During another major communists-

in-government speech, McCarthy concentrated on the conflicts

in the Far East and the charge that China had been "betrayed

by a State Department more loyal to the ideas and designs of

communism than to those of the free God-fearing half of the

world. "38

One of McCarthy's busiest and most strenuous speaking

periods was during the 1950 election campaign. At that time,

he was in demand by republican groups throughout the nation.

His speaking invitations totaled over 2,000 more than all of

the other senators' requests combined.39 In a few short

months he delivered more than thirty major addresses in fifteen

states.

Due to the frequency of his speeches, lectures, and ap-

pearances throughout the nation, along with his constant

determination to include charges of communists-in-government

in each public appearance, McCarthy was quite successful in

distributing his information and accusations of communist
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infiltration into the State Department and the federal govern-

ment. Combined with the opportunity to widely publicize his

communists-in-government information, McCarthy employed his

learned tactic of choosing for his victims people who were

either timid or vulnerable or both. Such a tactic made his

distribution of communists-in-government information much

easier.40

Exploitation of the Mass Media

Another promulgation tactic was his exploitation of the

mass media. As Bowers and Ochs explained, the exploitation of

the mass media is necessary in order to gain the support of

the people so that an agitator will have a way in which to

spread his ideology to a large number of people. Since the

mass media reaches a large number of people, the agitator pre-

fers to rely heavily on it.4 1

Immediately after launching his communists-in-government

campaign, McCarthy proved to have the advantage over most

other politicians of being able to get newspaper headlines.

The sensational charge of there being communists in the State

Department could not go unreported by the media. Even though

few newspapers could reprint full texts of his speeches, the

public, with the Hiss case fresh on their minds and aware of

the increasing communist powers in Europe and Asia, found it

easy "to assume that there was a real fire behind the bil-

lowing smoke of McCarthy's charges.,, 4 2
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Month after month, it was McCarthy who managed to keep his

name in the headlines. He used a method of shifting from one

target to another, moving on to a new victim, harking back to

an earlier one, and often attacking two or three victims

simultaneously. Such fancy footwork not only kept McCarthy's

name in the news, it also helped obscure the fact that his

accusations rarely if ever, were found to be true.43 Volume

rather than thoroughness was characteristic of McCarthy. He

seldom if ever carried a line of questioning or accusation to

a real conclusion. As Griffith noted of McCarthy's mass media

domination, "No senator in American history, even the most

famous and powerful, has ever approached the sheer quantity of

publicity and notice he was able to elicit."94 k

One of McCarthy's favorite promulgation tactics was to

call a press conference in the morning simply to announce that

he would hold another press conference that afternoon and, at

that time, would reveal some startling news item. He knew how

to cover up or divert attention from an unfavorable story. He

spread out his charges, accusations, and disclosures so that

they came in an endless flow and caught the headlines.

McCarthy's charges and accusations made good copy and he

knew how to help them receive the maximum number of column

inches and news time. In addition, McCarthy expressed his

accusations so sensationally that the truth, when revealed,

seemed dull and drab by comparison.45 If McCarthy did not

receive the kind and quantity of coverage he wanted from a
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reporter, he would often complain directly to the reporter's

boss.46

By 1952, McCarthy had become a fixture in the newspapers

and his name had become a columnists's, as well as a house-

hold, byword. McCarthy seemed to know and exploit the

weaknesses, pressure points, and reactive nerves of the mass

media. Without the treatment he received from the mass media,

McCarthy's impact would have been far milder.4 7 Seldom since

then has a politician been able to receive so much free

advertising.

McCarthy's ability to formulate and develop the strategy

of promulgation provided the largest impetus of the movement.

His adroitness in presenting the information and accusations

of communists infiltrating the government was magnified by

the publicity provided by the mass media. Launching and de-

veloping his campaign at a time when the nation's citizens

were becoming more increasingly fearful of world-wide commu-

nist domination, McCarthy was able to more easily persuade

people to join his movement and to support his communists-in-

government fight.

Solidification

The third strategy McCarthy used in his communists-in-

government campaign was that of solidification. Bowers and

Ochs defined solidification as "the rhetorical processes by

which an agitating group produces or reinforces the cohesiveness
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of its members, thereby increasing their responsiveness to

group wishes. McCarthy's development of the solidification

strategy relied heavily on the tactic of using slogans. As

Bowers and Ochs indicated, slogans can be "single words or

short phrases with the imperative mood strongly implied."49

McCarthy not only used imperative statements as slogans, he

also incorporated a great deal of name-calling and communist

associated cliches into his speeches and his communists-in-

government campaign.

Tending to lack originality, McCarthy allowed his speeches

to be full of various cliches and slogans which had been used

by republican orators since 1945. Time after time, he spoke

of "the sellout of China," the "betrayal of Yalta," and the

"crimson clique of the State Department." His intent was for

the cliches "sellout," "betrayal," and "crimson" to bring to

mind the Soviet Union's actions of betraying and selling out

foreign countries as well as the idea of the pink tint that

is usually associated with communism.

Throughout New York, Illinois, Connecticut, Wisconsin,

Maryland, Missouri, and other locations in the United States,

McCarthy delivered speeches whose tone was sharpened by the

use of slogans. Repeatedly, he urged his listeners to drive

from the Senate "those small-minded men who have compromised

country for party--who have covered up treachery and incom-

petence" and the "Communists, dupes and fellow-travelers who

had plotted the Communist victory in Asia." 5 0 Again, such
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phrases were designed to draw a parallel between the actions

of the United States and the Soviet Union. By drawing the

parallel, McCarthy hoped to reinforce the supporters of the

movement by emphasizing the supporters' wishes to expel all

communists from government. His emphasis of the severity of

the situation of communists-in-government would draw together

his supporters so that they could aid him in his fight against

subversion.

Senators who criticized the Wisconsin senator were treated

and spoken of even more roughly than the federal agencies and

employees. When attacking senators, McCarthy usually attacked

their character. For example, when Senator Robert Hendrickson

of New Jersey attacked McCarthy for creating a fraud and a hoax

with his campaign, McCarthy's response was that it was "a

living miracle in that he [Senator Hendrickson] is without

question the only man who has lived so long with neither brains

nor guts." 5 1 Since most of these senators he attacked were

democrats, McCarthy used the character defamations to help

attract the republican senators to his campaign. This method

was also a part of McCarthy's polarization strategy in that it

provided a rallying point and attracted some uncommitted

people.

McCarthy also tried to attract supporters by widening

the minority he attacked to include not only members of the

Communist Party, but anyone who opposed him or who ever had

any connection or association with the Communist Party, real
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or not.52  McCarthy seemed less interested in the accused

appearing before a senatorial committee than in learning who

recommended the person for the government position, who hired

him, and who gave him security clearance. By discovering the

whos, McCarthy was able to acquire more names and to expand

his potential number of victims. Eventually, he included on

his list of communist subversives, anyone who tended to ever

think like a communist.53

During his 1952 election speeches, McCarthy used the

calculated innuendo to help solify his movement's supporters.

As defined by Rorty and Decter, the innuendo is "the careful

dropping of a hint, generally by indirection, to bolster the,.

deliberate imputation of unfavorable qualities to another

man. In this context, the implication that a man is a

Communist and a traitor." 5 4  McCarthy's most famous use of the

innuendo was his calculated slip of the tongue during a speech

when he spoke of "Alger--I mean Adlai." The innuendo, with

its introduction of the first name of Hiss for Adlai Stevenson,

had been used at least on four different occasions before his

Chicago speech. The innuendo was clear. McCarthy was trying

to transfer the communist tendencies of Hiss to the Presidential

candidate Stevenson, thus, attracting and reinforcing as mem-

bers those people throughout the nation who had been suspicious

of Stevenson, the Democratic Party, or the democratic adminis-

tration.

By using slogans and cliches and innuendos generally
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associated with the Soviet Union, McCarthy was able to make a

distinction between the in-group and the group under attack.

The pattern of solidification seemed to work well for him

considering that those people who were cited as being "dupes,"

"fellow-travelers," or "communistically inclined," were fre-

quently investigated by the government or by a senatorial

investigating committee and often were fired from their jobs

and scrutinized by their community ,4

Polarization

McCarthy's fourth and final strategy in the development

of his communists-in-government campaign was the use of

polarization. As Bowers and Ochs wrote:

This strategy assumes that any individual who has not
committed himself in one way or another to the agita-
tion is supportive of the establishment. To some ex-
tent, this assumption is probably a valid one. Agi-
tators attempt to produce change. The burden of
proof is upon them to demonstrate that change is
desirable. An individual who has not committed him-
self to the proposed change can be assumed to be
content with the status quo, the establishment way.
Since the agitators need a high proportion of ex-
plicitly sympathetic individuals, any uncommitted
one is not neutral, but is actually counted in the
establishment column. The strategy of polarization
encompasses tactics designed to move him out of that
column and into the agitation ranks, to forc35a con-
scious choice between agitation and control.55

In order to try to force a choice of commitment among the

uncommitted people in the nation and in the Senate, McCarthy

exercised the two main tactics which comprise the strategy of

polarization: the exploitation of. flag issues and flag indi-

viduals. These are issues and individuals who, for one reason
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or another, are especially susceptible to the charges made

against the establishment by the agitator's ideology. Some-

times, instead of an individual, agitators choose to use a

group or organization in their polarization strategy. In

McCarthy's case, he preferred to use all three menas of attack:

the flag issue of communists-in-government combined with the

flag issue of the existence of the Communist Party within the

United States and the flag individuals within the government

accused of operating as communists.

Flag Issues

The two foreign policies McCarthy used as flag issues to

illustrate communist infiltration of the federal government

were the United States' involvement in the Korean War and the

nation's involvement in the Yalta Treaty. With the outbreak

of the Korean War, the people became more concerned with commu-

nism, Korea, and the cold war, than they were with the nation's

industrial society.56  Relying on his sensitivity to the

people's needs, McCarthy formulated an attack on the nation's

involvement in the cold war and in Korea and the increasing

threat of communist domination by' the Soviet Union so that he

could polarize his supporters into a distinctive group and

draw in additional supporters. For example, in his employment

of the promulgation strategy, McCarthy appealed to his voters:

"Why don't we clean up these Commies at home with our boys

dying in Korea?" 5 7
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McCarthy's second flag issue was the United States'

agreement to the Yalta Treaty. His most adamant attack on the

treaty was written in America's Retreat from Vto

What does this whole sordid transaction [the
Yalta Treaty signing] teach us about the good faith
of the advisors of Roosevelt and the assorted lib-
erals, Communists, Communist sympathizers, and agents
of the Kremlin--the Achesons, the Lattimores, the
Philip Jessups, and the Institute of Pacific Relations--
who have for so long been insincerely befuddling the
people with talk of imperialism and people's right in
Asia? Why, merely this, that in their minds the im-
perialism of the west, that decaying instrument of
European expansion, is wicked and must be opposed.
The imperialism of Russia is not only commendable
but must be advanced by every means of diplomacy
and war at whatever cost to the United States. . .

How can we account for our present situation
unless we believe that men high in this Government
are concerting to deliver us to disaster? This must
be the product of a great conspiracy, a conspiracy
on a scale so immense as to dwgf any previous such
venture in the history of man.

McCarthy theorized that the Yalta Treaty would not have been

ratified by the United States had it not been for the members

of the State Department urging President Roosevelt to sign it.

Considering that the Yalta Treaty led to China's treaty giving

the Soviet Union a dominant position in China, McCarthy

theorized that the advisors must, at least, have been fellow-

travelers of communism in order to urge the President's rati-

fication.

McCarthy used these two foreign policies, the nation's in-

volvement in the cold war and Korea and the signing of the

Yalta Treaty, because he felt that only by citing such issues

could he point to the subversion that had been and still was
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present in the federal government and encourage the voters to

end, by supporting his movement, such communist infiltration

which would eventually destroy democracy in the United States.

In addition, McCarthy focused on the issue of the existence

of the Communist Party in the United States. He cited the

membership figures of the party to exemplify the potential

threat of communist infiltration. During the summer of 1939,

the Communist Party, with its 50,000 members, had become an

important party in American life. During the war years, mem-

bership in the Communist Party rose rapidly and almost doubled

between 1941 and 1944. By mid-1944 the Communist Party had

heavily infiltrated the CIO and used this organization for

member recruitment. In addition, the Communist Party had taken

steps to develop into a "mass organization" and was becoming a

major force "in the youth movement, the intellectual world,

and in a few large cities.,66 McCarthy emphasized the existence

of the Communist Party and the number of members which the

party had quoted between 1939 and 1946. Such citations made

the people even more fearful of the possibility of communist

infiltration into the federal government which resulted in

attracting as supporters previously uncommitted citizens.

Flag Individuals

McCarthy's use of flag individuals was primarily exem-

plified by his attacks on Alger Hiss and Owen Lattimore.

McCarthy relied heavily on the Hiss case to justify the
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communists-in-government charges. Hiss had served in the

upper-middle stratus of the State Department until 1946.

In August 1948, Whittaker Chambers, a communist agent

until breaking with the party in 1938, appeared before the

House Un-American Activities Committee and announced Hiss as

a former close friend and fellow communist. Hiss immediately

denied ever having been a communist or having known Chambers.

After Chambers disclosed the details as to his association with

Hiss and how Hiss had given secret State Department documents

to the Russians, a federal grand jury indicted Hiss on two

counts of perjury and sentenced him to a five-year prison term.

The superficial facts of the Hiss case cannot reveal all

of its political implications. Not just a man but a symbol

was convicted as Hiss was the personification of the twenty-

year democratic control, the bright young New Deal administrator,

and the Roosevelt-Truman foreign policies.6o

Attracting a great deal of publicity and being in the

headlines for so long, the Hiss case provided McCarthy with an

opportunity to exaggerate the communist influence on the federal

government and create support for his movement.61 McCarthy

claimed there were other federal government employees, undis-

covered at the time, who were followers of the communist line

and who were helping to destroy the federal government.

McCarthy followed up the Hiss case by attacking Owen

Lattimore, a Far Eastern scholar who was at the time the director

of the Walter Hines Page School of International Relations
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at John Hopkins University.62 On March 13, 1951, McCarthy

charged Lattimore as "one of the principle architects of our

far eastern policy." In addition, he accused Lattimore of pro-

communist leanings.63

McCarthy attempted to reveal Lattimore's Communist Party

affiliation by using as a witness Louis F. Bundenz, a member

of the Communist National Committee and editor of the Daily

Worker from 1935 to 1945. Bundenz testified that "Lattimore

was a member of a Communist cell within the Institute of

Pacific Relations."64

Attempting to make Lattimore look like another Alger Hiss,

McCarthy found Lattimore susceptible to such communists-in-

government attacks because of his close association with Chiang

Kai-Shek and China officials which developed from his duties

as Chiang Kai-Shek's advisor in the 1940's. Because of these

associations and the communist victory in China, the people's

fears and suspicions of communism were nurtured by the accu-

sation that Lattimore had been a member of the Communist Party

and had executed the China foreign policy of the United States

in such a way that it aided the communist take-over.65

By using these two individuals as flag individuals, McCarthy

was able to point to two specific people who had helped under-

mine the government of the United States. In turn, he made

the communists-in-government charges seem more real and was thus

able to draw uncommitted citizens into his movement as sup-

porters.
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Summary

In summary, McCarthy skillfully used the agitative

strategies of petition of the establishment, promulgation,

solidification, and polarization to develop his communists-in-

government campaign. His use of petition aroused the dis-

contented. His most important and most heavily used strategy

of promulgation provided for the distribution of his commu-

nists-in-government campaign and its ideology and made McCarthy

into a national political figure. The strategy of solidifi-

cation was developed through the use of slogans to emotionally

arouse his supporters and make them more committed to the

campaign. Finally, the strategy of polarization served to

attract those people who had previously been uncommitted and

to more rigidly define the in-group and the control group. It

is possible that McCarthy would have used more strategies in

the development of his movement if he had not made the fatal

mistake of attacking the republican administration which

forced his movement to a close.
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CHAPTER V

THE RESPONSES OF THE CONTROL GROUP

Introduction

Once a leader has launched a movement and developed his

appeals and strategies for changing the status quo, the con-

trol group responds with its own strategies and tactics.

Throughout the movement, the main goal of the control group

is to maintain and uphold the present system while attempting

to squelch both the movement and any sympathy from the general

public.

Bowers and Ochs outlined four basic strategies that a

control group can exercise in its attempt to smother a move-

ment's demands. Of these four rhetorical strategies, avoidance,

suppression, adjustment, and capitulation,' the control group
responded to McCarthy and his followers by using all of the

strategies except capitulation. 2

As Bowers and Ochs also stated, there are two basic

principles which the control group must remember and incor-

porate while fighting the movement and its effects. First,

the control group must continually give evidence of its supe-

riority by managing, guiding, directing, and enhancing the

appearance of the members of the control group over the members

of the movement.3 Second, the leaders and decision makers of

131
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the control group must assume that the worst will happen in

any given instance of the movement's agitation and must be
prepared to repel any attack on the establishment or on to

the control group.

During the McCarthy movement, the Truman and Eisenhower

administrations failed to practice these two basic principles

in their responses to McCarthy and thus failed to suppress

McCarthyism for four years. This failure often contributed to
McCarthy's strength during the period. This chapter depicts
the four stages McCarthy used to develop his movement, the
control group's strategic responses to various major instances
within each stage of the movement, how well the strategies

worked, and how, by not practicing the two basic principles

of superiority and preparedness, the control group increased

rather than deterred McCarthy's strength.

McCarthy developed his communists-in-government campaign
in four basic stages. The first stage began in'1950 when he
used petition to accuse members of the State Department of
disloyalty. The control group responded with the strategy of
avoidance. In 1951, McCarthy moved from petition to a more
agitative strategy of promulgation when he informed the public
of the communist tendencies of General George Marshall as
revealed in the wartime and post-war policies that Marshall
had helped establish or had represented. As McCarthy strengthened
his agitative strategy, the control group moved to the stronger
response strategy of suppression. By the fall of 1952,
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McCarthy expanded his implication of treason into his campaign's

third stage when he solidified his supporters by charging

President Truman with being a communist sympathizer and sug-

gested that the entire Democratic Party was communist. During

this stage, rather than meeting McCarthy head on, the control

group returned to the strategy of avoidance. McCarthy reached

the final stage of his communists-in-government campaign on

May 28, 1954, when he included President Eisenhower in his

charges of treason, cited him as a faithful and loyal supporter

of all of Marshall's wartime policies, and concluded with at-
tacks on the Army, all charges designed as a polarization at-

tempt.5 When McCarthy moved to the polarization strategy, the
control group responded with one of the strongest available

suppression tactics, banishment.

It is interesting to note that McCarthy launched the first
three stages of his communists-in-government campaign while

serving as a minority member of the Senate without any official

power of subpoena or investigation. In January 1953, however,

after the presidential election, the republicans gained the

majority control of the Senate. McCarthy was then a junior

member of the Senate and became chairman of the Senate Committee
on Government Operations, with an annual fund of $200,000 to

conduct inquiries. Accompanying his chairmanship was a newly
found power of subpoena and the power to follow through on his

inquiries. It was in this stature that he conducted the last
stage of his campaign and that the movement then became in-

stitutionalized.



Institutionalization

Blumer, in his article "Social Movements," stated, "In

the institutionalization stage, the movement has crystallized

into a fixed organization with a definite personnel and struc-

ture to carry into execution the purposes of the movement. Here

the leader is likely to be an administrator."6 As Blumer sug-

gested, McCarthyism had become a fixed organization with a

number of supporters throughout the nation. McCarthy had be-

come a strong, famous leader as well as a congressional adminis-

trator with his new chairmanship duties. As a result, the

movement became institutionalized, the highest stage of develop-

ment and became that much more difficult for the control

group to counter.

Petition/Avoidance

McCarthy began the first stage of his communists-in-

government campaign by using petition during his Wheeling

speech when he cited the subversive character of certain New

Deal personnel and tried to persuade the government to rid

itself of such subversives. He claimed these persons had used

their jobs to betray the national interest.7 As soon as

McCarthy had delivered his speech and it had been quoted in

newspapers throughout the nation, John E. Peurifoy, deputy

undersecretary of state, engaged in the avoidance tactic of

counterpersuasion when he challenged McCarthy to name the "57

card-carrying Communists" cited in his Wheeling speech.

134
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By proposing such a challenge, Peurifoy was attempting

to engage McCarthy in counterpersuasion. As Bowers and Ochs

wrote:

Entering into a discussion with the leaders of an
agitative movement in an attempt to convince the
agitators that they are wrong serves a number of
functions for the establishment. If counterper-
suasion is successful, the threat to the system is
minimized. If unsuccessful, the establishment has
still gained time and avoided any significant rg-
vision of establishment ideology and structure.

Peurifoy's challenge was an attempt to involve McCarthy in a

discussion during which the control group might be able to

convince him that his communists-in-government charges were

wrong.

Instead of naming any of the persons, McCarthy countered

Peurifoy's request by petitioning President Truman with a

telegram stating:

While the records are not available to me, I know
absolutely that of one group of approximately 300
certified to the Secretary for discharge, he
actually discharged only approximately 80. . . .
I would suggest therefore, Mr. President, that
you simply pick up your phone and ask Mr. Acheson
how many of those whom your [loyalty] board had
labeled as dangerous he failed to discharge.9

In response to McCarthy's charges, Democratic Majority

Leader Scott Lucas introduced Senate Resolution 231, another

counterpersuasion attempt which authorized an investigation

of the State Department and of McCarthy's charges. The Senate

supported Lucas' resolution by establishing a special sub-

committee chaired by Senator Millard Tydings of Maryland to

investigate "whether persons who are disloyal to the United
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States are, or have been employed by the Department of State"10

and to hear McCarthy's evidence on the matter. By establishing

such a subcommittee, the control group was signifying that it

was willing to listen to the grievances of the agitative group

and to investigate the communists-in-government charges. The

control group hoped that the Tydings subcommittee would be

counterpersuasive to McCarthy's charges by proving them in-

correct and baseless, thus offsetting the onslaught of

McCarthyism.

This move, however, seemed to strengthen McCarthy's cam-

paign. The first mistake of the Tydings subcommittee was its

misrepresentation of the purpose of its existence, that is,

the subcommittee members felt that they should investigate

McCarthy's credibility rather than investigate whether or not

communists actually worked for the federal government. By

conducting extensive hearings during the spring and summer of

1950, the Tydings subcommittee provided McCarthy a kind of

public forum from which to continue his petition strategy.

McCarthy's charges and denunciations strengthened the citizens'

suspicions of the American government with regard to federal

administrators, making it more difficult for the administration

to counter McCarthy's charges or to offset public sentiment.

Another reason why the Senate was unable to offset

McCarthyism was because it did not uphold the two basic

principles of superiority and preparedness for the control

group. Rather than maintaining a superior position over the
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members of the Tydings subcommittee and making certain that they

adhered to their purpose of investigating McCarthy's charges,

the Senate allowed the subcommittee members to vere from their

course and spend their time investigating McCarthy's personal

credibility. Likewise, rather than preparing for the worst

and establishing a defense for itself during the subcommittee

hearings, the members floated along and listened to McCarthy's

charges. Such neglect of preparedness resulted in the sub-

committee lacking a recourse on which to fall back when McCarthy

launched new charges. By the time they established enough

information to offset a previous charge, McCarthy had launched

a new charge. As a result, the subcommittee benefitted

McCarthy's cause instead of defeating it.

While presenting cases to the subcommittee, McCarthy ex-

panded the first stage of his communists-in-government cam-

paign by petitioning the government with specific charges

against two New Deal personnel: Philip C. Jessup, Ambassador-

at-Large, and Owen D. Lattimore, director of the School of

International Relations at John Hopkins University. McCarthy

based his charges against Jessup on the information that

several communist-front organizations had named him as one of

their sponsors and that he had associated with the Institute

of Pacific Relations.12 McCarthy charged Lattimore on March

21, 1950, as being the "top Russian spy" within the nation.'3

During the next two years, the control group responded to

McCarthy's charges against Jessup and Lattimore by exercising
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the strategy of adjustment. According to Bowers and Ochs,

"Institutions can adapt, modify, or alter their structures,

their goals, and their personnel as a response to an external

ideological challenge." A specific tactic of adjustment

which was used by the control group on this occasion was that

of sacrificing personnel.15 After McCarthy launched his

attacks on these two men, the Walter Hines Page School at John

Hopkins dropped Lattimore as its director and the government

considered his foreign policy pronouncements less authori-

tative. 16 Likewise, in 1952, the Senate Foreign Affairs

Committee refused Jessup a favorable vote for confirmation

when President Truman reappointed him ambassador to the United

Nations.17 By sacrificing these personnel members, the con-

trol group was partially modifying their personnel in hopes

of satisfying the discontent of the McCarthyites; however,

McCarthy and his movement was not so easily quieted.

On February 11, 1950, McCarthy again petitioned President

Truman by demanding that the State Department loyalty files

be opened to the Tydings subcommittee for review, while as-

suring the subcommittee that the files would provide the proof

of his charges. The control group's response to McCarthy's

demands was to resort to another avoidance strategy, secrecy

with a rationale. As described by Bowers and Ochs, the con-

trol group can use secrecy with a rationale when "An existing

power structure can hear the demands of agitators and openly

decline any response by appealing to a higher principle."18
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Upon hearing McCarthy's demand of opening the loyalty

files, the administration answered by stating that the infor-

mation in the files was secret and full of hearsay and uncon-

firmed statements. Any disclosure of the files would unfairly

damage the individuals involved, thus the administration justi-

fied its avoidance of McCarthy's demands to open the files by

appealing to the higher principle of protecting innocent

people from unproved accusations.

The tactic was successful for a short time; however, the

republican members of the Tydings subcommittee kept insisting

that the potential menace of communist infiltration required

that they investigate the files and that Congress had the right

to make such an investigation. Finally, on May 4, 1950,

President Eisenhower agreed to open the files for the senators

to read at the White House but prohibited them from taking

any notes. 19

Four months after the investigation opened, on July 14,

1950, the democratic majority and the republican minority

issued separate reports of their conclusions, ending the in-

vestigation in a bitter partisan atmosphere. The investi-

gation did not provide an answer to the question as to whether

or not communists had infiltrated the government, did not

contribute to restoring confidence in the administration, and

did not change many minds. Instead, the investigation em-

phasized McCarthy's role as the republican symbol for the

communists-in-government issue and stressed the laxity of
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security procedures in the State Department. It seemed that

the democrats had erred in using the avoidance strategy.

Failing to assume that the worst will happen in any given in-

stance and failing to prepare to repel any agitative attacks,

the democrats may have erred also in holding open hearings

which provided McCarthy with unlimited publicity.20

During 1950, President Truman and Secretary of State

Dean Acheson, leaders of the control group, attempted to aid

the success of the Tydings subcommittee by being counterper-

suasive of and publicly attacking McCarthy. While speaking

before a meeting of the American Society of Newspaper Editors,

Acheson said:

To smear everyone's reputation, to make charges
on the basis that, if one is not right you will try
to find another one you hope will stick; to try to
destroy the confidence of people in their Foreign
Office and in their government in one of the most
critical hours of this nation's history. . .

But I think what is going on is much madder
and much more vicious than that. It reminds me more
of that horrible episode in Camden, New Jersey, which
happened not so long ago, when a madman came out on
the street in the morning with his revolver. With
no purpose and with no plan,2 s he walked down the
street, he just shot people.

President Truman delivered a counterpersuasive broadcast

speech before the Federal Bar Association in which he assured

the people that every known case of subversion had been in-

vestigated and followed by prosecution if justified. He once

again used the tactic of secrecy with a rationale when he ex-

plained that the FBI files should be kept secret because "they

contain, in addition to facts, much unverified rumor and
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opening them would make public the names of secret agents and

secret operations.,,22

In spite of the control group's attempts to offset McCarthy's

campaign by establishing the Tydings subcommittee and by pub-

licly denouncing McCarthy's tactics, the administration failed

to discredit McCarthy. In spite of employing the avoidance

tactics of counterpersuasion and secrecy with a rationale, the

control group was unable to offset McCarthy at the beginning

of his campaign.

As the Tydings subcommittee developed into a bipartisan

debate and strayed farther and farther away from an investi-

gation of McCarthy, American citizens began to lose interest

and confidence in the subcommittee. By the time Truman openly

attacked McCarthy, the people had become overwhelmed by the

subversives, and by the increased tension and threat of the

cold war. As a result, the control group's attempts to attack

McCarthy and his movement proved virtually ineffective during

the first stage of McCarthyism.

Promulgation/Suppression

In 1951, McCarthy exapnded his assaults on the State

Department and set in motion the promulgation stage of his

communists-in-government campaign. On June 14, 1951, McCarthy

turned his attack from the State Department personnel and

began a campaign to disseminate information designed to deni-

grate General of the Army George C. Marshall, then serving as

Secretary of Defense. During a sixty-thousand work speech
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delivered on the Senate floor, McCarthy charged Marshall as

being a man "whose every important act for years had con-

tributed to the prosperity of the enemy" and with being in-

volved in a "conspiracy so immense, an infamy so black, as to

dwarf any in the history of man. "23 Marshall was vulnerable

to such attack because of his role in the developments that

resulted in the communist conquest of China.24

Such wild and hastily spread charges both irritated and

offended many Americans, especially his fellow senators.25

Freshman Senator William Benton of Connecticut, tried to

squelch the Wisconsin senator by using the strategy of sup-

pression. As Bowers and Ochs wrote:

A second rhetorical strategy an establishment
can adopt in responding to external challenge is
suppression. Our hypothesis is that institutions
usually do not resort to suppression until most or
all of the avoidance tactics have proved futile.
Suppression demands not only an understanding of
the opposing ideology but a firm resolve and commit-
ment on the part of the decision-makers to stop the
spread of the ideology by thwarting the goals and
personnel of the agitative movements. Whereas most
of the avoidance tactics focus on changing or re-
tarding the issues underlying the agitation, most
of the suppression tactics seem to foHs on weakening
or removing the movement's spokesman.

On August 6, 1951, Benton presented a resolution to the Senate

calling upon the Rules Committee to conduct an investigation

to determine "whether or not it should initiate action with a

view toward the expulsion from the United States Senate . .

of Joseph R. McCarthy. "2 7

The Senate side-stepped the resolution and referred it to
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the Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections for investigation.

Angered by McCarthy's charges that the subcommittee was "dis-

honest" and was picking "the pockets of the taxpayers,"

Senator Mike Monroney forced a senatorial showdown by asking

the senators to vote on whether or not the subcommittee should

continue its investigation. During the ensuing senatorial de-
bate, McCarthy denounced a respected subcommittee staff member,

a promulgation action that riled and shocked a number of

republican and democratic senators. By a vote of sixty to
zero, the Senate instructed the subcommittee to proceed with

its suppression attempt.28

During the subcommittee investigation, seven republican

senators, led by Margaret Chase Smith, further utilized the

suppression tactic of harassing the agitative leader. The

senators issued a Declaration of Conscience protesting McCarthy's

attempts to achieve party victory "through the selfish ex-

ploitation of fear, bigotry, ignorance, and intolerance.,,29

The statement, not representative of a majority of the party

leadership, failed to suppress McCarthy's agitation.

At the same time there were other control group members

throughout the nation who were trying to harass and suppress

McCarthy in various ways. For example, on August 14, 1951,
President Truman made a strong attack against McCarthyism when
he called upon the American people to stand up and put an end

to character assassins and hate-mongers "who are trying to

divide and confuse us and tear up the Bill of Rights." 30
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Nevertheless, these actions seemed to make little impact upon

the nation's citizens who believed McCarthy's communists-in-

government charges and who were becoming more and more fearful

of communism.

On January 2, 1953, the last day of the expiring Eighty-

second Congress, the subcommittee issued its indecisive and

final report. Basically the report stated that some of

Senator Benton's charges "contained matters so controversial

in nature that it would not be feasible for this subcommittee,

or perhaps any other agency, regardless of its resources, to

resolve." 31 In essence, instead of dealing with the issue,

the subcommittee preferred to transfer the responsibility to

the Senate. Bowers and Ochs cited such an action as a typical

avoidance tactic when the members of the control group, in this

instance a senatorial subcommittee, engage in "buck-passing"

rather than dealing with the matter that has been assigned or

presented to them.32  The subcommittee's inaction totally

destroyed Benton's attempt to suppress McCarthy as the leader

of the movement.

Outside of a few, scattered suppression attempts, it

seemed that during the second stage of McCarthy's communists-

in-government campaign, the democrats were contented with

sitting back and letting the executive branch deal with McCarthy.

When McCarthy first launched his campaign, Truman felt that he

was just another republican troublemaker unable to do any real

damage to the government or the nation and decided to totally
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avoid and ignore him., As McCarthy's campaign developed,

Truman realized that McCarthy was not just a troublemaker but

was a strong opponent with whom he must deal.

During the summer of 1951, Truman once again tried the

tactic of counterpersuasion when he delivered a series of

speeches citing the trustworthiness of the bulk of the federal

employees, the effectiveness of his own loyalty programs, and

the harm being done by those persons making unfounded charges

of communist infiltration into the government.

Having tried the avoidance and suppression strategies

without success, Truman then moved to the strategy of adjust-

ment. Specifically, Truman employed the adjustment tactic of

"accepting some of the means of agitation"33 by setting up new

loyalty commissions and recommending that Congress pass new

loyalty laws.

On January 23, 1951, Truman announced that he had created

the President's Commission on Internal Security and Individual

Rights (PCISIR) to be chaired by Admiral Chester W. Nimitz.

The purpose of the commission was "to seek the wisest balance

that can be struck between security and freedom."3 4  In April

1951, Truman stiffened the loyalty test for federal employees,

and on September 25, 1951, he issued an executive order ex-

tending national security classification restrictions to all

federal agencies.

In spite of all of this action, Truman not only failed to

offset McCarthy but created a loss of confidence in his
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administration because at a time when vigorous action was

needed, he chose to meet McCarthy with speeches and the passage

of a few laws. Truman had failed to enhance the appearance of

the control group by failing to demonstrate its superiority

in not quickly answering the charges and complaints of the

movement's leader.

As a result, in spite of the attempts by the control

group to supplement the suppression strategy with an occasional

use of the adjustment and avoidance strategies, the second

stage of McCarthy's communists-in-government campaign still

ended with his maintaining control of the movement and the

movement gaining more and more strength. Primarily, McCarthy's

supremacy was due to Truman and his administration not taking

strong enough action to offset McCarthy's campaign and most of

the senators being afraid to act at all. The second mistake

was Truman not adhering to the basic principle of preparedness.

Instead of offsetting and opposing McCarthy before he had a

chance to launch a new charge, Truman always waited until

McCarthy had already announced his charges before engaging in

any type of counterpersuasion.

Solidification/Avoidance

McCarthy started the third stage of his communists-in-

government campaign and the use of the solidification strategy

by launching attacks on President Truman, agencies comprising

the Truman administration, and the Democratic Party. These
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attacks were designed to reinforce the cohesiveness of

McCarthy's supporters by strongly attacking the administration,

foreign policy, and political party which his supporters op-

posed. He also strengthened the tactic of issue selection by

citing various policies favored or initiated by Truman that

had proved to be detrimental to the nation. For example, he

cited the Yalta agreement, which Truman had instigated, as

sinister, secretive, and contrary to American interests and

traditions. McCarthy also charged that Truman's failure to

publish the Yalta agreements meant that his administration was

attempting to repudiate them, and that Truman's secrecy had

contributed to the Soviet Union's victory in China. Truman

responded to McCarthy's charges by employing the tactic of

secrecy with a rationale. He contended that the Yalta agree-

ment needed to remain secret in order to protect the United

States' relations with the Soviet Union. Truman's attempts

backfired, however, when the secrecy actions led the conser-

vatives to assume that the facts had been kept secret because

of the administration's desire "to implement the agreements

without having to admit to the public that it was a sellout." 35

On the basis of such charges, McCarthy concluded that commu-

nists or pro-communists must have aided the administration's

side in the negotiations.

Having found during the first two stages that McCarthy

was able to counteract any strategy or tactic he employed,

Truman turned to the avoidance strategy. Believing that
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McCarthy was a republican problem, Truman used the tactic of

passing the buck by leaving the responsibility of curtailing

McCarthy and his campaign to the Wisconsin voters when they

cast their senatorial preference in the 1952 national elections.

Seeing Truman in retreat, McCarthy used the 1952 presidential

campaign to further his promulgation strategy.

In a televised statement, McCarthy said, "Mr. Truman's

definition of 'McCarthyism' was 'identical, word for word,

comma for comma,' with that of the Communist Daily Worker."3 6

McCarthy intended the remark to present the implication that

Truman used a communist source when attacking McCarthy, thus

drawing in as supporters those persons disliking Truman.

When the republican-controlled Congress convened in

January 1953, McCarthy was given the choice committee assign-

ments of serving as chairman of the Government Operations

Committee and its Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations.

Immediately, McCarthy began transforming the functions of these

committees into investigating communist infiltration and sub-

version in government, a duty which the Senate Internal

Security Subcommittee had previously performed.37

McCarthy's new position provided him a means to continue

developing his communists-in-government campaign and attract

more supporters as he emphasized the presence of communist

infiltration in the government. During his first month as

chairman of the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations,

McCarthy launched a probe into alleged communist subversion of
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the International Information Administration which controlled

the overseas library program.

McCarthy announced that 30,000 of the 2,000,000 volumes

in the overseas libraries had been authored by communist or
pro-communist writers. The American Library Association

responded to McCarthy's actions by using as their spokesman

Luther H. Evans, former Librarian of Congress and New Deal

careerist. Evans charged that McCarthy, in trying to exclude
communist books from overseas libraries, was engaging in "book
burning" and "thought suppression."e39 Evans' support offered

the control group assistance in its use of the suppression

strategy. As Bowers and Ochs wrote, "Establishments, when

they are harassing an agitative group, frequently receive un-
sought assistance from other sources."40 Evans' intervention
in the International Information Administration dispute was
an excellent example of outside, unsolicited support supplied
to the control group in an attempt to suppress the leader of

McCarthyism.

Next McCarthy moved on to conducting a lengthy and public
investigation of the Voice of America personnel, which resulted
in the discovery of no communists, but the opportunity to
promulgate new communists-in-government charges. During his
investigation, McCarthy convinced "American-minded" staff
members to appear before his subcommittee and discuss the

agency's waste and mismanagement.

After concluding the broadcasting division investigation,
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McCarthy began investigating the Voice of America's engineering

department. McCarthy discovered that the department's chief

engineer had never even attended engineering school. His

inquiries also revealed waste in the Baker East and Baker West

transmitter construction jobs which cost the taxpayers at

least eighteen million dollars.4 1

Throughout these investigations, McCarthy seemed to over-

look the possibility that the President or the Secretary of

State might be better equipped to handle the investigations.

What is interesting to note is that while McCarthy conducted

these investigations, developed the third stage of his campaign,

and attracted and solidified his supporters, the President and

his administration practiced the avoidance strategy and did

very little to attempt to offset McCarthy's actions. Such a

response obviously failed to uphold the two typical control

group practices of presenting evidence of the control group's

superiority and assuming and preparing for the worst to happen

in any given instance of McCarthyism. In addition to hurting

itself by failing to uphold the basic principles of supe-

riority and preparedness, the administration also saw its

position backfire when the Wisconsin voters sent McCarthy back

to the Senate.

The climax of the third stage of his campaign came when

McCarthy charged that the political tenure of the Democratic

Party since Franklin Roosevelt was a record of twenty years

of treason. In a series of Lincoln Day speeches, McCarthy
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charged the members of the party as having betrayed America's

security and vital interests to the Soviet enemy and attracted

as supporters those persons looking unfavorably upon the

Democratic Party. He charged that the members of the Democratic

Party "wear it [the label of Democrat] with the stain of an

historic betrayal; weat it with the blood of dying men who

crawled up the hills of Korea while the politicians in the

Democratic Party wrote invitations to the Communists to join

them in the United Nations.,,42 Once again McCarthy enjoyed

the convenience of expanding his attacks without any reper-

cussions or response from the control group.

Basically, after various attempts to curtail McCarthy

during the first two stages proved fruitless, the control

group realized it had little influence over the workings of

McCarthy. The third stage, therefore, was primarily characterized

by McCarthy's active use of the solidification strategy and

the control group practicing the avoidance strategy. Spo-

radically, the administration would intersperse the secrecy

with a rationale or buck-passing tactics but without any suc-

cess due to the overall avoidance attitude.

Polarization/Avoidance and Suppression

After his success with the first three stages of his cam-
paign, McCarthy began the fourth stage of his communists-in-

government campaign by openly attacking the Eisenhower adminis-

tration and attempting to clearly divide his supporters from
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the members of the control group. His assault began almost as

soon as Eisenhower took office. Not only did his actions

launch the fourth stage of his campaign, it also marked the

beginning of the end of his career. McCarthy's attacks on the

republican president could only serve to split the Republican

Party. As will be shown, faced with such a situation, the

republicans rallied behind the President and McCarthy became

isolated. After all, McCarthy had already served his usefulness

to the republicans by identifying communism with the democratic

administration.

From the outset of his administration, President Eisenhower

attempted to avoid any conflict with McCarthy for fear that

attacking McCarthy would split the Republican Party and aid

the democrats. Feeling that McCarthy was a senatorial problem,

Eisenhower passed the buck to the Senate for it to take action

against McCarthy. He also preferred to avoid making enemies

or engaging in personalities, especially among congressmen

since the republicans held the majority control of the Senate

by only one vote.

Following Eisenhower's inauguration, Benton and some of

the other senators began to urge and needle the republican

administration to incorporate some type of response strategies

to oppose McCarthy. Benton encouraged undersecretary of the

treasury Marion B. Folsom to harass McCarthy by investigating

his financial situation. Senator Gerhard Van Arkel attempted

to stir up external pressure on the administration to provide
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counterpersuasion to McCarthy. In spite of such encouragement,

Eisenhower remained neutral to McCarthy.

Moderate republicans followed the President's avoidance

strategy to prevent any conflict with their fellow republicans.

Democratic senators felt that the Wisconsin voters had vin-

dicated McCarthy and that he was a republican -problem and

waited for Eisenhower to suppress McCarthy.43 Ironically, the

democratic senators waited on a President who, in turn, waited

on the Senate to rid the nation of McCarthy. The republican

senators would not move against McCarthy for fear that such

action would split the Republican Party. Thus, a closed system

of thought and inaction was completed in which each part of

the control group felt it had an excellent reason for relying

on the avoidance strategy. Such a closed system of thought

allowed McCarthy free reign during the first year of developing

the fourth stage of his campaign. McCarthy's first polarization

attempt came when he challenged the appointment of Charles

Bohlen as the United States ambassador to the Soviet Union.4 4

During the summer of 1953, McCarthy expanded his polari-

zation strategy by threatening an investigation of the Central

Intelligence Agency and attempting to attract people critical

of the CIA. McCarthy called William P. Bundy, a CIA official,

before his subcommittee to determine whether or not he was a

security risk. On this instance, Eisenhower stood firm in

opposition to McCarthy by using the secrecy with a rationale

tactic for grounds of prohibiting Bundy's appearance when
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claiming that the CIA was a highly secret organization and its

operations must be kept under cover.45  When the administration

held firm in its decision, McCarthy was forced to back down.

Quickly the administration returned to its policy of

inaction when McCarthy countered this defeat by conducting a

battle against Dr. Robert L. Johnson, the new head of the

- 46information agency. Suffering from McCarthy's attacks, Dr.

Johnson resigned in June on grounds of "ill health."

In October of 1953, McCarthy momentarily excused himself

from his communists-in-government campaign to marry his at-

tractive research assistant, Jean Kerr. While on his wedding

trip in the West Indes, McCarthy received word that the Army

had suspended, on grounds of security, several civilian em-

ployees working on top-secret research materials at the Army

Signal Center in Fort Monmouth, New Jersey.47 He immediately

flew back to New York and began to speak of several security

suspensions that had taken place at Monmouth. Aware of the

Army investigations into the matter, McCarthy, nevertheless,

launched his own investigation causing the two investigations

48to occur simultaneously. The investigation offered the

prime opportunity to draw in as supporters those persons who

felt that the administration condoned or encouraged a laxness

of security procedures.

McCarthy held his hearings in executive session. On

October 12, McCarthy claimed to have found traces of "ex-

tremely dangerous espionage" striking at "our entire defense
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against atomic attack.''49 Such charges combined with the in-

vestigation at Monmouth represented a strong attempt to attract

people critical of the Eisenhower administration. Amazingly,

during the Fort Monmouth investigation, the Army and the

Eisenhower administration proved patient and cooperative.

Civilian Fort Monmouth employees were dismissed or suspended on

the flimsiest evidence and charges while the Army did nothing

to defend the employees or stop McCarthy. Basically, the

first year of the Eisenhower administration saw McCarthy at

the peak of his communists-in-government campaign with his

meeting virtually no opposition from Eisenhower or the Congress.

The Peress case provided a basis for the senator's attack

on the United States Army.50 In 1954, McCarthy discovered

the case of Irving Peress, a dentist for the Army. As early

as 1953, the Army had in its files the information that Peress

was a member of the Communist Party. In spite of possessing

this information, in November 1953, the Army promoted Peress

along with seven thousand doctors and dentists to the rank of

Major to adjust military medical ranks more closely with the

status of civilian doctors. In December 1953, the Army per-

sonnel board decided that it would be best to separate Peress

as quickly as possible from the Army and notified Peress on

December 30, 1953, that he would be granted an honorable

discharge.

On January 30, 1954, McCarthy called Peress before his

subcommittee. When asked any questions, Peress declared the
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Fifth Amendment. The following day, McCarthy asked the Army

to hold Peress for court-martial charges; however, the Army

had previously decided it had no grounds for court martialing

Peress and granted him an honorable discharge on February 2.

McCarthy used the case as the basis for a polarization tactic,

the charge that the Army was "coddling Communists."5 1 McCarthy

hoped that the "communist coddling" charge would clearly in-

dicate who supported and who opposed him. Subsequently, the

charge led McCarthy into direct conflict with the Secretary of

the Army Stevens. Ultimately, the Stevens-McCarthy conflict

led to the nationally televised hearings in the spring of 1954.

During the investigation, McCarthy called before his sub-

committee Brigadier General Zwicker, who had signed Peress'

honorable discharge papers. When Zwicker refused the name of

the Army official issuing Peress' discharge, McCarthy charged,

"You are a disgrace to the uniform. You're shielding the

Communist conspirators . . . you're not fit to be an officer.

You're ignorant." 5 2  President Eisenhower was not pleased

with such an outburst. Eisenhower felt that if an Army officer

could not follow the orders of a higher officer without being

ridiculed by the Wisconsin senator, then the time had come for

the executive branch of government to utilize stronger control

group strategies than had been tried before. Slowly the

President gained the confidence and the integrity to incor-

porate counterpersuasion and public rebukes into his speeches.

It is important to realize that the organized and fearful
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opposition to McCarthy did not begin until he attacked one of

the elite American institutions, the Army. Once McCarthy began

attacking the Army as well as the conservatives and the

Republican and Democratic Parties, the conservatives, con-

gressional leaders, big businessmen, and millionaires, all

previously supportive of McCarthy, as well as the population

at large, began to back away from the senator. The press even

stopped providing him with news coverage. Indeed, the very

groups that McCarthy attempted to polarize into strong support

moved from his side -to the side of the control group.

One of the first avoidance actions of the control group

designed to disassociate itself from McCarthy was for the

Republican National Committee to notify him in May 1954 that he

would not be invited to take a leading role in the upcoming

political campaigns. Such an action is, according to Bowers

and Ochs, a denial of means. "An institutional authority also

has at its disposal an avoidance tactic which we shall call

denial of means. To effectively promulgate their ideas and

demands, an agitative group must have certain physical means

to do so."53 By not inviting McCarthy to participate in the

political campaign, the control group hoped to eliminate

political campaign speeches as a way by which McCarthy could

promulgate his ideas.

Another of the actions of the control group was to engage

in the suppression strategy "by thwarting the . . . personnel

of the agitative movement.',54 In March 1954, the administration
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charged McCarthy and Roy Cohn of baselessly seeking preferential

treatment for Schine when the Army drafted him. Schine had

undergone an unusual basic training during which he had been

excused to receive or make some 250 telephone calls and had

received numerous weekend passes to be available for sub-

committee work.55 The control group was trying to attack the

movement through one of its important assistants. McCarthy

replied that the Army was attempting to blackmail him so he

would stop the Fort Monmouth investigation. The result was

that on March 16, McCarthy's own subcommittee under the tem-

porary chairmanship of Senator Karl Mundt of South Dakota voted

to suppress McCarthy by investigating the charges against

McCarthy.

The subcommittee's televised investigation merely aired

the controversy rather than settling it except in the minds

of the citizens who finally had the opportunity to watch

McCarthy in action. Millions of viewers slowly began to

develop a negative opinion of McCarthy as he revealed the

unethical methods that had brought him to power. As Congress-

man George H. Bender notified the President, the hearings had

prompted growing impatience within the Republican Party and

the citizens had begun equating McCarthyism with witch-

hunting.56

Prior to the investigation, the subcommittee members had

already employed the tactic of the denial of the agitator's

means by limiting McCarthy's power to solely hire and fire
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his staff members and to arrange the hearing docket. At the

end of the investigation, the subcommittee drew up Resolution

301: "That the conduct of the Senator from Wisconsin, Mr.

McCarthy, is unbecoming a member of the United States Senate,

is contrary to senatorial traditions, and tends to bring the

Senate into disrepute."57

From then on, each time McCarthy and the Eisenhower

administration confronted each other, McCarthy's political

appeal gradually dissipated. By attacking Eisenhower and the

conservatives, McCarthy overstepped the bounds of his popular

support. The public did not distrust Eisenhower as it had

Truman. Instead of gaining him support from the uncommitted,

McCarthy's attacks on Eisenhower enhanced the public's opinion

of the administration. The citizens watched how the President

and his administration responded with reason and moderation

to McCarthy's frenzied and shotgun style.58

As public antipathy toward McCarthy strengthened, Republican

Senator Ralph E. Flanders of Vermont prodded his colleagues to

suppress the Wisconsin senator. Flanders, in August, intro-

duced thirty-three counterpersuasive charges against McCarthy

in an attempt to separate McCarthy from the Senate. Flanders'

charges were accompanied by six charges from Democratic Senator

William Fulbright of Arkansas and seven charges from Independent

Senator Wayne Morse of Oregon reaching a total of forty-six

charges.59 In presenting his bill of particulars, Flanders

used McCarthy's own terminology when he called McCarthy a
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"Fifth Amendment Senator" for not appearing and testifying

before various subcommittees.

The Senate engaged in the buck-passing tactic and referred

Flanders' resolution to a subcommittee where most of the

senators felt it would be buried. Republican Senator Arthur

V. Watkins of Utah, chairman of the subcommittee, however,

ignored McCarthy's challenges and protests and led his sub-

committee to issuing a resolution of censure to the Senate.

On August 5, seventy-three of the senators, including all of

the republican senators, supported Flanders' attempt at

suppression when they voted that they believed the charges

against McCarthy were serious enough to be investigated by the

Watkins subcommittee.

On September 27, the Watkins subcommittee issued a unani-

mous report urging McCarthy's censure on two counts: for re-

fusing to provide information about his finances to the

Privileges and Elections Subcommittee and for his "reprehensible

treatment" of his colleagues. The report also cited McCarthy

for irresponsibility and impropriety in other actions but not

to a degree meriting censure. When Congress reconvened on

November 8, the Watkins subcommittee made its recommendation

in the form of two amendments to Flanders' original resolution.

McCarthy issued a statement citing the Watkins subcommittee as

the "unwitting handmaiden" of the Communist Party. Rather

than aiding his case, however, such a remark alienated those

senators seeking compromise.
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On December 2, 1954, the Senate engaged in a form of

banishment, a suppression strategy, when it voted sixty-seven

to twenty-two to approve the Watkins subcommittee's resolution.

According to Bowers and Ochs, "Of all the tactics an establish-

ment can use, banishment is probably the most effective. Few

movements can survive without leadership, and banishment not

only removes the leaders but also serves as an exemplary

deterrent to the members of an agitative group."60 By censure,
McCarthy lost not a single privilege of office but he did lose

his chairmanship position which eliminated him from the lime-

light of communist investigating. In addition, the Senate's

actions led the public to believe that such strong action6 1

must illustrate a lack of validity in McCarthy's charges.

Thus, the action of censuring McCarthy caused the demise of

his leadership role both within the Senate and within his

communists-in-government campaign. To many senators, however,

the censure action did not seem strong enough. As Senator

Herbert Lehman said, "We have condemned the individual but we

have not repudiated the 'ism',',62

After his censure, McCarthy ceased to be an influential

figure. Early in 1955, a Washington correspondent wrote, "a

ghost walked in when McCarthy appeared at a hearing of a sena-

torial subcommittee. "6

Critics have had a difficult time attempting to explain

McCarthy's political decline. On the surface, censure did

not seem like a very severe punishment. Usually the control
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group banishes a movement leader through harsher means such

as forcing the leader to leave the country or confining the

leader to jail.64  In addition to his censure, however,

McCarthy suffered from a downward shift in national popularity,

the slackening of cold-war tensions, and the decline in sup-

port from his colleagues. All of these factors played a part

in finishing McCarthy's role on the national scene and banishing

him as the leader of the communists-in-government campaign.

McCarthy's last years are almost as sketchily documented

as are his early ones. Critics have hypothesized that McCarthy

felt that he had been betrayed by financial advisors who sold

him out and by political allies who deserted him when he

needed them the most. McCarthy suffered numerous physical

ailments including a diseased liver hampered by excessive

drinking. On May 2, 1957, McCarthy died after spending four

years inseparably identifying himself with the issue of commu-

nists-in-government.65

Basically, four developments highlighted McCarthy's

growing vulnerability and defeat during the fourth stage of

his campaign. As McCarthy promulgated attacks on Eisenhower

and the republican administration, the Republican Party grew

less needful of him as a party totem especially since he had

already successfully identified communism with the Democratic

Party. The democrats were more supportive of Secretary

Stephens and the Army than they were of McCarthy in spite of

McCarthy's attempts to undermine the Republican Party. Also,
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the three democratic members of McCarthy's subcommittee had

begun to use suppression strategies to keep the senator in

check as his tactics grew more obvious in the minds of the

observers. Finally, during the Army-McCarthy hearings, McCarthy

began stepping on the toes of the administration, the republi-

cans, the conservatives, and all of the citizens who had

identified security with the defense program.66 These natural

developments were supplemented by the control group's use of

more and stronger response strategies and tactics than those

that had been used in any other stage of McCarthy's campaign.

The Eisenhower administration and the Congress used the

strategies and tactics of buck-passing, counterpersuasion,

harassment, secrecy with a rationale, thwarting the movement's

personnel, denial of means, and banishment. The final strategy

of banishment resulting in McCarthy's censure was possible

only after McCarthy attacked the Congress and the administration

so bitterly that it was no longer possible to tolerate the

disruptive presence and strategies of the Wisconsin senator.
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CHAPTER VI

SUPPORT AND OPPOSITION GROUPS

Introduction

Throughout the McCarthy movement and after McCarthy's

demise, many people asked what it was about McCarthy that

helped him acquire "the backing of millions of American

people."' 1Many different ideas have been expressed in an

attempt to explain why people supported McCarthy and how they

perceived him. For example, Herbert Agar characterized the

reasons for people supporting McCarthy as:

Many people wanted an easy explanation. Theywere glad to hear that frightening events could becharged to an anti-American plot. They welcomed
the self-appointed savior who would purge the
Department of State, the entertainment industry,
and what he called "the whole group of twisted-
thinking New Dealers [who] have led America near
to ruin at home and abroad." No evidence was
asked by McCarthy's followers for the most mon-
strous charges, because the evidence for treason
was felt to be obvious on all sides--in the
mounting frustrations and in the fears for the
safety of America. "McCarthy may be a little
rough," they say, "and at times a little hasty.
But someone has got to tage on the job of
cleaning out this filth."

A Gallup survey of New London County, Connecticut, indicated

that one of the major reasons people cited for supporting

McCarthy was "They greatly admire his 'courage' and 'sincer-

ity,' feeling that he is not afraid to 'get tough'." Another

167
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Gallup survey of East Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania, reported a

similar response with many citizens crediting McCarthy with

"fearlessness," and the ability to get "a lot done the way

he goes about things. "3

It is interesting to note that many of the people who

supported McCarthy openly voiced their reservations about his

tactics. One person commented:

We know Joe is no saint. We know that some of hismethods he uses aren't too good. We know that heisn't too smart sometimes. But we're convinced
that where there's smoke there's fire. And Joe hasdone an awful lot to point out where there's smokebillowing up. There have been reds in Government,
and Joe has been the only man to do anything aboutit. He's acted all a4one, while everyone else has
been standing around.

Support Groups

Basically, McCarthy's support came from five categories

of people throughout the nation: politicians, the lower

economic group, Catholics and ethnic immigrants, the new rich,

and the representatives of the mass media. Each of these

groups were attracted to McCarthy's movement on the basis of

his issues and tactics, as is shown in the rest of the chapter.

Politicians

One of the primary sources of McCarthy's support came

from the Republican Party. Basically, the democrats tended

to oppose McCarthy, while republicans generally supported him.5

Members of the Republican Party encouraged him in his

communists-in-government fight. After McCarthy's Wheeling
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speech, Senator Style Bridges of New Hampshire organized a

brain trust to help McCarthy with his work. When the true

battle came, however, McCarthy was left to fight alone, because

many of the republican senators who thought that McCarthy was

right in his charges doubted that he could prove them.6  Rather

than being attracted to his campaign on the basis of an issue

or tactic, the republicans were attracted primarily on the

belief that McCarthy was right in his communists-in-government

pursuit. Most of the republicans who mobilized behind McCarthy

at the national level were conservative politicians and publi-

cists, businessmen, and retired military leaders who had become

discontented with the New Deal, with bureaucracy, and with

military power and policy. These party leaders viewed McCarthy

as a means of regaining the national power which they had

lacked for the previous twenty years by pursuing a national

issue which dould gain them national attention. In addition,

if they proved the charge of communist infiltration in the

government, the republicans could discredit the Democratic

Party which would also result in their achieving political

power.

In addition to providing enthusiasm and support, the

republicans provided money for the senator's cause. In

Wisconsin, for example, McCarthy could not mobilize the mass

of voters but did succeed in mobilizing the local elites of the

Republican Party. As Rogin pictured the situation, "The near

hysterical enthusiasm with which they [the conservative
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republicans] identified with the Senator gave the movement

its emotional [and financial] intensity." 8

McCarthy seemed to be the weapon of a desperate Republican

Party and he "fed upon Republican suspicion of Democrats,

Democratic anxieties about their past policies, and a mood

of temporization and passivity in Washington."9 When McCarthy

launched his communists-in-government campaign, others in the

Republican Party were ready to pick up the beat. It is in-

teresting to note, however, that among these supporters as

well as among those who emulated his tactics, the people sup-

ported his campaign but did not necessarily consider McCarthy

their leader. For example, even though many republicans in

Congress supported and defended McCarthy and his tactics, they

never really considered him their congressional leader. As

Theoharis wrote, "Despite his following, at no time did

McCarthy develop a cohesive personal political organization.

This was partly due to the Senator's limited organizational

abilities, partly to the congressional conservatives mistrust

of his integrity, and partly to their having different

political objectives. "10

Lower Economic Group

Not only did McCarthy receive support from the Republican

Party, he was also supported by the dispossessed and dis-

contented members of lower economic groups. These people

were generally unhappy with their position in life and were
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attracted by McCarthy's attacks on the industrial society,

especially his reference to the low wages and poor working

conditions of the industrial society employees. McCarthy suc-

ceeded in gaining their support by splitting apart the existing

coalitions and upsetting the group basis of politics. One

community study demonstrated that people experiencing status

incongruities (those who felt they earned less money than en-

titled them due to their education) were the most likely to

support the senator. Such evidence indicates that McCarthy's

rejection of the industrial society attracted the discontented

citizens. 12 As a result, McCarthy mobilized a grass roots

support like no previous republican senator had been able to

mobilize.13

Occupations which are usually representative of the lower

economic class, such as farming, unskilled labor, and small

businessmen, also served to distinguish supporters of McCarthy.

Unskilled workers and small and self-employed businessmen were

the most consistently pro-McCarthy groups. Having conducted

a survey of McCarthy's business supporters, a writer for

Fortune observed, "Among businessmen who approve of McCarthy's

war on subversion there is a satisfaction, subconscious per-

haps but very strong, over his incidental licks at all long-

hairs, eggheads, professors and bright young men of the 1930's

and 1940's."'14 It seemed, therefore, that McCarthy's attacks

on the well-dressed, well-educated managers of society as well

as his attacks on the institutions that were destroying the
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old-style pattern of living attracted the support of the small

businessmen and the accompanying lower economic occupations

of unskilled workers, merchants, manufacturers, and farmers.

In general, McCarthy's second area of support primarily

consisted of the members of the lower economic class. Within

this class, he received support from the discontented, dis-

possessed, unskilled laborers, small and self-employed business-

men, merchants, manufacturers, and farmers. These people

seemed to be especially responsive specifically to his attacks

on the industrial society, the New Deal, changes in American

society, and the foreign policies of the federal government,

as well as generally responsive to his communists-in-govern-

ment campaign.

Religious and Ethnic Groups

Various religious and ethnic groups comprised the third

group of McCarthy supporters. As a Catholic, McCarthy was

able to embody the traditional anti-communist sentiment and

growing conservatism of that religious section of the people.15

Such support was evidenced by the Catholics' approval of

McCarthy at the polls.16

The Germans seemed to be the primary ethnic group pro-

viding support for McCarthy's electoral base,'7 while he was

also popular among the Irish, Italians, Polish, and at least

in Wisconsin, among the Czechoslovakians.18 These ethnic

groups shared the common characteristic of having been pushed
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out of their native home by communist infiltration; thus,

they shared a common outlook on foreign policy, especially as

it related to the Soviet Union. Having migrated to the United

States because they believed it to be a "safe corner" of the

world too far away to share the fears they had experienced in

their native land, the ethnic groups were shocked at the

United States' involvement in the Korean War. Hearing McCarthy's

charges that the reason for such involvement was the commu-

nist infiltration of the government, the ethnic groups sup-

ported McCarthy's alleged efforts of ridding the government

of the communists and the communist influence to prove their

American spirit and help the United States remain a nation free

of danger, of defeat, of annihilation, or of communist sub-

version as they believed it to be when they immigrated to the

United States.

New Rich

The fourth support group, the new rich, provided McCarthy

with most of his financial backing. It seemed this group of

new millionaires supported the senator for two reasons:

first, they needed the assurance that they had earned their

own wealth and that the federal government would not, at some

time in the future, rob them of their wealth;' 9 and secondly,

these people were eager to become involved in national politics

to protect their personal and financial interests.20in

order to satisfy both of these desires, such millionaires as
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Hugh R. Cullen, a Texas oilman, and Frederick C. Miller, a
Milwaukee brewer, were willing to financially contribute freely
to McCarthy's communists-in-government campaign and to en-
courage other individuals and groups to do the same.

The McCarthy Club of Milwaukee, the largest group sup-
porting McCarthy, followed the millionaires' example and spent
more than $160,000 in one year on McCarthy's political cam-
paign. The Republican Voluntary Committee and the New York
chapter of the Veterans of Foreign Wars quickly followed suit.
It was this kind of substantial funding and other smaller
funding from individuals and organizations throughout the
nation that allowed McCarthy to continue his communists-in-

government campaign.

Reporters and Hollywood

The fifth group of seemingly supporters of the McCarthy
movement was an unusual combination of newspersons and people
in the Hollywood film industry. Their reasons for supporting
McCarthy seemed just as unusual. The group of newspersons who
supported McCarthy were active in the idea of communists having
infiltrated the federal government long before McCarthy de-
livered his Wheeling speech. They were the closest thing
that Washington had to "experts" on the communist issue in the
early 1950's. Often times, they served to provide McCarthy

with quick leads and preliminary research. Reporters served
as liaisons between McCarthy and other republican congressmen,
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and on occasion, functioned as conduits for information from

various federal bureaus and agencies. Evidence has even been

cited to indicate that the reporters played an active role in

obtaining and coaching witnesses for the McCarthy committee

hearings. It should be considered, however, that rather than

being drawn into the McCarthy movement because of McCarthy's

issues or because of their belief in the campaign, these news-

persons were probably drawn in by the nature of their duties.

One of the fundamental desires of a reporter is to produce

sensational copy and to be the first with all of the news and
many of the reporters felt that they could better achieve these
desires by working within the McCarthy organization. They

certainly could be the first to present some new item or piece
of information if they were the source of the news item. As

a result, it was probable that these newspersons were not as

concerned with McCarthy's fundamental campaign as they were

with being successful newspersons.

Likewise, it is doubtful that the filmmakers of Hollywood

who offered their support to McCarthy were truly doing so as
evidence of their support of his campaign. Some of the

Hollywood members formed a Committee for Senator Joseph R.

McCarthy in an effort to exemplify their support for him. The
membership list of the committee included such well-known names
as Rupert Hughes, Ward Bond, John Wayne, Leo McCarey, Randolph

Scott, George Murphy, Ray Milland, Dennis Morgan, Harold

Lloyd, Louis B. Mayer, and Adolphe Men jon. Speaking on
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behalf of the committee, Morrie Ryskind at one time asked the

people of Hollywood to believe that Senator McCarthy "has been

basically right in all his charges.,21 Rather than being true

supporters of the senator, however, it is more probable that

these people of Hollywood joined the organizations and super-

ficially announced their support of McCarthy because of the on-

going McCarran investigations which resulted in many famous

and talented members of Hollywood being blacklisted and pre-

vented from working. Such superficial support was even an-

nounced by the employees of most of the major television net-

works, such as NBC and CBS, also. They felt that by taking

such supportive action of McCarthy, they might be more likely

to escape the ravages of the McCarran committee.

In summary, McCarthy employed various national issues to

obtain support from politicians, the lower economic group,

Catholics and ethnic immigrants, the new rich, and the mem-

bers of the mass media, including Hollywood. Republicans sup-

ported him because they saw his success in the campaign as a
way to regain the national power and the people's confidence

that they had lacked for the previous twenty years, and they

fed upon McCarthy's charges against the democrats, the

democratic administration, and the related policies.

The lower economic class was attracted by McCarthy's at-

tacks on the industrial society and his attacks on the long-

hairs, professors, and the members of the New Deal administra-

tion. Catholics, as well as German, Irish, Italian, Polish,
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and Czechoslovakian immigrants seemed drawn into the commu-

nists-in-government campaign by their desire to help rid the

government of communists and make the nation free of any

communist influence.

McCarthy's most financially supportive group was the new

rich. These people supported him because of his assurance

that the federal government could not take away their new

found wealth and because it provided them with an easy way to
become involved with national politics and provide protection

for their personal interests. Finally, newspersons needing

to be involved in the campaign to keep abreast of the latest

news items and members of Hollywood in an attempt to avoid

accusation by the McCarran investigating committee of being

communists supported McCarthy.

The widespread and national support provided by the five
different groups combined with McCarthy's talent of developing

the communists-in-government campaign helped the issue of

communists-in-government become a banner around which various

segments of the population could express their discontent and
generalized uneasiness about the present state of affairs

with the nation. 22 Millions of people regarded him as the
only person who was willing to really fight the internal

communist threat. And to those people who supported the
senator, McCarthyism became a "symbol of determined attack

against Communists and Communist sympathizers in Government."2 3
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Opposition Groups

In spite of McCarthy's widespread support, there did

exist some opposition to McCarthy throughout the nation.

Often times a movement will generate the development of counter

groups, organized groups formed to oppose the ideology and

goals of the agitative movement. A counter group usually

responds to the agitative movement with various response tac-
tics. During the McCarthy movement, however, there seemed to
be a void of counter groups in spite of the different groups

of people who opposed McCarthy and his campaign. This oppo-

sition lacked the organization and tactical opposition typical

of a counter group.

Basically, McCarthy's opposition came from five groups

of people: the people of the South, the Congress of Industrial

Organizations, Senators Smith and Benton, members of pro-

fessional occupations, and members of the popular press.

South

Outside of some support from conservative southern sena-

tors, the South, in general, was not pro-McCarthy. In fact,
according to opinion polls taken by Nathan Glazer and Seymour

Lipset, the South was the most anti-McCarthy section of the
country and opposed McCarthy just as it had opposed Senator
LaFollete. Throughout the past two decades, several reasons

have been offered in an effort to explain the South's anti-

McCarthy sentiment. Some people feel that the South's
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traditional attachment to the Democratic Party and the fact

that McCarthy was a member of the Republican Party caused a

natural resentment between the South and McCarthy. The fact

that the South was considered the most anti-Catholic section

in the country and McCarthy was a Catholic also could have

contributed to the South's opposition to McCarthy. McCarthy's

attacks on the Army when the South had traditionally been the

most pro-military section of the country could have been a

factor. In addition, the South, at the time, was the least

informed political area and people tended to follow local

leaders and local opinion rather than identifying with more

national figures and issues.25  Finally, part of the reason for

the South's opposition to McCarthy could have been the region's

historical experience with its own assortment of demagogues,

and the feeling that McCarthy was just another demagogue.26

CIO

The Congress of Industrial Organizations was another of

McCarthy's opposition groups. While other labor groups

hesitated to attack the senator, the CIO immediately mobilized

its resources against him. Within days after his controversial

Wheeling speech, the National Political Action Committee of the

CIO was distributing reams of anti-McCarthy material that

"pictured the senator as an unscrupulous liar manipulated by

the conservative Republican forces in Congress."27 On

February 28, 1950, Political Action of the Week, the Political
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Action Committee's handout, noted that McCarthy's blast against

the State Department "reminded many observers of the Wisconsin

State Supreme Court's blast against McCarthy for his unethical

activities as a circuit court judge."28 In spite of the CIO's

efforts to use their organization as a springboard for

attacking McCarthy, such opposition did not develop to the

degree of organizational level of opposition generally typified

by a counter group.

Senators

McCarthy also faced some opposition in the Senate. During

1950, 1951, and the first part of 1952, Senator Benton offered

McCarthy some strong opposition.29  Among the republican sena-

tors, Margaret Chase Smith seemed to be McCarthy's strongest

opponent throughout his campaign.30 Senator Smith, it should

be remembered, was responsible for formulating and presenting

the Declaration of Conscience to the Senate.

Professionals

Outside of the Senate, one of the strongest opposition

groups seemed to consist of the professional people, big

businessmen, managerial and clerical personnel, the better

educated people, and members of the white-collar, urban middle

class. These people primarily opposed McCarthy because of his

attacks on the eastern elite and on the industrialization of

society. Rather than wanting to abolish or being fearful of

these two aspects of society, these professional people hoped
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to eventually advance into positions within the structure of

the eastern elite and the industrialized society; therefore,

McCarthyism alienated them.31

Popular Press

The more popular and widely distributed newspapers such

as The New York Times tended to oppose McCarthy largely because

these newspapers were owned and managed by the eastern elite

whom McCarthy had attacked. As Life wrote on April 10, 1950,

"We deplore the wild and irresponsible behavior of Sen. Joseph

McCarthy. It is right to fight Communism; it is wrong, wicked

to smear people indiscriminately. . . . It is wrong when

millions of Americans lose their decent sense of judgment and

are ready to believe any charge leveled against anybody, re-

gardless of proof." 3 Nevertheless, the mere act of these

newspapers running stories on McCarthy, even if they were

editorials opposing him, provided McCarthy with another avenue

of publicity and another opportunity to have his name in print.

In summary, there were five predominant opposition groups

that developed throughout the nation during the period of

McCarthyism: the South, the CIO, Senators Benton and Smith,

members of the professional occupations, and members of the

popular press. In spite of the efforts of these opposition

areas to oppose McCarthy and his -movement, it was not until

the popular opinion turned against McCarthy in 1954, that the

senators and the administration were willing to work with and
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supplement the efforts of the opposition groups to counter

McCarthy's movement.
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In 1950 with the help of friends, McCarthy sensed and

analyzed the mood of the people at the middle of the twentieth

century. Facing an internationally tense situation and be-

coming more and more aware of communist infiltration in gover-

ment as the number of espionage trials increased, the American

people became fearful of the omnipresent and widening threat

of communism, the recurrance of government intervention, and

the disloyalty of the nation's federal government employees.

It was this climate of the times that was ripe when McCarthy

launched his campaign.

For four years, McCarthy served as the leader of the

communists-in-government campaign. Beginning in 1950 with his

Wheeling speech and the development of a movement in four

stages, McCarthy used the climate of the times to attract the

support of more than a million citizens. Aided by the advance

of the Korean War, the increasing power of the Soviet Union,

and the threat of the atomic bomb, McCarthy's leadership

qualities and use of agitative strategies aroused and attracted

the sentiment of many American citizens.

The purpose of this thesis has been to analyze the qualities

of McCarthyism as a specific rhetorical movement and to depict

185
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the characteristics of McCarthy as the leader of the movement.

Criteria for the analysis of McCarthy's leadership was drawn

from Simons in "A Theory of Persuasion for Social Movements,"

Scott in "The Conservative Voice in Radical Rhetoric," and

Blumer in "Social Movements." Blumer's "Social Movements,"

in conjunction with Bowers' and Ochs' The Rhetoric of Agitation

and Control, provided the criteria for the rhetorical analysis

of the strategies used by the agitative and control groups.

As with most analytical studies, the researcher will find

some of the qualities and characteristics that were originally

expected and will come upon some unexpected qualities and

characteristics. So it has been with this study. The funda-

mental expected qualities were reinforced: McCarthy was the

leader of the communists-in-government campaign and the McCarthy

movement evidenced enough characteristics to be classified as

a rhetorical movement. Four unexpected qualities also were

discovered: the control group's general inaction, McCarthy's

overwhelming drive for success and recognition, McCarthy's lack

of belief in his campaign, and the void of counter groups.

Before the study was begun, it seemed apparent that

McCarthy could be considered the leader of the McCarthy move-

ment since both the movement and the phrase "McCarthyism" were

titled after him; however, the research and analysis of the

movement served to dramatize the extent to which McCarthy al-

most solely directed the development of the movement. With

the climate of the times having evidenced apprehension toward
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communism throughout the 1940's, it might have been expected

that a politician would attempt to launch a communists-in-

government campaign sooner than McCarthy. The democrats, how-

ever, could not make such a move since their political party

had been in control for twenty years and a communists-in-govern-

ment campaign would be an attack on the democratic administra-

tion. Prior to 1950, some republicans had periodically touched

upon the communists-in-government issue but such references

were very brief. A few republicans had even introduced the

idea of communists having infiltrated labor, but none of

these republicans pursued the communists-in-government idea

with as much fervor, energy, and sensitivity as McCarthy. In-

deed, McCarthy was the first politician, democrat or republican,

who was willing to take the long shot chance that other

politicians had avoided. Such a chance made him the leader

of his own movement and of his own campaign.

Once McCarthy launched the communists-in-government cam-

paign, his personality and leadership qualities were such that

he drove the movement on to success. As Scott in "The Con-

servative Voice in Radical Rhetoric" indicated, a movement

leader seeks an identification. McCarthy sought identification

with the communists-in-government campaign so that he could

obtain national recognition and thus win senatorial re-election

in 1952. Simons stressed the need for a movement leader to

adapt to several audiences simultaneously which McCarthy cer-

tainly did as he attracted support from fellow politicians,
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the lower economic group, Catholics and ethnic immigrants,

the new rich, and the members of the mass media. In "Social

Movements," Blumer discussed the need for a leader of a move-

ment to be excitable, restless, and aggressive. Again McCarthy

exemplified these qualities during the McCarthy movement: he

was easily aroused by any hint of communism having infiltrated

the government, he roamed from one topic to another in an ef-

fort to find the one that best illustrated his charge of

communists-in-government, and he lacked no fearlessness when he

attacked any number of famous and influential persons through-

out the United States including Presidents Truman and

Eisenhower and the Army. Each of these qualities cited by

movement theorists and evidenced in McCarthy's actions com-

bined with McCarthy's fighting drive for success helped him

launch and push the communists-in-government movement forward

and make him the historical leader of the communists-in-

government campaign.

The second quality that was found as expected was that

the movement might be classified as a rhetorical movement. As

Blumer wrote in "Social Movements," "Social movements can be

viewed as collective enterprises to establish a new order of

life. They have their inception in a condition of unrest, and

derive their motive power on one hand from dissatisfaction with

the current form of life, and on the other hand, from wishes

and hopes for a new scheme or system of living."2 To depict

a social movement in greater detail, Blumer also wrote:
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A specific social movement is one which has a well-
defined objective or goal which it seeks to reach.
In this effort it develops an organization and struc-
ture, making it essentially a society. It develops
a recognizes and accepted leadership and a definite
membership.

Blumer also drew from the theory of C.A. Dawson and W.E. Gettys

when he cited the four stages typical for the development of

a movement: the stage of social unrest when people are uneasy

and restless about conditions but they are not certain what

is causing their discontent, the stage of popular excitement

when people are able to focus on their cause for restlessness,

the stage of formalization which pushes the leader to the fore-

ground and the movement develops an organization, and the stage

of institutionalization in which the movement becomes a fixed

organization with a definite structure and personnel.4

Using the characteristics of a social movement as out-

lined by Blumer, this analysis revealed that the McCarthy move-

ment definitely could be classified as a social movement. The

movement was a collective effort on the part of McCarthy and

many of the nation's citizens to establish a new way of life

free of communists-in-government. The condition of unrest

during the 1940's provided the groundwork for McCarthy to

successfully launch his campaign. The movement had the well

defined objective or goal of ridding the nation of all commu-

nists-in-government and making the nation a safe place for

people to live. Also, the McCarthy movement developed in the

four stages outlined by Blumer: the stage of social unrest
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with people being uneasy during the 1940's but not being able

to pinpoint the cause of their uneasiness, the stage of popular

excitement with people recognizing the cause of their un-

easiness as espionage trials were conducted in 1949 and 1950

and more and more government employees were convicted and sus-

pected of disloyalty, the stage of formalization with McCarthy

coming to the foreground as the leader of the communists-in-

government campaign and the subsequent organizational develop-

ment, and the institutionalization stage which has already

been discussed in Chapter V. Consequently, the manner in

which the McCarthy movement followed the style and stages of

a typical social movement seems to indicate that the movement

can definitely be classified as a social movement as this

study was designed to do.

In addition to finding the two expected qualities of

McCarthy's leadership and the existence of a social movement,

there were four unexpected qualities that were also discovered.

The first surprising characteristic was that McCarthy's cam-

paign was sustained and aided by the control group rather than

the control group suppressing the agitative movement as is

generally typical. As was discussed in Chapter V, any control

group efforts to offset McCarthy and his movement during the

first four years lacked coordination and endurance so that they

made little or no impact on the movement. Such inaction or in-

ability to counter a movement results in the movement being

strengthened. The movement was in its fifth year of existence
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before the control group successfully combatted the movement.

Combined with the ineffectiveness of the control group was the
unusual characteristic of the movement's leader contributing

to the movement's downfall because of his greed for success.

Nevertheless, one of the characteristics of the McCarthy move-

ment was that it developed and grew for four years with the
help of the control group's efforts, yet, it only took the

control group a few months to squelch the movement once it

employed stringent control group responses.

The second unusual characteristic of the McCarthy movement

was McCarthy's almost overnight move to national notoriety.

Serving as a freshman senator, it was highly surprising to see

McCarthy develop his own national campaign so quickly and

so easily. It should be remembered, however, that McCarthy was
no usual senator as was evidenced by his combination of per-

sonality and leadership qualities. Coming from a background

characterized by little money and little family recognition,

McCarthy was always hungry for success and would go to any

means to acquire recognition. As was discussed in Chapter III,
McCarthy was headstrong and always striving to be successful.

His senatorial career was certainly no different. Having

nothing to lose except his political office and having every-

thing to gain including his desire to become United States

President, McCarthy was driven by his desire to succeed. His

drive led him to make the profitable gamble of launching a

ommunists-in-government campaign. Finding the campaign
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successful and possessing both an inability to succumb to

failure and a personal need to get re-elected, McCarthy con-

tributed all of his time, money, and energy to his communists-

in-government campaign. He was one of only a few senators in

history who could devote his entire life to a political cam-

paign and when that campaign died, so did McCarthy.

The third unexpected quality of the McCarthy movement was

McCarthy's lack of belief and sincerity in his communists-in-

government campaign. It was interesting to see a politician

who had almost never mentioned the issue of communists-in-

government prior to 1950, plunge headlong into such a campaign

once the success of the campaign became obvious. Several

critics have observed that McCarthy was truly dedicated to

the communists-in-government issue. For example, Rogin sum-

marized the situation when he wrote:

It was the lack of conviction that made McCarthyat once a more vulnerable and more interesting humanbeing than any of his followers or imitators. . .If McCarthy ever had faith in a holy cause, he lostit early (or acquired it very late, too late to do himany good), and he reposed all trust in himself and inthe tumult he knew himself capable of creating. Hewas a cynic, and while cynicism is never admirable,
it is better for the world when a man as able as hewas is contemptuous of morality than when he isaflame over a vicious and destructive morality. Theone McCarthy employed was vicious and destructive,
but it never set him afire, though it did burn others.5

Indeed, it might be quiered why a man so insincere and un-

dedicated to his campaign fought so diligently to make it

succeed. For McCarthy, the answer had to be his possession

of the desire to succeed which made his leadership even that
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more unusual in that the movement was successful in spite of

the fact that he lacked sincerity in his campaign. McCarthy

did, however, have a strong commitment to his desire to obtain

power by whatever means available.

The final unexpected quality of the McCarthy movement was

the lack of counter group development. With some movements,

counter groups develop quickly after the movement has been

launched so that the goals and ideology of the movement can be

offset; however, with the McCarthy movement, the nation generally

seemed to support McCarthy and his movement rather than oppose

him. What groups did develop throughout the four years in

opposition to McCarthy could not be classified as counter

groups because they lacked the coordination of efforts and

organizational level necessary for a group to be classified as

a counter group. These groups, classed as opposition groups,

were not very effective. The void of counter groups probably

helps account for the McCarthy movement's success and growth

for a four-year period. With the nation's citizens generally

supportive of McCarthy and his movement, the senators and the

President did not want to alienate the electorate by opposing

McCarthy. As a result, until the citizens began to turn against

McCarthy in 1954 during the Army-McCarthy hearings, the elected

politicians, in general, attempted to maintain a neutral

ground toward the movement.

Having found these four unusual qualities ofthe McCarthy

movement, this analysis has made a contribution to the field
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of movement studies by stressing some unusual and unexpected

qualities of a movement. Often times, historians, theorists,

and movement-analysts tend to speak in generalities and tend

to unqualifyingly classify the qualities and characteristics

of movements while overlooking the obvious fact that almost

every movement will have some unusual and unexpected qualities

of its own. It is hoped this analysis, however, has helped

make future analysts aware of the unexpected and unusual

characteristics present in almost any specific rhetorical move-

ment. This analysis has served also to pull together the

background of McCarthy in as an objective way as possible,

whereas the information was heretofore scattered throughout

various books, magazines, and other sources.

This investigation has provided the field of movement

research with an analysis of the McCarthy movement. As was

stated in Chapter I, extensive research was conducted at the

outset to determine whether an analysis of McCarthy and his

movement was already available. Since none was found, the

analysis was undertaken. This thesis has provided an analysis

of the leadership of McCarthy and a classification and analysis

of the development of the McCarthy movement. Although this

analysis is by no means all inclusive, it has studied in depth

the specific qualities of the climate of the times, McCarthy's

leadership, agitative strategies, control responses, and sup-

port and opposition groups. Other aspects of the McCarthy

movement still exist, however, as potential areas for further
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investigation and analysis in the future.

An analysis could be made into the leadership, agitative

strategies, and control group responses during the Army-

McCarthy hearings. Another study could be conducted of the

geographical areas of support and opposition to McCarthy and

his movement and the manner in which these groups employed

strategies and tactics of their own. An investigation could

be made into the speaking style of Senator McCarthy including

such elements as preparation, forms of support, style, and

delivery. These three possible studies are only general areas

of further study that this analyst found could be of future

value to the field of movement studies; however, there are

other areas of study of McCarthy and his communists-in-govern-

ment campaign that could also be explored.
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